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Abstract
This thesis investigates deixis in Hausa. Specifically, it examines the deictic
interpretation of Hausa demonstratives, adverbs and certain deictic particles
within a systematic paradigm of referential interpretation. I show that the
participant-based approach to Hausa deictic adverbials, first proposed by Jaggar
and Buba (1994), can be extended to cover other (related) deictic elements. In that
work, we demonstrated how the tripartite system of spatial, anaphoric and
symbolic usage interacts with the speaker-proximal, speaker-distal and
speaker/addressee-distal distinctions encoded by NAN- and CATV-adverbials. In
this thesis, the same model is extended to explain the functional distribution of the
related demonstratives WANN AN and WANCAN. Chapter 1 provides a general
introduction to the notion of deixis, covering its definition and various
manifestations in the referential subsystems of demonstratives, adverbs (and
personal pronouns). Chapter 2 addresses the speaker-proximal demonstrative and
adverbial deictics (e.g. nan ‘here’ [near me the speaker], wannan + NP, NP-n/rnan/nan ‘this NP [near me the speaker]’). Chapter 3 is concerned with the
basically addressee-proximal deictics (e.g. nan ‘there [near you the addressee]’,
wannan / w&nnan + NP, NP-n/r-nan ‘that NP [near you the addressee]’). In
Chapter 4, I look at the speaker/addressee-distal forms (e.g. can ‘there [distant
from speaker and addressee]’, wane an + NP, NP-n/r-can/can ‘that NP [distant
from speaker and addressee]’), and their remote-distal counterparts (e.g. can ‘over
there [remote from speaker and addressee]’, wane an / wancan + NP, NP-n/r-can
‘that NP [remote from speaker and addressee]’). The functional distribution of the
pre-head and post-head demonstratives is described and explained in terms of the
semantic-pragmatic notion of presuppositionality. The core claims are
summarised in Chapter 5, where I briefly address the implications of the findings
for the Hausa system of deixis, and for cross-linguistic deictic theory in general.
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Abbreviations, Symbols and Transcription
#

ungr ammatic al

?

marginally acceptable

*

underlying (historical) form

<

derived from

=

equivalent in meaning

*

not equivalent in meaning

—>

changes to

<—>

two-way opposition

f.

feminine

F

falling tone

H

high tone

L

low tone

lit.

literally

m.

masculine

NP

noun phrase

pi.

plural

s.

singular

vs

versus

Transcription
For all the Hausa citations, the tone and vowel marking system is as follows:
L(ow) tone = (a or aa), F(alling) tone = (aa or a), H(igh) tone is unmarked; long
vowels are indicated with double vowels, e.g. (aa) vs. short (a). The globalised
consonants are represented by the so-called ‘hooked letters’ 5/rB, d/D, k/K, and
the apostrophe ( ’ ) is used to signify the glottal stop; ly is a globalised palatal, and
ts is an ejective. A hyphen is used between enclitics and their host NP’s. Deictic
elements under discussion are underlined, and their English equivalents are typed
in bold, e.g. F nan ‘here’.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

I. 0. The Hausa Language
Hausa is a major world language with more first-language speakers than any other
sub-Saharan African language—more than 30 million according to recent
estimates, most of whom live in northern Nigeria and the Republic of Niger (see
Kirk-Greene 1967; Kraft & Kirk-Greene 1973; Abu-Manga, 1982, 1990; Gouffe
1981; Newman 1987, 1991, 1992; Parsons 1971; Jaggar 1993). It is a first
language for ‘original’ Hausas, in addition to many ethnic (settled) Fulani (Filanin
gida), who by reason of intermarriage and a long history of contact have become
linguistically indistinguishable from the Hausa. Hausa is also spoken by diaspora
communities of traders, Muslim scholars and immigrants in urban areas of West
Africa, e.g. Southern Nigeria, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, (northern)
Ghana (= lingua franca, used in TV and radio broadcasts) and Togo, as well as the
Blue Nile Province of the Sudan. Colonies of Hausa speakers are also to be found
in large cities in North Africa, e.g. Tripoli (Libya), and in Equatorial Africa, e.g.
Bangui (Central African Republic), and Brazzaville (Congo). It is the most
important and widespread West African language, and is rivalled only by Swahili
as an African lingua franca.

Hausa has a long literary tradition, and was first written in (Arabic-based) ajami
script, and later in its more familiar Roman script introduced in the 1930’s
(Yahaya 1988; Furniss 1996). In the (British) colonial period, Hausa was
recognised as the official language of the Northern Regional Assembly, and it still
remains one of the three national languages of Nigeria (together with Igbo and
Yoruba), as enshrined in the (now) suspended Nigerian Constitution (1979) and
the (revised) National Policy on Education (1989). Hausa is used extensively in
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commercial and educational spheres, and in the mass media. There are several
Hausa language newspapers, including the twice weekly Gaskiva Ta Fi Kwabo
(Truth is Worth More than a Penny’). Many radio stations, both African and
international, broadcast in (mainly Kano) Hausa, including the BBC World
Service, Voice of America, Deutsche Welle, Radio Moscow and Radio Peking.

Hausa is a member of the (West branch) of the Chadic language family, which
contains some 150 distinct languages spoken to the east, west and south of Lake
Chad. Chadic is a coordinate branch of the Afroasiatic (Hamito-Semitic) super
family, the other branches being Ancient Egyptian (extinct), Berber (e.g.
Tamazhaq, Tamazight), Cushitic (e.g. Somali, Oromo), Omotic (e.g. Beja), and
Semitic (e.g. Arabic, Hebrew, Amharic).

Hausa has been a subject of serious scholarly investigation for 150 years, and is
one of the most extensively researched of all sub-Saharan African languages (Hair
1976; Newman 1989; Baldi 1977; Awde 1988). It also has some of the best
dictionaries (Bargery 1934; Abraham 1962; Newman and Newman 1977;
Newman 1990; Awde 1996) and reference grammars (Wolff 1993; Newman (in
press); Jaggar (in preparation)) of any African language.

In contrast to many African languages, and in spite of its geographical spread and
numbers of speakers, Hausa dialects display relatively little variation, but it is
possible to differentiate broadly between Eastern dialects, e.g. Kano (= Standard
Hausa, the dialect used in this thesis), and Western dialects, e.g. Katsina, Sokoto
and northwards into Niger (Malka 1978; Zaria 1982; Matsushita 1990; Bello
1992).
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1.1.

The problem

The study of Hausa in a naturally occurring context of communication is a
relatively recent phenomenon, in spite of the tremendous growth in Hausa
linguistic scholarship, and its long tradition as a well-researched language.
(Yahaya 1988 and Newman 1991 provide a detailed chronology of the age and
extent of this scholarship.) The references contained in a recent Hausa (Chadic)
bibliography attest to the enormous amount of attention that the language is
getting from Hausaists. However, there is a big gap in our understanding of the
uses and usage of the language in a context-sensitive environment. Jaggar (1983,
1985b) and Jaggar and Buba (1994) remain the only major works which are solely
devoted to the uses and constraints characterising certain grammatical items in
Hausa discourse, including deictic formatives. (While Galadanci (1969), see also
Howeidy (1953), correctly identified the semantic and pragmatic coding of Hausa
demonstrative determiners and adverbs, he did not elaborate on the ways in which
these forms are actually exploited in naturally-occurring contexts.)

This thesis attempts to fill this large gap in our understanding of Hausa deixis and
represents the most complete discussion and analysis of demonstratives, adverbs,
and other deictic particles to date. More importantly, the study is presented within
a participant-based framework that has never before been used to categorise
deictic elements in Hausa (but see Jaggar and Buba 1994). Such a model (which is
not specific to Hausa) permits a rigorous reappraisal of some long-established
proposals, most of which are found to be wholly inadequate in addressing the
various deictic paradigms in Hausa.

The basic assumption informing this study is that deictic adverbs and
demonstratives (determiners, pronouns) are part of a system of indexicalisation
used to designate the material relationship of signs in a communicative context.
The material relationship in focus is largely dyadic, in the sense that it rests
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squarely on the participants (i.e. speaker and hearer), who determine the
specificity of not only the deictic centre, but also its orientation relative to the
context of communication. 1 The context in the sense of Sebeok (1991:29) is what
validates the tacit or explicit assumptions of the participants (‘a setting in which
any message is emitted, transmitted, and admitted...’ (p. 29). In other words, a
piece of text, or any other kind of message, is only as good as the context permits
an intended interpretation to be made. The message, being the basis of the
communication process, is interpretable in terms of: (a) a spatial expression
accompanied by a physical gesture, which further individuates the (visible) object
of reference or its location as cognitively perceived by a speaker; (b) an anaphoric
inference, by means of which coreferentiality between an anaphor and its
antecedent is properly established within a spatio-temporally determined context;
and (c) a symbolic codification, in which certain abstract relations are realised
with the speaker as centre of the metaphorical extension.

Chapter 2 examines the (egocentric) speaker-centred locative adverbial F tone nan
‘here’ (§2.1.), pre-head demonstrative HL tone wannan etc. (+NP), and post-head
NP-n/-r-nan/nan ‘this, these’ (§2.2.), within the tripartite spatial, anaphoric, and
symbolic system of deictic inteipretation. In addition, the chapter tackles the issue
of word order variation between the pre-and post-head demonstratives. Using the
cognitive model developed by Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski (1989, 1993), I
show that far from being synonymous alternatives (as previously claimed), the
choice between e.g. (pre-head) wannan vaarinvaa and (post-head) vaarinva-r-nan
‘this girl’ is conditioned by the cognitive status of the referent (‘girl’)—the pre
head demonstrative references [-identifiable] entities, whereas the post-head
option indexes [+identifiable] referents. I also discuss a number of speaker-based
deictic adverbials, including nan gaba ‘in future’ (lit. ‘here/now in front’), nan da
‘from now’ (lit. ‘here/now and’), and the modal pro-form haka ‘thus, this, so’,
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which I show to be semantically equivalent to pronominal HL wannan in certain
discourse contexts.

Chapter 3 documents findings that confirm the intuitions of Howeidy (1953),
Galadanci (1969), Jaggar (1985b), and Jaggar and Buba (1994) that Hausa
lexicalises the addressee’s position. Most (semantic) descriptions were heavily
influenced (and distracted) by languages such as English with a basic 2-term
deictic opposition (e.g. this <—> that). Adverbial H nan, pre-head demonstrative
LH wannan etc., FH wannan etc. (+NP), and post-head NP-n/r-nan are shown to
pick out objects which are in the vicinity of the addressee. As F nan and HL
wannan etc. are [+ proximal] to the speaker, so are H nan and LH wannan etc. [+
proximal] in relation to the addressee. (These essentially addressee-based deictics
have a more generalised speaker-distal coding in many of the anaphoric extracts
that I present (§3.2.3).) As with the speaker-proximal demonstratives (Chapter 2),
the addressee-based demonstrative variants are characterised by a (previously
unreported) form-meaning correlation: pre-head demonstrative = [-identifiable],
post-head = [+identifiable]. In §3.3,1 provide new insights into the DIN deictic
particle, describing possessive H tone cfi-n (§3.3.1.1) and referential F tone di-n
(§3.3.1.2).

In chapter 4, I look at the speaker/addressee-(remote) distal C A N
(§4.1),WANCAN (+NP), and NP-CAN (§4.2), and document the same pre-head
demonstrative = [-identifiable], post-head = [-{-identifiable] correlation. These
(CAN) adverbials and (WANCAN) demonstratives are also shown to have a more
defective distribution in the (non-spatial) anaphoric and symbolic domains.
Finally, I summarise my findings in chapter 5, in which I also examine the
implications of the Hausa facts for cross-linguistic theories on deixis in general.
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1.2. Defining the notion of Deixis
According to Rauh (1983b: 10) the term ‘deixis’ derives from a Greek word,
deiktikos, meaning ‘apt for pointing with the finger’. Lyons (1977:636-37) refers
to its ‘pointing’ and ‘indicating’ origin in Greek, and writes: ‘By deixis is meant
the location and identification of persons, objects, events, processes and activities
being talked about, or referred to, in relation to the spatio-temporal context created
and sustained by the act of utterance and participation in it, typically, of a single
speaker and at least one addressee.’ Fillmore (1975:39) emphasises the properties
of an utterance which identify it as a deictic expression: ‘Deixis is the name given
to those formal properties of utterances which are determined by, and which are
interpreted by knowing, certain aspects of the communication act in which the
utterances in question can play a role.’

Like Lyons, Rauh (1983b: 10) claims that a major distinction between deictic and
non-deictic expressions is that the former ‘...are dependent upon or related to the
situation of the encoder’. According to Wales (1986:401): ‘...demonstratives,
pronouns, adverbs of place, verbs of motion such as ‘come’ and ‘go’, definite
articles, tenses, direct the hearer’s attention to spatial or temporal aspects of the
situation of utterance which are often critical for its appropriate interpretation.’ In
other words, in this kind of reference, it is not enough to understand what is
said—one must also know who said it {person deixis, social deixis), the location at
which the speaker uttered it (place deixis), and when it is said (time deixis,
discourse deixis). In this connection, Freidman (1975:941) has argued that ‘any
language must provide for the. ..concepts of time, space and person in its surface
representation’.

In this study, I take the view that the primary form of deictic codification is the
category of person. As Lyons (1977) has stated, this usually refers to (at least) the
speaker (the person who makes the utterance) and the addressee (the person
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spoken to). For me, these participants define how we interpret any utterance
containing a deictic form. The most obvious way in which these persons are
realised is the pronouns I and You (but also He, included by Benveniste (1971) as
a non-person category); any utterance containing I necessarily refers to the person
saying it (the 7-sayer in the terminology of Parrett (1980)), and that person is the
only means we have of interpreting what the utterance means. In fact, the role of
the speaker in deixis is considered so crucial that some scholars are wont to see
language as essentially a projection of the speaker’s state of being. Russell’s
(1940) notion of egocentric particulars promotes this to be the main instrument
in this speaker projection. Thus, according to him, the pronoun I ‘means the
biography to which this belongs’, the time adverb now with ‘what is copresent
with this, but also here as ‘the time at which this occurs’. Indexical sign is also a
term that has been used to describe the relationship of these forms to the speaker
(interpretant for Peirce). Peirce (1932:151), however, sees such words as this,
here and now as a ‘... surrogate for an index finger in an act of pointing’. Biihler
(1990[1934]:94ff.) makes a similar observation concerning the indexical
(pointing) origin of his deictic field of language. He argues that the central import
of his description is ‘...to show how the fulfilment of the meaning of deictic
words is connected to sensory deictic clues, and to show how this fulfilment is
dependent on these clues and their equivalents’ (p. 94). The sensory clues that
Biihler has in mind are the use of the index finger or such other ‘ocular’ forms of
pointing in the felicitous use of a deictic form, and it remains for him the one
constant proposition: ‘Although the index finger, the natural tool of ocular
demonstration, may well be replaced by other deictic clues, although it is even
replaced in speech concerning things that are present, the assistance it and its
equivalents provide can never completely cease and simply be dispensed with, not
even in anaphora...This insight is the pivotal point of our doctrine of the deictic
field of language’ (Biihler 1990 [1934] :95).
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Reichenbach (1947) talks of token reflexive words to describe deictic categories.
The self-referring power given to these forms means that their meaning is
invariant so long as the context of utterance is taken into account—-again this
remains the constant pivotal point from which other forms of deixis are to be
viewed. Thus, I in this system will mean ‘the person who utters this token; now
means ‘the time at which this token is uttered’, and so on. A critical discussion of
these positions is to be found in Burks (1948) and Gale (1968:152).

The reference of You, however, is less straightforward, not so much because it is
not lexically encoded, but because it has received little attention in the past. In
most of the literature,yew (= addressee) is negatively defined in relation to the
speaker. Anyone other than the utterer may therefore be encoded by it.
Interestingly, it seems that such a rendering reflects the nature of the languages
investigated, rather than a universal paradigm for describing pronouns,
demonstratives, and adverbs as deictics. In English, for example, while this directs
attention to referent objects that are in the vicinity of the speaker (hence speakerrelative), that largely defines objects which are not proximal to the speaker. It is
the same two-way contrast for the English adverbs here and there as well (see also
Ingram (1971, 1978), Zwicky (1977) and Nunberg (1993).

Hausa, in common with a large number of disparate languages, exploits deictic
forms which articulate a system more sophisticated than the basic two-term
(spatial) system of English and many European languages.2 Japanese, for
example, has a three-term system for both its demonstratives and locative adverbs
(Coulmas 1982; Hinds 1971,1973; Fillmore, 1975:42; Anderson and Keenan,
1985). Spanish aqui ‘here’, ahi ‘(just) there’ and alU ‘(over) there’ also exemplify
a tripartite deictic adverbial system (Sacks 1954; Saeed 1997:174). Fillmore
(1975) reports another language in an almost incredulous tone: ‘One is told that
Tlingit from the Na-Dane language family (USA, Alaska [Crystal 1987:443]) is a
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language with a four-way contrast, translatable, I suppose, as ‘right here’, ‘right
there', ‘over there', and ‘way the heck over there’ (p. 42). Yet this is precisely
what happens in (Standard) Hausa, e.g. (locative adverbials) F n£n = ‘here [near
me the speaker]', H nan = ‘there [near you the hearer]’, F can = ‘over there
[distant from speaker and hearer]’, and H can = ‘way over there [remote from
speaker and hearer]'.

Within this participant-based system, the deictic forms are further classifiable in
terms of the referential functions they perform. In his model, Fillmore (1975:40)
suggests that pronouns, demonstratives (especially) and locative adverbs can be
classified according the gestural, anaphoric and symbolic functions they perform in
a given pragmatic context. A gestural (deictic) function for Fillmore is one in which
‘a deictic expression ... can be properly interpreted only by somebody monitoring
some physical aspect of the communication situation’, e.g., ‘I want you to put it
there’ (cf. Lyons’ (1977) description of ‘the canonical situation of utterance’). An
anaphoric use of ‘there’ will be ‘I drove the car to the parking lot and left it
there’. ‘There’ is symbolically used for example in a telephoner’s inquiry ‘Is
John there’ (Fillmore 1975:41). Two qualifications are however needed with
regard to the handling of the (derivative) anaphoric/symbolic functions. First,
although I will be dealing with temporal deictics as extensions of their basic spatial
function, I have decided to discuss them under anaphora, largely because it is in the
(anaphoric) discourse contexts that their pragmatic meaning is most apparent. This
does not, however, invalidate the use of, for example, F n£n to encode both
‘here/now’ (chapter 2) and H nan for both ‘there/then’ (chapter 3), depending on
the respective function that these forms are performing. Second, as the reader will
see in subsequent chapters, the symbolic function is also a problematic category in
that it encompasses a far wider range of (discourse) uses than is encountered in the
spatial and anaphoric domains. For instance, deictic forms are encountered in their
symbolic role in contexts where they a) add narrative vividness to the story; b)
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depict various hypothetical scenarios; c) encode speaker’s empathy with the
addressee; etc. It is within this broad category of the ‘symbolic’ that I subsume
these discourse strategies. In this thesis, I use a (slightly modified) version of
Fillmore’s three-way functional categorisation (the same model used in Jaggar and
Buba 1994).

1.3.

Data sources

The corpus for this study is drawn from a variety of sources, including: (a)
published Hausa works, especially Imam (1966, 1970 [1939]) and Jaggar (1992b);
(b) extracts from unscripted and scripted Hausa programmes (radio and television);
and (c) taped interviews of conversations between Hausa (bilingual and
monolingual) speakers and myself. All the examples cited, including (invented)
uncoded extracts are based on (Standard) Kano Hausa, and have been checked with
a variety of native speakers from various parts of northern Nigeria and Niger. And
with the exception of A Hausa Reader (AHR), all tones (especially on deictics)
derive from listening to speakers and checking for acceptability of alternative tone
patterns. They are mostly in their thirties, of both sexes, and are bilingual HausaEnglish. They include (in addition to myself): Mansur and Jummai Abdulkadir
(Funtua/Katsina), Auwal Ibrahim (Katagum), Bello Abubakar (Katsina), Saleh
Haliru (Kano), Umar Yusuf Karaye (Kano), Mustapha Chinade (Bauchi),
Muhammad el-Nafaty (Kano/Bauchi), Sadiq Abubakar (Sokoto), Bello Bada
(Sokoto), Fatima and A’isha Adamu (Sokoto/Yauri), UmmulhairiDantata (Kano),
Mansur Liman (Kano), Hassan Marafa (Sokoto), Malam Buba (Sokoto), Sa’adiyya
Omar (Kano), and Bilkisu Labaran (Zaria/Katsina). In those (interesting) cases
where informants’ acceptability-judgements do not coincide, such differences are
reported.
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Notes

1 Some languages exploit other salient (deictic) orientational axes. For instance,
Clayre (1973:74) has demonstrated that in Melanau (a Bornean language), the
river is the primary orientational axis upon which its basic ‘six-term set of spatial
deictic reference’ is anchored.

However, Melanau also has a ‘secondary

orientational model constructed around the Personal Reference System’ (p. 77).
(See also Leonard 1982, 1985, 1987; Opalka 1982; Wilt 1987, for Swahili facts).
2 There is a curious hypothesis reported in Ariel’s (1995) review of Perkins
(1992). It claims that ‘...the less complex the culture, the more semantic
distinctions are grammaticalised in the field of deixis. The more complex the
culture, the fewer the grammatical relations’ (p. 455). Thus, the English deictic
system reflects the complexity of the culture. However, Hausa, Japanese, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, etc., all of which have been reported to have more than the
two-term basic system, presumably have less complex cultures according to this
‘hypothesis’. But Ariel (1995) has rightly questioned how this conclusion could
be arrived at without a discourse-based analysis of the use of deictic terms ‘...to
check whether it is indeed statistically true that complex and noncomplex cultures
differ with respect to the frequency of deictic reference’ (p. 458).
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CHAPTER TWO

The Semantic-Pragmatic Features of Speaker-Centred Deixis In Hausa

2. 0. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to further demonstrate the validity of the
participant-based explanatory model formulated in Jaggar and Buba (1994) by
focusing on a detailed study of the semantic-pragmatic features encoded in the
speaker-centred deictic forms of the Hausa system of deixis — adverbial F nan
‘here’, pre-head demonstrative HL wannan+NP and post-head NP+ -n/r-nan/nan
‘this NP’. Previous discussion of these forms by Hausaists (both native and non
native speakers) is wholly inadequate in outlining the conditions under which they
are felicitously used, resulting in descriptively inadequate taxonomies which do
not capture even the most basic (person-centric) information encoded in these
deictics. In this chapter, I provide a framework of analysis and present a unified
discussion of the way in which the deictic adverbial F nan is pragmatically
identical to the HL demonstrative wannan+NP :NP+-n/r-nan/nan. The analysis
also extends to temporal adverbial phrases such as nan gaba (lit. ‘here/now in
front’) ‘in future’, n£n da ... (lit. ‘here/now and’) ‘in the next...’, as well as the
deictic pro-form haka ‘thus’.

2.1. F nan = speaker-proximal adverbial
The Standard (Kano) Hausa F nan locative adverbial is traditionally glossed as
‘here’, as distinct from H nan (chapter 3) which is glossed as ‘there’. 1 F nan is
identical to its demonstrative counterparts, HL wannan+NP: NP+ -n/r-nan/nan
(§2.2.), in serving to individuate the specific position of the speaker in a given
communicative context.
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2.1.1 Previous descriptions: F nan = [+ proximal +visible]
In earlier grammars of Hausa (Robinson 1941 [1897]: 12; Taylor (1959 [1923]:80)
only a rudimentary one-to-one identification was proposed, defining N AN [=
nan/nan] simply as ‘here’, and thereby overlooking the tonally signalled semantic
distinction between the two adverbials.

Abraham (1934:17) provides a more accurate form-meaning correlation model
based on the co-variables [+proximal] and [+visible]. Abraham proposes that
nearer distance is encoded by a falling tone [= nan], e.g. kada ka zoo nan ‘don’t
come here’, naa ga kaavaa nan ‘I saw a load here’. gaa ni nan fa ‘I’m here’. He
was equally aware of the important temporal function of deictic n |n , where it is
used as a zero-point for a projective context, e.g. nan gaba ‘in future’. Bargery’s
(1934, ([1993]) :814) dictionary simply defines n |n as ‘here’, e.g. aiivee shi nan,
‘place it here’, kaawoo shi nan, ‘bring it here’.

Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973:52) propose that F nan means ‘here’, i.e. close to the
speaker, e.g. gaa Audu n§n ‘here’s Audu here (nearby)’, but with no appeal to the
feature [+visible] mentioned above. Cowan and Schuh (1976:57) state that ‘very
generally ... nan is normally used whenever ‘here’ is used in English ... e.g. vanaa
nan ‘he is here’, but it overlaps a great deal with English ‘there’ ’. They also
claim that ‘with a falling tone [= n&n], the place indicated is in sight, e.g. Q: inaa
takardarka? ‘where’s your paper?’, A: gaa ta nan cikin littaafii ‘here it is in my
book (the student shows it to the teacher)’.’ In two recent dictionaries (Newman
and Newman 1979:18; Newman 1990:122, 276), F nan is defined as [+proximal]
and [+visible] and glossed as ‘here (nearby)’, e.g. inaa zaune a nan ‘I live here’.
Table 1 summarises these descriptions:
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Table 1: summary of previous descriptions of F nan-adverbial

F nan

Robinson

Abraham

Bargery

(=nan)

[+visible,
+proximaI]
‘here’, e.g .
kada ka zoo
nan
‘don’t com e
h ere’

[+visible,
+proximal]
‘here’, e.g .
ajiyee shi nan
‘p la c e
it
h ere’

‘h ere’
(n o
to n e s
provided)

K raft
and
Kirk Greene
[+proximal]
‘here’ , e .g .
gaa Audit nan
‘here’s Audu
h ere’
(nearby)

Cowan and
Schuh
[+visible,
+proximal]
‘here,
(there)’, e.g.
yanha n a n
‘he is here’

Newman and
Newman
[+visible,
+proximal]
‘here’
(nearby), e.g.
inaa zhune a
n a n ‘I liv e
here’

What emerges from these descriptions is a simplistic view of F nan based on two
major variables, [+visible] and/or [+proximal], which presumably relates to the
spatial position occupied by the speaker at the moment of speaking (though this
assumption is not explicitly stated in the literature). 2 Thus F n&n is generally
taken to pragmatically encode the following features:

(1) F nan = [+visible], also [+proximal], e.g. gaa shi nan ‘he is here’

In what follows, I provide an alternative model of deictic orientation based on an
understanding of the crucial person-centric role of F nan in relation to its intrinsic
first-person, speaker-proximal projection. It is this primary first-person participant
role which serves to locate a speaker-proximal referent in the three spheres of
deictic function as outlined in Fillmore (1975:40),3 and modified in Jaggar and
Buba (1994): spatial (gestural), anaphoric and symbolic (see §1.2).
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Table 2 outlines the use of F ntln under these functions:
Table 2: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-proximal F nan
adverbial
F nan

Spatial
speaker-proximal, e.g.
[+ gesture], e.g. gaa shi
nan kusa da nii ‘here it
is here close to me.

Anaphoric
(< speaker-proximal)
[ a n a p h o r ic ] ,
e .g .
waatbo dai muu nSn ...
‘in short, for us here
(in this pre-mentioned
area)...’

Symbolic
( « speaker-proximal)
... in na yi nan ya yi
nSn ‘. . .if I m ove here,
he m oves [t]here’

[c a ta p h o r ic ],
e .g .
shaawarar da zan baa
kk h nSn ita c£ e ... ‘my
advice to you h e r e is
j
[temporal], e.g. n £ n
gaba kacfan zaa ki ji
saakamakon
gaanaaw ar
‘soon,
you’ll hear the result of
the interview’

2.1.2. Spatial F nan
The most obvious way in which the speaker-proximal value of F nftn can be seen
is in the locating of a given referent in the physical space occupied by the speaker
at the moment of utterance. This is the ‘canonical situation of utterance’ examined
by Lyons (1977:637), where the interlocutors (= speaker and addressee)^ are
visible to each other, and the object of reference is in sight, hence implicating a
‘one-one or one-many signalling in the phonic medium along the vocal auditory
channel, with all the participants present in the same actual situation able to see
one another and to perceive the associated non-vocal paralinguistic features of
their utterances, and each assuming the role of sender and receiver in turn’ (p.
637). See also Hanks (1989:117), Buhler (1990 [1934]), Hottenroth (1982:137),
Clark (1973:34). The referent can therefore be pointed out to the addressee with
an accompanying paralinguistic action, e.g. a pointing gesture with the hand, a
simultaneous elevation of the chin and protrusion of the lips, etc. In fact, it is
largely due to this (pointing) possibility that Rauh (1978:107ff) refers to the
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deictic use of language in the following context as ‘situation-bound utterances’. 5
Examples:

(2) [A wants B to tell him the location of A’s pen]:
a) A: inaa ka ga na ajiyee biiroonaa?
‘where did you see me put my pen?’

b) B: gaa biironka nan inaa rike da shii 6
‘here’s your biro here, I’m holding it’

B’s response will typically be accompanied by the gesture of holding the pen in
his hand for A to see and/or subsequently handing it over to him. 7 The same
possibility exists in a context where the referent’s identity may be known and the
referent may even be visible, but not immediately identifiable by the speaker as in
(3b) below:

(3) [A arrives looking for a certain Kallamu whom he cannot pick out from among
the gathered crowd]:
a) A: ’yan’uwaa, daga cikinku waa nee nee Kallamu?
‘hey folks, who is Kallamu from among you?

[B responds touching himself on the chest]:
b) B: gaa ni nan, taaraa koo baashii?
‘I’m here, a fine or an (unpaid) loan?

A’s attention will shift from the crowd to the individuated referent whom he can
now associate with the name Kallamu. Of course, another person close to (but not
touching) the speaker of (3b) could point the referent out to the speaker of (3a):
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(4) gaa shi nan zaune cikinmu
‘he’s here, in our midst’ [points out the referent sitting further away]:

thus signifying the spatial proximity of the referent to the speaker of (4). In
certain situations, the speaker may even use F nan with an accompanying foot
gesture, which now assumes the role of a definite location specifier, especially
where the speaker is fairly certain of the position of the referent, but cannot see it
at the moment of utterance. A typical context is a land dispute requiring resolution
through the visitation of a court representative, in order to determine the exact
demarcation originally drawn between two properties:

(5) [stamping his feet several times, a complainant identifies the original
location of a sign, say a stone, used to separate two plots, but which is now
not visible]:
kaa ga nan inda nakee buga kafaataa, too a nan nee aka kafa iyaakaa
tsakaanin fiilaayenmu
‘you see here where I ’m stamping my feet, well, here is the location of the
sign separating our plots’

Extract (6) below exemplifies a similar orientation, in which speaker-proximal F
n&n can be accompanied by both a foot movement and a pointing finger in a
gesture of defiance, as if to protect what is considered as one’s territory :

(6) [an argument erupts between A and B, and B dismisses A’s threat]:
B: a nan ka tarar da nii, too kuma a nan zaa ka bar ni
‘you met me here, and you’ll leave me here (i.e. I call your bluff)’
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In extracts (7)-(8), both speaker and addressee are located in the same place, and
in addition to its speaker-proximal value, F nan expresses a certain emotional
attitude of the speaker towar ds the addressee and/or specified place:

(7) [speaker is irritated by addressee’s presence]:
mee ka zoo yii nan kuma?
‘what’re you here for again?’

(8) [speaker has warned addressee against sitting idly by the roadside, and he’s
there again]:
baa naa cee kada in saake ganinka a nan baakin tiitii ba?
‘didn’t I say I must never again see you here by the roadside?’

And (9) shows how F nan is closely connected to the speaker’s position.

(9) [patient points out the areas of pain in his body to the doctor]:
nan da nan kee yi mini ciiwoo
‘the pain is here and [t]here’

In certain contextual uses, F nan may serve to shift the centre of orientation from a
non-visible object to an analogous (visible) referent, which then serves the
purpose of encoding the relevant cues for associating the deictic act with its origo.
Klein (1978) has termed this usage ‘analogische Deixis’, where as Rauh puts it,
‘the centre of orientation is established not in a space reconstructed cognitively
but in one represented by a concrete object which functions as an analog’ (Rauh,
1983b:50). Consider examples (10)-(12):
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(10) [A indicates a point on a map to B]:
gaa mu nan yanzu, ammaa n&n mukee soo mu kai kaafin raanaa ta faadi
‘we are here now, but we want to be here before sundown (sunset)’

(11) [A and B are examining their school photos]:
nii nee nan, kai kuma gaa ka nan, sannan gaa Haliima nan
‘here I am, and here you are here, and here is Halima here’

(12) [A describes the condition of an accident victim by pointing to a part of
his own leg]:
ta nan aka yanke Rafar taasa
‘his leg was amputated here’

Coulmas (1982:213) has referred to a similar language strategy in the use of
speaker-based ko in Japanese to point to a position on a map. But such examples
do not exhaust the ways in which F nan ‘here’ is intimately bound to a speaker’s
position. It is possible, for example, to conceive of varying degrees of proximity
of the referent to the speaker’s location, such that the speaker may not be able to
touch or sometimes even see the actual referent. Thus, F n&n may be used to
denote not only the actual space occupied by the speaker at the coding (speech
act) time, but also any other space which s/he may construe to be relevant to such
proximal individuation, e.g.:

(13) [A meets B whom he has known for some time, but is unaware that
they share the same locality]:
a) A: ashee kai maa n£n kakee da zamaa?
‘oh, so you live here as well?’
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b) B: ii, ai naa jumaa nan
‘yes, and I’ve been here for some time’

One enclosure within another may have speaker-proximal value, if it is
contextually appropriate for the speaker to signal proximity, e.g.:

(14) [mother and son are at home, but not in the same room. And she calls out]:
Mother: kai Muusaa! Muusaa! inaa kakee?
‘Musa! Musa! where are you?’

Son: na’am, gaa ni nan cikin wannan cfaakii^
‘yes, I’m here, in this (other) room’

(15) [mother calls upon her daughter]:
Mother: Zainabu! Zainabu!
‘Zainabu! Zainabu!’

Daughter: na’am, gaa ni nan zauren dakaa
‘yes, I’m here in the grinding hut’

F nan may be combined with the deictic proform haka ‘thus, this, so, etc.’, to
form a complex directional speaker-grounded deictic expression, e.g.:

(16) [A is not sure about the direction previously given to him by B, and
asks again]:
a) A: shin nSn haka ka c§e in bi zuwaa jaami’aa?
‘did you say I should follow here/this way to the university?’
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b) B: nan haka dai na cSe ka bi har zuwaa can
‘I said you should follow here right up to there’

In (16) above, A and B may be physically located at the intersection at which the
direction is being given, in which case each of them may point towards a different
direction, but still use F nan to situate their location on the same speakerorientational axis. It may also be the case that a map is displayed in front of them,
such that it serves as a spatial reference point upon which they can anchor spatial
F nan. Both of these interpretations are available in determining the deictic
orientation of F nan in (17):

(17) [speaker indicates how far the clearing of the bush should go]:
kaa ga daga n&n zuwaa nan har abin da ya kai can, saaree
‘you see, from here to here, right up to there, clear (it)’

F nan is also typically used as a pro-locative adverbial to map the goal of a verb of
motion directed towards the location of the speaker, e.g.:

(18) [speaker calls someone towards him]:
zoo nan^
‘come here’

(19) [speaker instructs the addressee to bring the baby to him]:
kaawoo shi nan
‘bring him here’

and can equally be used with verbs indicating motion away from the speaker’s
physical location, as in (20)-(21):
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(20) [speaker threatens to leave if his request is not met]:
zan ficee daga nan idan ba ku yi shiruu ba
‘I’ll leave (from) here, if you don’t keep quite’

(21) [speaker insists]:
baa z&n cfagaa daga nan ba, sai an biyaa ni laadar aikiinaa
‘I’m not going to move from here until I’m paid for the work done’

In the above contexts (20)-(21), only F n^n is possible, its use signifying a
speaker-proximal strategy for picking out a coding place (normally, the speaker’s
location). It is significant to remark that gestures can form acrucialdelimitative
aid in spatial deictic encoding, for as we have seen in many of the contextual
information accompanying F nan extract in this section, the speaker often uses
these ‘extralinguistic’ features to further direct and/or re-orient the addressee’s
attention to a referent object. This deictic (performative) function of gestures
(.spatial in this dissertation) has been variously described as demonstratio ad
oculos (Btihler 1990 [1934], 1982:12), extralinguistic deixis (Seaiie 1959:96),
Real Deixis (Harweg 1968:167), deixis at its purest (Lyons 1973:10), and
gestural (Fillmore 1975:40).

What is constant about the choice and use of F nan is this characteristic
associative act of pointing used by the speaker to locate the referent object. But
the fact that a deictic form like F n§n may be used in a non-spatial discourse
context is sufficient to indicate that gestures are to be seen as additional ‘sign
posts’, and not indispensable to the process of deictic encoding.

Maclaran

(1982:191) talks of gestures and deictic forms as acting ‘in tandem’. We have also
seen that F n |n exhibits a capacity to collocate with essentially presentative and/or
local spatial deictics, thereby specifying the delimitation of the usage of F nan in
the ‘canonical situation of utterance’. Its participant orientation is firmly anchored
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on the speaker, for whom all referents coded with F n£n point to his/her ‘space’.
This space is to be defined as both physical and psychological. In the following
section, I deal with aspects of the deictic interpretation of speaker-proximal F n&n
where the ‘pointing’ is achieved by means other than gestures.

2,1,3 Anaphoric F nan
The basic spatial meaning of F n£n ‘here [near me-the-speaker] ’ is also
manipulated to anaphorically identify referents in terms of their location within
what Lyons (1977:657ff.) calls a given ‘universe-of-discourse’.^O Anaphoric
cross-reference is crucially dependent on the co-text for interpretation, and these
discourse deictic usages of F nan can be related to, and explained in terms of, the
basic notion of speaker-proximal spatial deixis — cf. the comparable discourse
uses of English ‘here’. Notice, however, that there is an explicit shift of the centre
of orientation from an audio-visual, face to face participants’ encounter to the
textual world here. Rauh (1978:17) speaks of ‘textual deixis’ to describe an
encoder’s ‘momentary situation within the course of the text, considered either
temporal or local with respect to which either temporal or local domains of the
textual context are determined’ (p. 48). Fillmore’s (1975:70) and Lakoff’s (1974)
term for this usage is ‘discourse deixis’, all of which fit into my anaphoric sphere
of deictic description. And the fact that in many languages, e.g. Vietnamese,
Guugu Yimidhirr, Paumari, and Mohawk (see Booij, Lehman and Mugdan, and
the associated references in [Rauh 1980:44])), the same (spatial) form is used to
anchor what Biihler (1990 [1934]: 140), 1982:12) calls imagination-oriented
deixis (Deixis am Phantasma) is further evidence that the localistic (deictic field)
theory has a lot of interesting things to say about deixis in general. And one of the
major premises of this theory of deixis is that all kinds of deictic phenomena are
derivable from a basic spatial notion. 11 Examples (22)-(26) illustrate the speakerproximal derived anaphoric use of F nan:
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(22) [writer explains the social context of his novel]:
talakaawaa suu ya kamaata su zoo su canja al’amuraa kansu ... too ammaa a
nan an takaitaa shi nee a kan ma’aikatan gwamnati
‘the poor should be the ones to come out ... and change things by
themselves... but here (i.e. in this novel), it is confined to (a description of
the role o f) government officials’

(23) [speaker describes to an interviewer the relatively less harmful effect of
the farming that affected northern Nigeria in the 1970s]:
...waatoo dai, muu nan , Allah yaa saukafcar da al’amarii
‘...in short, for us here (i.e. in this pre-mentioned area), the situation was
less distressing’

(24) [speaker reaches an important part of his discussion]:
too a nan sai a tsayaa ai nazarii kan lamarin
‘well, let’s pause here to cast a critical eye on the issue’

(25) [judge divides inherited camels between the disputing brothers]:
a) A: waare shida. Na cee koo ba a kwaaree ka ba
‘take six aside. I hope you've not been short-changed'

b) B: inaa fa kwaaraa a nan
‘there's no short-change here (i.e. it is a fair division)’

(26) [broadcaster continues the narration]:
jama’aa dai sun galaabaita ainun a Naajeeriyaa ... too nan maa kuma
daliilan baa a &ooye suke ba
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‘people are really suffering in Nigeria ... and here too the reasons are not
obscure’

In (22)-(26) the deictic proximal F nan ‘h ere’ refers to the speaker-established
proposition in the immediately preceding clause. As long as F nan is employed by
the speaker, the intention will clearly be to underscore the continuity or flow of an
immediately established frame of reference, and in this case, a highly salient set of
propositions. H nan (chapter 3, §3.2.2.) could be used as a deictic substitute for
F nan in (22), (25) and (26), but its selection would force the addressee to relate
the present information to a proposition or statement made at some distance in the
prior discourse. In (23), the subject pronoun muu ‘we’12 is deictically used to
encode a speaker-proximal reference, reinforced by the choice of F nan. 13 As for
(24), F nan is deployed in a cataphoric capacity, although its antecedent is clearly
the whole of the prior text. Thus, the choice of speaker-based F nan in these
contexts, is crucial evidence that F nan requires speaker-activation (coding at the
moment of utterance) for it to be felicitous, in contrast to H nan which does not
(see chapter 3). Cf. too:

(27) [The London-based speaker/broadcaster has been describing the case of a
prominent Nigerian who has moved to Britain]:
too, a duk lookacin zamansa a nan Birtaaniya dai, Uumaru Dikko yaa shaa
naanaata ceewaa shii bai saaci kudii nairaa miliyan bilaa adadin ba ta hanyar
gadaa-gadar shinkaafaa (AHR:2)
‘and throughout his stay here in Britain, Umaru Dikko has insisted that he
did not siphon millions of naira through rice deals’

In (27) the use of the speaker-proximate deictic nan not only anaphorically picks
up on the previous mention of Britain, but also provides the additional
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implicational information that the speaker is based in Britain at the time of
speaking.

Speaker-proximal F nan ‘here’ can also be used as a strategy for cataphoric ally
anticipating new information, 14 as in (28)-(32):

(28) [a policeman advises a complainant whose wife has left home]:
too, nii dai, shaawarar da z&n baa ka a nan ita cee... [TG]
‘well, my advice to you here is...’

(29) [reporter summarising a speech delivered at a festival]:
shuugaban yaa taboo maganganuu da daamaa dangane da matsaloolin Rasan
nan. Too a n&n gaa katfan daga cikinsu
‘the President touched on a number of issues concerning the nation. And
here are a few from among them’

(30) [speaker is describing the very exorbitant price of fuel in his area]:
in yanzu ka jee nan da akee cee wa Kwalkwalaawaa, zaa ka tarar anaa sayar
da galan nairaa talaatin
‘even now, if you go over here to Kwalkwalawa (area), you’ll find fuel
being sold at thirty naira a gallon’

(31) [A and B are radio broadcasters anchoring a light entertainment
programme transmitted to various parts of the world]:
kuma, a nan Landan nee a wata unguwaa da akee kiraa Streatham, nan
kudancin Landan ...
‘and, it’s here in a London district called Streatham, here in the south of
London ... ’
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(32) [speaker continues his description]:
waatoo shii Gareth, lauya nee a nan Mid-Glamorgan ...
‘Gareth is a solicitor, here in Mid-Glamorgan
where anticipatory nan refers cataphorically forward to information later in the
text.

The basic locative speaker-proximal ‘here’ value of F nan is also exploited in the
temporal domain, where it is used as a cohesion marker to identify the time of an
action/event relative to the coding time, with a meaning equivalent to the English
temporal deictic adverbial ‘now’. In other words, the literal speaker-proximal
spatial meaning of F ndn is extended to the temporal domain, where proximity in
space is analogically transferred to proximity in time: ^

(33) [A needs to know from B when to return for an answer to his request]:
a) A: yaushe zan daawoo kee nan?
‘when should I come back then?’

b) B: daga nan zuwaa karshen wannan maakoo
‘between now and the end of this week’

(34) [T)an Shaicfan vows not to forgive Mansur]:
ai nii da gaafartaa ma Mansur har abadaa. Daga nan mun faara gaabaa kee
nan (MJC:106)
‘I'll never forgive Mansur. Our enmity starts from now’

(35) [A wants to assure a client on a work’s progress]:
zan kammMa aikin nan baa da jumaawaa ba
T il finish the work soon [after now]’
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The use of F nan in (33)-(35) shows the very close affinity of the deictic
interpretation of ‘here’ and ‘now ’, since both English glosses can be used to
define F n an ’s local (= ‘here’ in 28-32) and temporal (= ‘now ’ in 33-35)
extension in the anaphoric domain. It is significant to point out that the here and
now encoded by F nan in (28)-(35) is the world of discourse that the authornarrator creates by that process of deictic transference which Lyons (1968) has
used to justify his assertion that anaphoric reference necessarily points to a basic
(deictic) spatial template in the real world. It appeal's, therefore, that what we are
dealing with here is not just an indication of the ‘here and now’ meaning of F nan
with respect to discourse deixis, but also its subjective speaker projection. There is
a sense in which we can analyse (33)-(35) as reflecting the degree to which the
speaker wishes to express a personal commitment to the proposition encoded in
the utterance, thereby empathising with the addressee for whom the statement will
be a timely and reassuring

one

16 — cf. daga nan, where H nan is used to

anaphorically pick up a temporally remote reference point (chapter 3, §3.2.3).
Note that there are other ways in which the speaker can express (33), for example,
without using the pro-temporal nan, but the speaker’s answer will sound rather
evasive, dismissive, or even rude, e.g.:

(36) zuwaa karshen wannan maakoo
‘toward the end of this week’

In this connection, it is useful to point out that Hausa is not alone in employing a
single deictic item (F nan) to encode both pro-locative ‘here’ and pro-temporal
‘now’. Jaggar and Buba (1994:416) refer to Anderson and Keenan (1985:295)
who document other languages, e.g. Wik-Munkan (Pama-Nyungan, Queensland),
in which use of the same spatial and temporal deictics reflect the fact that time and
space dimensions are conceptualised as parallel. Haviland (1991:41) also shows
how Zinacantec Tzotzil (Mayan, Mexico) encode spatial and temporal reference
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with a single lexical item. Lyons (1979:92) notes the ‘very close semantic
connection between ... pro-locative and pro-temporals’. See also Fuchs (1993),
Talmy (1988), Casad (1975) and Colinson (1937) for more details.

An analogous strategy involves speaker-proximal F nan with a following timeadverbial to specify a more precise temporal point than is coded by the adverb
alone. It also serves to extend the more restricted, literal spatial meaning of F nan
(proximity in time = proximity in space), to signify the speaker’s involvement in
and/or knowledge of the temporal event, for which s/he is surprised at the
addressee’s obvious ignorance, as in (37)-(38):

(37) [A and B are discussing the recent birth of C’s child and A asks]:
a) A: af, yaushe ta sauka nee?
‘oh, when did she deliver?’

[B replies]:
b) B: ai nan jiva nee ta haihu
‘well, it was just yesterday she gave birth’

(38) [speaker A asks addressee B]:
a) A: yaushe nee zaa ku tafi?
‘when are you going?’

[B replies]:
b) B: ai nan goobe nee zaa mu yi haramaa
‘well, it’s as soon as tomorrow that we’re setting off

In (37b) the speaker further delimits the deictic day-word jiva ‘yesterday’ with a
preceding (speaker-proximal) F nan in order to confirm his personal knowledge
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about the exact day the referent gave birth (and possibly clarify A ’s
misunderstanding of the precise date of birth). Inclusion of F n&n also serves to
further narrow down the temporal immediacy of the event (cf. Eng. ‘ju st
yesterday’). Note the aspectual coding in (37)-(38) above, in which nan jiva co
occurs with the focus (‘relative’) perfective ya and nan goobe with the future zaa.
showing once gain that deixis is the key interface between language and
context. 17 Fragment (39) also illustrates the correlation between a deicticallyspecific past time point and the use of the focus perfective:

(39) [speaker points out]:
too ammaa nan baara nee gwamnatin Naajeeriyaa ta bayyana manufoofin
saabon tsaarin siyaasaa
‘but it was only last year that the Nigerian government outlined the
framework for a new political system’

where F nan is again used to link the relative temporal proximity of the event to
the time of speaking, as well as to the inference that the speaker is specifying
personal knowledge.

F nan also combines with other spatio-temporal adverbials to encode the future in
relation to the coding time, i.e. the time at which a speaker utters a statement. An
instance of this usage is nan gaba ‘hereafter, in future’ (gaba is an adverbial placedeictic meaning ‘in front’):

(40) [tradesman promises a client]:
z&n kammala aikin nan gaba 18
‘I’ll finish the work (some time) in the future’
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(41) [a news item on the Bosnian crisis]:
zaa a rniika shirin ga Saabiyaawaa nan gaba a yau
‘the plan will be presented to the Serbs later today’

(42) [a reassuring report on a government’s next line of action]:
nan gaba kacfan, gwamnati zaa ta bayyana saakamakon binciken da ta
gudaanar
‘soon, the government will reveal the result of the inquiry it conducted’

The information encoded by (40)-(42) is that the zero-point (i.e. the centre of
orientation) upon which the temporal reference is anchored is the moment at
which the speaker produces the utterance, hence the use of the speaker-based
deictic strategy. A similar strategy is exploited by the speaker in (43), where F
nan follows the deictic adverbial gaba to code essentially the same temporal
projection (from the time of utterance) as nan gaba ‘in future’:

(43) [Sususu's wife has just been told of the foolish thing that Shashasha was
conned into doing by his wife, and the following dialogue ensues]:
a) A: ... lallee mijin nan naaki yaa amsa suunansa
‘that husband of yours has really lived up to his name’

[wife B responds]:
b) B: inaa kika san yaa amsa suunansa tukim? Tsayaa dai ki ga abin
da zai auku gaba n^n

(MJC:207)

‘how do you know that he’s true to his name just yet? Just wait and
see what's going to happen soon’

Another temporal usage in this connection is the exploitation of speaker-proximal
nan (+ da ‘with’) to code an interval with a definite end-point starting from the
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moment of utterance production. F n§.n in such a context also provides the means
for making cataphoric reference, thereby adding to text

c o h e s io n ,

19 hence to

utterance comprehension. Consider (44)-(46):

(44) [a report on the growth of telephone network in Africa]:
anaa saa rai nan da sheekaraa biyar, buga wayar tsakaanin Rasaashen
kudancin Afirka zai yi saukii

(AHR:44)

‘it is expected that within five years, telephoning between southern African
countries will be easier’

(45) [A explains to B a possible option for a woman who is fined by the
court]:
misaalii, tanaa iya ceewaa, too nii baa ni da shii; nan da sheekaruu hamsin
zan dinga biyan kwaboo-kwaboo
‘for instance, she could say, well, I don’t have it; over the next fifty years,
I’ll be paying a penny (at a time)’

(46) [a report on the next round of elections]:
zaa a gudaanar da saabon zaaBee nan da watannii shida
‘a new election is to be held within six months from now’

The exploitation of forward-pointing pro-temporal F nan in the above context
relates to the fact that, like nan gaba ‘hereafter, in future’ above, the compound
time conjunction nan da ‘within’ is normally used to specify a future time event
with reference to the coding-time (not the reference-time). The presence of F nan
in these complex temporal adverbial compounds ties in neatly with the theoretical
model proposed in Jaggar and Buba (1994) — since they are speaker-based
strategies, they are proto typically used to refer to the time at which the speaker
actually produces the utterance, i.e. the coding time, and never the reference time
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which is specified by H nan (chapter 3 [§3.2.2.]), and sometimes by H can
(chapter 4 [§ 4.2.2.]).

2.1.4. Symbolic F nan
In his Lectures. Fillmore (1975:40) allows for a symbolic (non-spatial, nonanaphoric) function of deixis in a communicative context, and identifies it as one
requiring for its interpretation the knowledge of an ‘aspect of the speech
communication situation’ (p. 40). An example of the kind of usage that Fillmore
has in mind is ‘Is Johnny there?’ over a telephone line, since the use of ‘there’
encodes neither a spatial nor an anaphoric reference. What Fillmore seems to be
underscoring here is the very wide range of interpretations that a deictic term can
come to acquire outside its basic spatial (and anaphoric) usages. Even within this
more subjective deictic category, the major motivation for the choice of symbolic
F nctn is directly related to its basic speaker-centredness.

In a narrative context, symbolic F nan can be used to underscore or comment on
the scenario of the mainline narrative. In such instances, it is the speaker’s
subjective position that is assumed to be the pivot — hence the symbolic usage is
an instrument for visualising what is essentially an ethereal state of affairs.
Consider (47), where the imaginative resources of the animals are being harnessed
to seek ways of escape from human predators:

(47) [the rabbit is offering his thoughts on ways of escape from man’s attention]:
... kaa ga in an ritsaa ka nan, sai ka Bullee nan: in an datsee nan, sai ka bulloo
n&n
‘thus, if you’re cornered here, you break out [t]here, if you’re blocked here,
you come out [t]here’
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In (47), it is the speaker [rabbit] who serves as the reference point, having
projected himself as a centre for the construction of the narrative scenario — what
Biihler (1990 [1934]: 140ff.) and Anderson and Keenan (1985:278) call
‘imagination-oriented

d e ix is ’^ O

and ‘psychological proximity’ respectively. The

use of speaker-proximal F nan in (47) is, therefore, quite appropriate, and, like
English ‘here’, allows the speaker to create a more vivid visualisation and
depiction of the scenario in question. Extracts (48)-(51) illustrates the same F nan
used as a speaker-projection strategy (see Yule, 1996:12f):

(48) [The narrator describes the secretive way in which an affair is taking
place between a man and his former fiancee, whose husband has moved
south in search of work]:
ita kee fitoowaa, in ta duubaa nan, ta duubaa nan ba ta ga koowaa ba sai ta
cee ‘wucee-wucee’
‘she’ll come out, if she looks here, and looks [t]here without seeing
anyone, she then says ‘come in, come in’ ’

(49) [two people are tr ying to catch the narrator, and he describes his frantic
movement to avoid them]:
na yi nan tarai-tarai, na yi n&n tarM-tarai, duk gabaanaa naa faacfuwaa
‘I moved here, I moved [t]here, really frightened’

(50) [narrator describes his resistant stand against being pushed around]:
in aka yi da nii nan in yi nan^l
‘if I'm pushed here, I pull [t]here’

(51) [ speaker is trying to justify his supposed prudence in the face of
criticism from his older sister that he’s neglecting his parents by claiming
that his wife is expecting a baby]:
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a) A: yaaya, in ta haihu, soo kikee in jee nan in ci baashii, in jee nan in
ci baashii, in jee nan ... [TG]
‘sister, if she gives birth, would you like me to go here for a loan, to
go [[t]here for a loan, to go [t]here...’

[sister is not convinced, and still insists her brother is spending too much
money on his wife — the brother feels she is shifting the goal posts to suit
herself]:
b) B: baa haka ba nee, yaaya; in na bulloo nUn ki cde baa haka ba, in
na Bulloo ndn ki c8e baa haka ba [TG]
‘it’s not so sister; if I come out here, you say it’s not so, if I come out
[t]here, you say it’s not so’

In (51b), deictic haka ‘thus’ is also used symbolically together with F nan. And
like F nan, it may be used to cataphorically specify a referent within the following
context, e.g.: baavan an natsu, an yi shiruu, na shaare kasaa, sai ka cee mai shirin
haddl, na zaana wata alaamaa haka...: (RBJ:9) ‘when it became calm and quite, I
cleared the sand, like someone preparing to evoke mystical powers, and drew a
sign like th is...’. Notice that in (51), both speaker and addressee may be located
in the same place, and indeed be face-to-face (hence the possibility if not necessity
for an accompanying gesture), but the speaker can still evoke symbolic F nan to
convey the degree to which s/he feels personally involved and at the centre of the
conversation. Notice also that Hausa, unlike English, can express the deictic
‘here/there’ contrast with the same F nan adverbial. Some speakers, however,
prefer to use speaker/hearer distal F can ‘there’ (chapter 4 [§4.2.3]) to mark the
contrast, possibly a legacy of their exposure to English in which ‘here’ and
‘there’ (not ‘here’ again) are the only means for conveying such contrast e.g.:
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(52) [a ceasefire between Bosnian Croats and Muslims has been violated]:
an karyaa ta ta hanyar luguden wutaa nan da can
‘it was broken by sporadic (here and there) mortar fire’

(53) [Umaru’s teacher usually hands him back his homework with the
following words]:
kaa ci a nan, kaa faadi a can (Gemu: 13)
‘you passed here, you fail there’

(54) [narrator describes Binta’s moving to and fro, as she looks after the
house]:
Binta taa faara hidimaa kee nan a cikin gidaa. Ta kai n a n , ta kai can
(Gemu: 14)
‘Binta then set about the house chores. She will go here, she will go
there’

In certain contexts F nan can be used symbolically by the speaker, either with the
intention of withholding information or in the belief that the addressee does not
require any specific information about the object of enquiry, as in (55):

(55) [A meets B on the street and enquires]:
a) A: inaa zuwaa?

b) B: zan jee nan

‘where are you going?’

‘I’m off [t]here’

In (55b) the speaker is deliberately evasive in his response, and uses symbolic F
nan in a non-localisable sense to avoid specifying his intended destination.

Interestingly, a speaker can also use F nan to emphasise an idea about which s/he
feels strongly, but which was previously discredited by the addressee. In this case,
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F nan projects the speaker’s emotional attachment to an earlier expressed
proposition, and so can be used to restate his/her case in a more forceful personal
manner, as illustrated in the symbolic choice of F nan in (56):

(56) [speaker is re-affirming his viewpoint which has previously been discounted
by addressees, but has now turned out to be true]:
Allah yaa nuunaa muku halinku... nan, nan, nan, ruin, baa abin da ba ku
waa yaarinyar nan ba...nan na zoo na cee da kuu baa haka akee harakar
duuniyaaba [TG]
‘God has repaid you in your terms... here, here, here, here...you’ve done so
much [harm] to that g irl... it was here that I came to say to you that this not
the way to behave’.

Notice that the choice of F nan in (56) is not conditioned by any reference to the
‘here’ and ‘now’ of the spatio-temporal location of speaker and addressees. In
fact, they are located in a place other than the one in which the speaker
admonished the addressees in the first instance. In other words, F n^n can only
serve

to

sym bolically

indicate

a re-assertion

of

his

emotional

closeness/commitment to his previously dismissed view. This usage illustrates the
emotional-empathetic function of deixis.

In this section, I have examined the traditional analysis of F nan and provided an
alternative pragmatic explanation. Previous descriptions of F nan have been
superficial, leading to an enormous gap in our understanding of its usage in
context. I have demonstrated that the significant pragmatic information encoded
by F ndn is contextually dependant on its interpretation as a speaker-proximal
deictic, and that it is this inherent speaker orientation which serves to define the
deictic coding of F nlin in its (basic) spatial and (derivative) anaphoric (=
temporal) and symbolic roles in Hausa.
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2. 2. Speaker-proximal HL wannan. HLF (pi.) wad%nn£n (HHL wacTann&n )
(+NP), NP+-n/-r-ndn/ndn demonstratives
Speaker-proximal demonstratives can occur either pre-head, in which case they
have the form HL wannan + NP ‘this’ (m./f./s.), and HLF wadannan (also HHL
wadannan) + NP (pi.) ‘these’, or post-head, in the form NP-definite determiner
-nin/nan (definite determiner = -n/-r/-n m./f./pl.) ‘this, these’. This section will be
concerned with outlining the referential-pragmatic features of these deictic
demonstratives, using the Jaggar and Buba (1994) model. I shall show that these
demonstrative forms encode the same contextual speaker-proximal reference as
the related adverbial F nan ‘here’. As I have shown in the treatment of F nan.
this is a multi-faceted phenomenon, and the significant cognitive information
encoded in these deictic forms has either been misunderstood or overlooked by
Hausaists. For while the general formula proposed by Hausaists of assigning a
(speaker) proximal value to HL wannan etc. holds, it is not clear how this
characterisation relates to functions in referential domains other than the oftmentioned t+visible] property, which characterises most of the previous
descriptions of these demonstratives.

2. 2.1. Previous descriptions
Robinson (1925:12-14) exemplifies the simplified picture of (presumably)
speaker-proximal HL wannan. glossed as English ‘this’. Robinson proposes that
‘wannan... wadannan... nan’ refer to objects ‘near by’ (tones and vowel length not
marked in the original), e.g. ‘wannan littafi or littafin nan’ = ‘this book’.

Bargery (1934:814, 1081) describes the Hausa demonstratives as either pronouns
or determiners (adjectives) depending on the presence or absence of an overt
noun, e.g. (pre- and post-head variants):
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(57) wannan baa naawa ba nee
‘this one is not mine’

(58) a) tafi da wannan dookii = b) tafi da dooki-n-nan
‘take this horse away’

(59) aiki-n-nan baa shi da wuyaa
‘this work is not hard

Abraham (1959:53-54, 1962:924) was one of the first Hausa scholars to identify
the tonally signalled meaning-distinction for HL wannan ‘this’, and to assign a
semantic-pragmatic criterion for its interpretation. Abraham (1959) represents the
meaning of HL wannan pictorially with two illustrations of a parrot and a horse in
a ‘downward’ posture (p. 53). He then goes on to point out that both HL wannan
and its alternative post-head short form [NP+ -nan/nan] mean ‘this ... (near us)’,
arguing that the ‘tone varies in order to provide the combination high low [i.e.
downwards]’ (p. 53). Abraham (1959) identified the post-head demonstratives
with the adverbial F nan and argued that the tonal variation of the forms [nan/nanl is conditioned by the tone on the final syllable of the noun to which it is
attached by means of the (genitive) linker: if the final syllable is high, the initial H
tone component of F nan is absorbed, leaving a L tone nan, as in garii. ‘town’
■
—> gari-n-nan ‘this town, aku ‘parrot’ —> aku-n-nan ‘this parrot’; but if the final
syllable is low, then post-head nan remains F, e.g. dookii ‘horse’—> dooki-n-nan
‘this horse’, jaakunaa ‘donkeys’—> jaakuna-n-n&n ‘these donkeys’(see also
below). He also claimed that wannan +NP may be used in place of NP+-n/rnan/nan, e.g. (cf. above examples) wannan garii ‘this town’, wannan dookii ‘this
horse’, wadannan jaakunaa ‘these donkeys’ (p. 54). As we shall see, however,
these demonstrative forms differ semantically in a number of important ways.
Abraham (1962) also notes the symbolic employability of HL wannan , e.g.
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wannan va duubi wannan. wannan va duubi wannan [with corrections to tenseaspect pronouns] ‘then they kept looking at one another, pair after pair’ (lit. ‘this
(one) would look at this one, this (one) would look at this (one)’ ; wannan vanaa
bin wannan ‘all this in the right sequence’ (lit. ‘this (one) follows this (one)’ (p.
924). However, his post-head HL wannan usage in #laasafii (=?lissaafii) wannan
‘this counting’ (p. 924) is no longer attested in Hausa, assuming that it was an
acceptable utterance at the time, as neither my informants nor I allow post-posed
HL wannan. Jaggar (1985b: 175) too has suggested that demonstrative HL wannan
‘can in fact be postposed’, although he acknowledges that ‘...no examples were
found in the corpus’ (p. 175). (However, there is one attested (collocational)
instance of a postposed full demonstrative in Hausa, and this is the LH waccan
form after the temporal adverb baara ‘last year’ = baara waccan (lit. year that)
‘the year before last’ documented in chapter 4).

Cowan and Schuh (1976:56) write: ‘Hausa tends to use wannan to refer to any
single object which is fairly close to the speaker, even objects far enough away
that we might use ‘that/those’ to designate them in English.’ In this respect,
Cowan and Schuh are addressing the spatial function of the speaker-centred pre
head demonstrative HL wannan. Cowan and Schuh also examine another facet of
the meaning of these terms by proposing that ‘when referring to a concept, idea,
statement, etc. about to be presented or just presented, wannan is used’ (p. 57). In
other words, there is a shift of function from a purely spatial domain to the
anaphoric domain, where the deictic HL wannan has a proximal anaphoric or
cataphoric value. In the case of the spatial meaning of HL wannan. Cowan and
Schuh provide examples such as wannan littaafii nee ‘this is a book’, and wannan
gaskivaa nee ‘th at’s right’ in a discourse-anaphoric context. Another usage
captured in Cowan and Schuh (1976:57) is the way in which the HL wannan
demonstrative can be used to stress or emphasise ‘the word in question’, which
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according to the authors correspond to the contrastive use of English ‘this (one)’,
‘that (one)’, etc., as in (60a-c):

(60) a) [teacher asks a student]:
wannan fensir nee?
‘is this (one) a pencil?’

b) [student answers]:
#aa’aa, wannan alkalamii nee
‘no, this (=that) (one) is a pen’

c) [finally, student points to the right object]:
wannan shii nee fensir (p. 57)
‘this (one) is a pencil (i.e. this one, it is the pencil)’

Notice that for (60b) to be felicitous, the addressee-centred spatial deictic LH
wannan ‘that’ [near you the hearer] must be selected (see chapter 3), signalling a
shift of deictic centre from the speaker’s position to the addressee’s — speakerbased HL wannan ‘this’ is therefore anomalous in (60b).

Cowan and Schuh (p. 85) also exemplify the use of these demonstratives as
determiners, which agree in number with the noun they pre-modify as in (61)(63):

(61) [speaker redirects addressee]:
kujeerar tanaa baayan wannan cfaakii
‘the chair is behind this hut’
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(62) [speaker answers addressee]:
an dinka wannan riigaa a Katsina (p. 84)
‘this gown was sewn in Katsina’

(63) [speaker points to different objects]:
wadannan kaftaanai kiiwa daga Zaariya aka zoo da suu
‘as for these caftans, they are from Zaria5

In addition, Cowan and Schuh (1976) follow Abraham (1959:53-57) in explaining
the morphological variation in the use of the post-head demonstrative -nan/nan
[this NP]: ‘when the noun ends in a high tone, nan [has] a low tone [as in]
auduga-r-nan [this cotton here] ... [if] the noun ends in a low tone, nan [has] a
falling tone ... naama-n-nan [this meat here]’ (p. 165). Cowan and Schuh also
distinguish between ‘[a] demonstratives referring to things in sight which one can
point to, and [b] demonstratives referring to something mentioned or understood
in a conversation or narrative’ (p. 298). The b-forms according to Cowan and
Schuh, have a low-high tone reversal of the a-forms, as in (64)-(65):

(64) wannan 6araawoo yaa kwaashee mana kaayaa (p. 298)
‘that thief stole our goods’

(65) wannan ita cee makarantaa soosai; waccan makarkataa cee (p. 298)
‘this (school where we are now) is the real school; that (school that you
have just mentioned) is a place of deviation.’

In subsequent chapters (3 and 4), I shall show why any distinction between the
demonstrative forms solely in terms of the [± visible] dichotomy is incorrect.
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Bagari (1986:114) makes a similar distinction between the spatial demonstratives,
lamiiran nuunin jibintakaa, and the referential ones lamiiran tsookacii. defined in
terms of a combination of their [iproximal, +visible] characteristics, i.e.:

(66) ‘akwai lamiiran nuunin jibintakaa, waatoo wacfanda sukee nuunii ga abin
da kee kusa ga mai maganaa (wanda mai maganaa koo mai jii kee iya
ganinsa koo tabaa shi a lookacin da akee maganar [italics mine])’, e.g.
wannan vaaron. ‘this boy’; wadannan yaaran, ‘these boys’ (tones supplied)
‘there are demonstratives which show relationship, i.e. those that point out
what is near to the speaker (which the speaker or hearer [sic]) can see or
touch at the time of speaking’) (p. 114)

In chapter 3, it will be shown that such a semantic categorisation of the WANNAN
(+NP), NP-NAN demonstrative forms is erroneous in its basic

a s s u m p tio n ^ —

addressee-proximal referents are coded by the tonally-distinct pre-head LH
wannan etc. In two recent Hausa dictionaries (Newman and Newman 1979:131-2;,
Newman 1990:275-7), HL wannan is simply glossed as ‘this, this one’.

Galadanci (1969:283) gives greater weight to semantic-pragmatic considerations
in his description of what he calls ‘demonstrative specifiers’. Specifically, he
argues that ‘the tones of the demonstrative specifiers are largely semantically
controlled, each item having different tone patterns associated with: a) different
meanings, viz.: deictic ... or anaphoric; and b) position in relation to the speaker
and person addressed’ (p. 283). Thus, pre-head demonstrative HL wannan in
wannan riigaa ‘this gown’, is deictically related to the position of the speaker,
hence Galadanci’s description of the gown as ‘near me’. In this connection,
Howeidy (1953:32) has claimed that the post-head demonstrative -nan/nan
strategy Tiiga-t-nan’ ‘this gown’ ‘...is more popular and is preferable. The
student, should, therefore, adhere to it as much as possible’. One of my tasks in
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this thesis is to demonstrate that the ‘popularity’ of the post-head demonstrative
strategy across all domains is a function of its distinct referential properties (never
before specified). The person-centric approach I adopt in this thesis will fully
account for the semantic and pragmatic analysis suggested by Galadanci.

Mohmed’s (1977 [chapter 4]) dissertation deals with a number of interesting
semantic and pragmatic issues relating to the distinction between pre- and post
positional adjectives, but ignored the obvious word-order distinction between the
speaker-proximal demonstrative HL wannan and its post-head -nan/nan variant.
He also argues (wrongly) that there is a basic semantic [±visible] distinction
between HL wannan etc. (= ‘within sight’) and LH wannan etc. (= ‘neither present
nor within sight’) demonstratives (p. 145).

Jaggar (1985b: 174) suggests that HL wannan NP (= NP-n/-r-nan/nan 1 is used in
Hausa ‘to map referents which are either physically visible or abstract and nonvisible to the encoder or decoder, e.g. wannan vaaroo ‘this boy’ [+visible], vs.
wannan gaskivaa ne ‘this/that is true’ (p. 174). He also pointed out that within
the [-visible] anaphoric usage of HL wannan. there is an abstract (=symbolicl)
function, which the speaker may use to anchor an imaginary state of affairs, e.g.
... va kai wannan garii va wucee, va kai wannan va wucee ... ’ he arrives at this
town and passes, and arrives at this [that] and passes’ (Imam 1970 [1939]:58,
quoted in Jaggar (1985b 174f).

However, Jaggar underestimated the high

frequency of anaphoric HL wannan beyond ‘direct speech contexts’. In this
research, I show that, in fact, readers/narrators often appropriate the authorial
voice, by presenting stories from their own perspective, and hence resort to
speaker-proximal wannan in narratives (like Imam’s Magana Jari Ce. vols. 1-3).
I believe when Biihler (1990 [1934]: 99) echoes Brugman (1904) in talking about
‘the dramatic use of demonstratives’, he was alluding to the (present) speaker
appropriation that happens when actors assume the persona of the character they
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are dramatising. He quotes Brugman (1904:41):

dramatic use is involved

when demonstratives with a spatial or temporal meaning valid for spatial or
temporal presence from the standpoint of the speaker occur in narration, similar
to when the present is used instead of a past tense.’

In table 3 below, I tabulate the major claims of Hausaists with respect to the
speaker-proximal deictic HL wannan:
Table 3: summary of previous descriptions of HL wannan. NP-n/r-nan/nan
demonstratives

HL wannan
(+NP)

Bargery

Abraham

speakerproximal
tk fi
da
wannan
d o o k ii (=
dooki-n
-nanl ‘take
this horse
away*

speakerproximal
wannan
‘this (near
u s ) ’, e.g .
wannan
dookii =
dooki-m
n a n ‘this
horse’

Cowan and
Schuh
[divisible],
e.e. wannan
littaafii nee
‘this is a
book’;
wannan
gaskiyaa
nee ‘this/
that is true’

Bagari

Galadanci

Mohmed

Jaggar

[+visible]
wannan
yaaron ‘this
boy (near
us)’

speakerproximal
wann&n
riigaa ‘this
gown (near
m e)’

[+visible]
wannan
twancani
etc

[±visible],
speakerproximal,
e.e. wannan
yaaroo
‘this b o y ’;
wannan
gaskiyaa
nee ‘this/
that is true’

In (§2.2.3)-(§2.2.5.), I provide a more accurate and detailed picture of the
pragmatic interpretation of the speaker-proximal demonstratives. The following
table is a summary of their main pragmatic features of these deictics:
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Table 4: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of HL wannan. NP-n/r
-nan/nan demonstratives

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
wannan + NP

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP-n/r-nan/nan

Spatial
Anaphoric
(< speaker-proximal)
speaker-proximal
[-identifiable]
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
[-fam iliar], e.g. yaay&a
[+ gestu re], e.g . gaa zan vi da w a n n h
wannan maalamii (# da maalamii? ‘what am I
ka c6e ...) ‘here’s this going to do w ith this
teacher (# that you teacher’
sa id ...’)
speaker-proximal
[+familiar]
[+identifiable]
[-g e stu re ], e.g . gaa
maalami-n-nan fda ka
cSe ...) ’h ere’s ‘this
te a c h e r
(th a t
you
sa id ...’)

Symbolic
( « speaker-proximal)
[±gesture], e.g. faacfaa
wajen w annan bookaa.
gangaraa wajen wannan
m aalam ii...
‘he would go to this
sorcerer, and shift to this
[that] Islamic teacher...’

(< speaker-proxim al)
[+identifiable],
[+fam iliar], e.g. yaayaa
zSn yi da maal&mi-n-n&n
‘what am I going to do
with this teacher?’

Not applicable

2.2.2.

HL w annan etc. (+NP), NP + -nan/nan = speaker-proximal

demonstratives.
Pre-nominal demonstrative HL wannan (= pi. HLF wadannan or HHL wadannan)
is marked proximally in relation to the speaker (i.e. first person), as are the post
head demonstrative clitics -nan/nan. Both forms are directly relatable to the F nan
speaker-proximal

a d v e r b i a l . 23

Structurally, the post-head (determinative only)

configuration is analysable as NP+ definite determiner + -nan, i.e. NP plus
definite determiner (m./pl. = m, f.= -r) plus the cliticised F nan adverbial, and the
pre-head long form HL wa-n-nan is made up of the deictic formative wa- + linker
+ adverbial nan. Plural wa-dan-nan contains a dan pluralizer (infix). The tones on
pre-head HL wannan and post-head nan/nan result from an independently
motivated phonological rule by which the initial H tone of the HL = F nan spreads
leftwards and is absorbed into a preceding H tone syllable, i.e. underlying H-HL
*wa-n-nan —> HL wannan. and LH-HL :|:buhu-n-nan ‘this sack’ —> LH-L buhun-nan. following H tone absorption. However, this process does not affect heads
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with final L tone syllables, i.e. vaaro-n-nan ‘this boy’. (See Newman 1992:69ff.,
and Newman 1995:766ff., Newman (in press) for details).

2.2.3. Spatial HL wannan etc. (+NP), NP + -nan/nan
Pre-head w an n an (pi. wadannan/wadannan) +NP, NP-n /r-nan/nan are all
functionally available for use as spatial deictics, to identify an object in the
physical realm of the speaker (usually with an accompanying gesture), e.g.:

(67) [speaker A asks]:
a) A: mee nee nee kakee like da shii?
‘what’s it you’re holding?’

[B replies]:
b) B: wannan aku/ aku-n-nan nee ka ganii.
‘it is this parrot that you saw’

(68) [speaker seeks clarification]:
a) mee kakee soo in yi?
‘what would you like me to do?’

[reply]:
b) ungo wannan ceefanee/ceefane-n-nan ka kai cikin gidaa
‘here, take these groceries into the house’

(69) [same context as (68)]:
a) mee kuma zaa mil yi yanzu?
‘what else are we going to do now?’
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[reply]:
b) zaa ku dauki wannan akwaati/akwaati-n-nan ku kai baakin tiitii.
‘you'll take this box to the main road’

Interestingly, the pre-head demonstrative HL wannan has two semantically
equivalent plurals which are equally possible in the same spatial context. Thus, it
is possible to substitute HLF wadannan with HHL wadannan [as below], with no
apparent difference in meaning :

(70) [mother to her child]:
a) tdo, gaa tufaafin da baabanka ya cfmkaa maka bana
‘well, here are the clothes made for you by your dad this year’

[child replies]:
b) maama, nii baa naa son s&a wadannan/wadannan.
‘mum, I don’t want to wear these (pointing or holding them)’

(71) [speaker making inquiries]:
inaa neeman wanda zai kai wa Usman wacfannan/wacfannan kaayan saawaa
‘I'm looking for someone who will take these clothes to Usman’

I myself prefer the HHL wadannan variant, although I permit both demonstratives
in my grammar. Their usage also cuts across dialectal areas including Standard
(Kano) Hausa. However, for many speakers, HLF wadannan seems to be the
preferred speaker-proximal plural form.

In (72)-(73) below, both adverbial F nan and its equivalent pre-head
demonstrative HL wannan co-occur in the same sentence:
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(72) [mother and son are at home, but not in the same room, and she
calls out]:
Mother: kai Muusaa! Muusaa! inaa kake?
‘Musa! Musa! where are you?’

Son: na’am, gaa ni nan cikin wannan cfaakii
‘yes, I’m here in this (other) room’

(73) [speaker calls from inside the room]:
A: kee Zainabu! Zainabu! inaa kike?
‘hey, Zainabu! Zainabu! where are you?

B: ai gaa ni nan baayan wannan daakii
‘look, I’m here behind this (other) hut’

A similar morphological and semantic-pragmatic correlation is found in other
languages—see Lyons (1977:676), for example, who has argued for an integrated
interpretation of adverbs, demonstratives (and personal pronouns) in terms of
participant roles.

An obvious and important question which has never been confronted by Hausaists
is whether or not the pre- and post-head strategies (wannan etc.+NP/NP-n-/-r
-nan/nan 1 are interchangeable without any meaning-difference. In all previous
descriptions, these coding options have been assumed to be completely
synonymous. In fact this is incorrect. The use of pre-head demonstrative HL
wannan strategy indicates that the speaker is introducing a discourse-new
[-identifiable, -familiar] referent into the conversational context. But a post-head
demonstrative -nan/nan implies that the reference object is assumed by the speaker
to be correctly identifiable by the addressee either from the immediately preceding
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discourse context or from other relevant clues, such as the fact that the addressee
is believed to have prior knowledge of the referent. In this case, the speaker is
indicating the givenness of the reference object as [-^-identifiable, +familiar].
Note that the same form-function correlation characterises addressee-centred LH
wannan (also FH wannan) +NP vs. NP-n-nan (chapter 3), and applies (albeit in a
less direct way) to speaker/addressee-distal W ANCAN NP vs. NP-n/r-CA/V
(chapter 4).

Below, I provide a detailed description of how these factors

determine appropriate interpretation in both the spatial and anaphoric contexts.

In a revision of their 1989 paper, Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski (1993) have
argued for a unified theory of referring expressions, built upon the implicational
hierarchy of cognitive statuses which a referring expression can have. The
relevant cognitive statuses they evoke (with English forms) are :

Table 5: Gundel. Heideberg and Zacharski’s 11993:275) The Givenness
Hierarchy
in focus >

activated >

familiar >

{it}

{ th a t}
{ this }
{ this N )

{th at N}

uniquely
identifiable >
{the N}

referential >
{indefinite this
N}

type identifi
able
{a N}

According to them ‘each status on the hierarchy is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the appropriate use of a different form or forms...’. And since the
statuses are conceived in such a way that each status entails all lower statuses
(statuses to the right), they are ‘thus ordered from the most restrictive (in focus) to
the least restrictive (type identifiable), with respect to the set of possible referents
they include’ (p. 276).

Briefly, type identifiable merely requires that ‘the addressee is able to access a
representation of the type of object described by the expression...’, referential:
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‘the addressee not only needs to access an appropriate type-representation, he
must either retrieve an existing representation of the speaker’s intended referent or
construct a new representation by the time the sentence has been processed...’,
uniquely identifiable: the addressee can identify the speaker’s intended referent on
the basis of the nominal alone. . . \ familiar, ‘the addressee is able to identify the
intended referent because he already has a representation of it in memory (in long
term memory if it has not been recently mentioned or perceived, or in short-term
memory if it has)...’, activated: ‘the referent is represented in current short-term
memory. Activated representations may have been retrieved from long-term
memory, or they may arise from the immediate linguistic or extralinguistic
context...’, in focus: ‘the referent is not only in short-term memory, but is also at
the centre of attention.’ (Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski 1993:276-9). For the
purpose of distinguishing between pre- and post-head demonstrative strategies in
this section, I will invoke the intermediate statuses, i.e. [± fam iliar] and
[±uniquely identifiable]. I believe that these features, together with Chafe’s
(1976) givenness theory, are critical to explaining the pragmatically subtle, but
cognitively significant distinction between pre-head demonstrative HL wannan
and post-head demonstrative -nan/nan.

In Hausa, the distinction between uniquely identifiable and familiar referents is
not only in the cognitively-driven statuses, as is the case in some of the languages
that Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski examined, but is also manifested in word
order variation for demonstratives. 24 Consider (74)~(75) below where this shift in
word order affects the underlying assumption that the speaker makes about the
addressee’s background knowledge (cf. too (67)-(69)):

(74) [speaker hands an unexpected present to the addressee]:
too, gaa wannan guzurii ku shiga mootaa da shii
‘well, here, take this provision (of money) for you to pay your fare’
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(75) [speaker hands an expected gift to the addressee]:
too, gaa guzuri-n-nan ku shaa ruwaa da shii
‘well, here is the/this provision for you to drink water (buy something)
with it.

(76) [speaker directs addressee’s attention to his problem car]:
wannan mootaa tanaa baa ni wahalaa
‘this car is giving me a hard time’

(77) [speaker points to his problem car]:
moota-r-nan tanaa baa ni wahalaa
‘this car is giving me a hard time’

(78) [a comprehension exercise instruction at the end of a Hausa story]:
duubi wadannan jumloolii sannan ka yi bayaanin bambancinsu
‘examine these (following) sentences and comment on their differences’

(79) [a comprehension exercise instruction at the end of a Hausa story]:
duubi jumlooli-n-nan sannan ka yi bayaanin bambancinsu
‘examine these sentences and comment on their differences’

By choosing the pre-head demonstrative HL wannan strategy in (74), the speaker
believes that although the referent may be an inferrable entity, it is not a
discourse-activated entity, and hence the choice of HL wannan. In other words,
the speaker is signalling the introduction of non-presupposed, non-identifiable
(new) information by choosing the pre-head strategy. In (75), on the other hand,
the speaker presupposes an existing frame of reference to which both speaker and
addressee subscribe, thereby indicating that the information (the uniquelyidentifiable guzurii ‘provision (for journey)), is hearer-old/given. The addressee of
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(75) must have expressly informed the speaker that he will need some money to
pay his fares. Thus, in this case, the use of the post-head demonstrative is
triggered by the assumed familiarity, identifiablity of the referent at the speech
time as an expressed proposition or a presupposed one. A similar
cognitive/referential distinction is discernible between (76) and (77) and (78) and
(79). The speaker of (76) may well have just arrived at her friend’s house, only to
start complaining about wannan mootaa ‘this car’—addressee must wait for more
(new) information, since she is not aware of the problems of the car. This is not
the case in (77) where the addressee is assumed to have a prior knowledge of the
sort of problems associated with her friend’s car. Similarly, the addressee/student
reading (78) would have to wait until s/he reads the sentences before s/he can set
about explaining their differences, whereas in (79), the sentences have already
been read by the addressee, hence familiar, and therefore, uniquely identifiable
from among all the possible entities. Consider also (80) and (81) below:

(80) [speaker presents a paper to the addressee, presuming that s/he has not
seen it or known about it before]:
gaa wannan takardaa ka duubaa
‘here is this paper for you to look at’

(81) [speaker presents a paper to addressee, who must have seen, or knew
about it]:
gaa takarda-r-nan ka duubaa
‘here is this paper for you to look at’

where the speaker of (80) presents the paper as an ‘addressee-new’ item of
information, and the newness of the referent is perceivable from the surprised look
on the face of the addressee, who must now plough through the paper before s/he
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can make any appropriate response. With (81), however, the addressee will have
no hesitation in responding with (82) below:

(82) yauwaa, naa goo dee ‘fine, thank you’

as an acknowledgement of his/her immediate recognition of the relevant cues of
the givenness of the referent ‘paper’ indicated by the choice of post-head
demonstrative

- n a n . 25

Interestingly, non-count (mass) nouns always attract the post-head demonstrative
-nan/nan in spatial context regardless of the presuppositionality of the referent,
e.g.:

(83) [mother sends child to the mill]:
gaa geero-n-nan/daaw a-r-nan/m asara-r-nan f#wannan geeroo/daawaa/
masaraa] ka kai mareedii
‘here is this millet/guinea corn/maize for you to take to the grinding mill’

(84) [father to his daughter]:
ungo ruwa-n-nan/fura-r-nan/abinci-n-nan ki kai wa baakoo
‘take this water/porridge/food, and take it to the guest’

As a spatial pronominal deictic, the explicit demonstrative wannan is the only
possible referring expression, and in this case, its referent can be either
[+identifiable (+presupposed)] or [-identifiable (-presupposed)] depending on the
context, e.g.:
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(85) [father talks to his friend about his wayward son, who is passing by]:
kaa ga wannan. wata raanaa sai yaa saa ni cikin rikicii
‘you see this one [boy], one day he will get me into trouble’

(86) [a mother expresses concern that her daughter, standing before her, is
not eating well]:
duubi wannan. abu laalaace
‘look at this one [girl], a wasting thing’

(87) [a messenger is being sent with a couple of files for distribution]:
gaa wannan ka kai oofishin akantaa, wannan kuwa na oofishin daarektaa nee
‘here, take this [one] to the accountant’s office; this [one] is for the
director’s office’

(88) [father gets furious with his meddlesome son after he makes
a comment, so he gave him a knock on the head as he speaks]
wannan. wannan. akwai shi da rigimaa!
‘this, this, [one] is really meddlesome!’

2. 2. 4. Anaphoric HL wannan etc. (+ NP), NP+ -n/r-nan/nan
Like adverbial F nan, the pre-head wannan etc. and post-head -nan/nan speakerproximal demonstratives are used in texts to anaphorically identify referents,
where their uses are explicable in terms of their speaker-proximal (spatial)
semantics (cf. English ‘this’). Both the pre-head- and post-head demonstrative
strategies are possible in this anaphoric context. However, the default anaphoric
option is the post-head demonstrative -nan/nan which ties in with its spatial
meaning discussed in §2.2.3 above. In fact, this strategy is attested neither
cataphorically nor in symbolic (metaphorical) contexts (see §2.2.5). I will
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therefore be concentrating on this strategy. Later, I specify the contexts in which
its intrinsic givenness constrains post-head demonstrative -n&n/nan from
occurring, in which case the pre-head (= discourse-new [§2.2.3.]) demonstrative
HL wannan is deployed.

1 shall also discuss those contexts in which both

strategies are deployable, albeit with subtle pragmatic distinctions.

The determination of the default anaphoric status of the post-head demonstrative
-nan/nan is the result of a careful scrutiny of all the stories in the classic Hausa
novel Magana Jari Ce 3 (Imam, 1970 [1939]), with a view to finding out the
frequency of both pre-head demonstrative wannan and post-head demonstrative
-nan/nan as anaphors. I found 204 tokens of post-head NP+-nan/nan and 91 tokens
of pre-head HL wannan + NP. 26

Table 6: Frequency count of speaker-proximal [anaphoric, non-spatiall
demonstratives in Imam’s Magana Jari Ce 3

Demonstrative form

Demonstrative form

Post-head NP+-n/r-nan/nan

Pre-head HL wannan+NP

204

91

The post-head variant, therefore, is the normative text-anaphoric strategy in
written Hausa (at least in the text examined), and the explanation for this is largely
to be found in the cognitive hierarchy developed by Gundel, Heideberg and
Zacharski (1993), also the model used to explain the choice between pre-head
demonstrative HL wannan and post-head -n&n/nan in spatial- locative contexts
(§2.2.3.).

In a written narrative, the writer (speaker) makes maximum use of anaphoric
reference in order to achieve the necessary cohering grounding for the benefit of
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the reader (addressee). The reader thus follows the relevant cues (or signposts, as
Biihler calls them), which are indeed the ‘thread of discourse’ on which his/her
attention depends (Grimes 1975). Anaphoric (backward) referencing will enable
the reader to derive the maximum contextual effect in decoding the message. One
of the ways that this is achieved in Hausa writing especially, is to individuate a
referent by resorting to the post-head demonstrative NP-n/-r-nan/nan structure.
This in turn provides a clue to the reader that the referent is not only discourse-old
and hearer-old, but is also in the current context of pragmatic reference in the
sense of Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski (1993:279 [i.e. ‘in focus’]). Notice
how the use of the post-head strategy in spatial contexts to code given
presupposed (speaker-proximal) referents (§2.2.3) extends to and explains this
anaphoric

(textual) context. Whenever the writer wishes to anaphorise an

identifiable referent in the present discourse scenario, s/he does so by invoking a
post-head demonstrative -n|n/nan linear variant, e.g.:

(89) [at the beginning of the story of Hassan]:
wai an yi wani babban taajirii nee, wanda yake da cfan cfansa cfaya, Hassan.
Baayan attaajiri-n-nan yaa yi wa Hassan auree da wata wai ita Rakiyaa, sai ya
kwantaa ya mutu
‘it’s said that there was once a very wealthy merchant, who has an only
(male) child, Hassan.

After this merchant married off Hassan to some

woman called Rakiya, he laid down and died (MJC:53)

(90) [a description of Hassan’s generosity]:
kullum daree sai maatarsa ta yi abinci irii-irii, shii kuwa ya fita kan hanyar
fataakee ya tsayaa, in ya ga fataakee zaa su shiga garii sai ya jaa su ya kai
gidansa, ya kaawo abinci-n-nan su zaunaa su ci... (MJC:53)
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‘every night, his wife will prepare all kinds of food, and he’d go by the
merchant’s road and wait. When he saw the merchants going into the town
he’d take them to his house, bring this food, and they’d sit down to eat it’

(91) [Hassan is confused about his new status as a king]:
Jakaadiyaa ta cee, ‘Kai Sarkin Saraakunaa!’ Hassan ya cee, ‘Kee maa ki zama
Sarkin Saraakunaa, nii Hassan nee.’ Suka rarraashee shi dai, suka baa shi
tufaafii irin na Saraakunaa, suka tiilastaa masa, ya flta yanaa duube-duuben
gid&n, yanaa zazzaare idoo, sai ka cee bakauyee yaa jee faada. Hanyar fitaa
maa sai da Jakaadiva-r-nan ta nuunaa masa (MJC:55f)
‘Jakadiya said, ‘Hail to the King of Kings!’ Hassan replied, ‘You too (have)
become the King of Kings!’ In the end, they presuaded him, and gave him
regal attire, and forced him (to wear it); he got out looking at the house, eyes
wide open like a villager visiting a palace. In fact, he had to be shown the
way by this Jakadiya’

(92) [the merchants decide to pass the night at a market stall]:
da isarsu sai suka tarar da wacfansu fataakee cikin ramfaa ... cikin
fataake-n-nan da kee rumfaa sai sauroo ya daami cfaya (MJC:96)
‘when they got there, they met some merchants in the shelter ... one of them
among these merchants was kept awake by mosquitoes’

The antecedents of attaajiri-n-nan ‘th is merchant’, abinci-n-nan ‘this food’,
Jakaadiva-r-nan ‘this Jakadiya’ and fataake-n-nan ‘these merchants’ in (89)-(92)
have been explicitly mentioned by the writer in the immediate preceding
discourse-context.

Most of the post-head -nan/nan usage conforms to the

requirement that the referent be retrievable from the immediately preceding
discourse-context, and therefore identifiable to the addressee.
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Notice, however, that in both (93) and (94) below the continuity of the
coreferencing is also signalled by the post-head demonstrative -nan/nan, and this
is in spite of the wide distance separating the prior mention of the referent to the
present one (one page in (93), two paragraphs in (94)):

(93) [at the beginning of a story of an Islamic teacher and his difficult child]:
nan gabas wajen kasaashen Barno an yi wani

Shaihun Maalamii ...

maalami-n-nan ya cee a kiraa masa cfansa,..Baayan kwaanaa bakwai [da
gama janaa’izarsa] aka zoo raba gaadon abin da maalami-n-nan ya barii
(MJC:22-24)
‘here, in the east of the kingdom of Bornu, there was an Islamic teacher...
this teacher requested that his son be called ... Seven days [after his
funeral], the time came for the distribution of the things that this clergyman
left [to his family] ’

(94) [writer describes Wowo’s disrespectful behaviour]:
Woowoo yanaa cikin tafiyaa ... sai ya gamu da wani baakon cfan tsoohoo da
gafakarsa ... Koo da Woowoo ya ga cfan tsooho-n-nan bai raatsee masa ba,
sai ya taasam masa haikan ... vaaro-n-nan bai kulla wataa gudaa ba daga
gamonsa da tsooho-n-nan sai da ya haukacee (MJC:27).
‘Wowo was walking... then he met a certain old stranger with his bag... The
moment Wowo realised that this old man did not give way for him, he went
straight after him..., this boy became mad within one month of his encounter
with this old man’

As long as the writer assumes that the referent is identifiable/familiar in the
present discourse-context, the reader/addressee is expected to recognise this fact
from the choice of the post-head -nan/nan strategy. Cf. also:
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(95) [Tsohuwa decides to do something with the money she’s getting]:
tsoohuwaa ta cee, ‘lallee kudi-n-nan baa su da niyyar Raareewaa. Bari mutum
ya yi gidan katangaa, kada ya bar banzaa ta wucee’ (MJC:37)
‘tsohuwa said, ‘this money isn’t going to be spent. Let one make a walled
building, lest one leaves a good chance to pass him by’, ’

(96) [speaker warns]:
kudi-n-nan na jama’aa haraamun nee a tabaa su
‘it’s unlawful to touch this public money’

(97) [speaker wonders]:
ruwa-n-nan da akee ta labtaawaa zaa su daukee kuwa?
‘is this downpour ever going to stop?’

Examples (98)-(100) below illustrate [-{-identifiable human referent] numerals
determined by the post-head demonstrative -nan/nan strategy. Cf. also:

(98) [Bamaguje pays a visit to Anunu, the fraudulent butcher]:
Bamaagujee ya nufi wajen Anuunu, ya tarar da shii da kan akuyaa gabansa
yanaa sayarwaa ... Too yau Jumma’aa, duk mutaanen kauyee sun
waawashee, sauraa tfava-n-nan.[#wannan cfaya]... (MJC:47f)
Bamaguje heads off to Anunu’s place, and found him selling a goat head in
front of him ... well, today is Friday, [so] the villagers have bought all of it,
except this one’

(99) [speaker informs addressee]:
hudu-n-nan [#wadannan hucfu] kacfai suka ragee daga cikin maalaman da ka
yi zaamanii da suu a nan
‘these four are the only ones left from the teachers that you know here’
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(100) [speaker warns addressee]:
suu ukii di-n-nan [#suu wadannan uku] da ka baa aikin kwaasar shaaraa ba
zaa su iyaa ba
‘these three that you gave the job of taking out the rubbish won’t be able to
do it’

(See Chapter 3 for the uses of deictic DIN).

As additional evidence regarding the default anaphoric function of post-head
demonstrative -njin/nan, it is the only strategy available for time-adverbs
indicating temporal proximity to the utterance, as in:27

(101) [Sarki indicates that he is not interested in Mama]:
Sarkii ya cee, ‘mee zan yi da ita, nii yanzu maataa saba’in daidai g&ree ni.
Jiva-jiya-n-nan r#wannan jiya-jiya] na yi amaryaa, ta cikon saba’in din
(MJC:33)
‘the king said, ‘what will I do with her, I’ve got exactly seventy wives now. I
got married to the seventieth just yesterday’ ’

(102) [Rakiya is trying to calm her husband down]:
daa maa kaa kwantad da hankalinka. Jiva-n-nan [#wannan jiya] da baa kaa
nan, Sarkii yaa aikoo aka yi wa Balee mai ceewaa mun faye bidi’an nan
buulaalaa darii... (MJC:57)
‘you should calm down. Ju st yesterday, when you’re not around, the king
sent (someone) to give a hundred strokes of the cane to Bale, who used to say
we’re too frivolous’
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(103) [a report on UN efforts in Bosnia]:
ya cee, a ’yan kwaanaki-n-nan r#wadannan ’yan kwaanakii] daakarrun
majalisar cfinkin duuniyaa sun yi ayyukan taimakoo da jiraagen sama a
Bosniya.
‘he said, recently, the UN peace-keeping force flew in aid supplies to
Bosnia’

(104) [a news report about Nigerian newspapers]:
too ammaa a ’yan kwaanakin baava-baava-n-nan [#wadannan ’yan
kwaanakin baaya-baaya] janidun Naajeeriyaa sun shaa buga sharhii da kee
suukar gwamnati (AHR:76)
‘but recently, Nigerian papers have been publishing editorials that criticise
the government’

(105) [speaker informs addressee]:
vanzu-n-nan [#wannan vanzul/vanzu-vanzu-n-nan f#wannan yanzu-yanzu]
muka rabu da shii
‘we’ve ju st parted company with him’

(106) [same context as (105)]:
daazu-n-nan f#wannan cfaazul/daazu-daazu-n-nan [#wannan daazu-daazu] ya
biyoo ta oofishiinaa
‘he was in my office just a while ago’

(107) [speaker asks addressee]:
a cikin dare-n-nan [#wannan daree] zaa ka tafi?
‘ai'e you going [in this night] tonight?’
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In (101)-(107), the ^identifiable, +familiar] post-head demonstrative is exploited
to encode time-points which are uniquely identifiable to the hearer. Thus, the
normative strategy in all these complex temporal adverbials is the post-head
demonstrative -nan/nan, i.e. jiva-n-nan ‘just yesterday’, ’van kwaanaki-n-nan
‘recently’, vanzu-n-nan ‘just now’, daazu-n-nan ‘a little while ago’, dare-n-nan
‘tonight’. Notice also the (collocational) use of the post-head -nan/nan strategy
(only) in the high-frequency nonspecific phrase abi-n-nan ‘(thingamajig [this
thing’]), e.g. vaavaa suunan abi-n-nan F#wannan abinl da maataa sukee
shaafaawaa a leB6ansu? ‘what’s the/this thing that women put on their lip called?’

Unique referents such as duuniyaa ‘world’ (108), kasaa ‘nation, land’ (109), etc.
also attract the post-head strategy (except in the contrastive situations where, the
world (as we know it) is compared to other possible worlds, in which case wannan
duuniyaa ‘this world’ is used). With uniquely identifying locative phrases,
moreover, an alternative strategy to post-head demonstrative -nan/nan is the
speaker-proximal adverbial -nan + NP+ definite determiner suffix ‘the’.
Examples:

(108) [Bala is resisting the execution of a judge’s order]:
koo duk duuniva-n-nan / ?wannan duuniyaa ta taaru a nan wurin/wurhn
-nan/ ?wannan wurin, ai baa yadda zaa a yankaa mini tsookar jikii. (MJC:94)
‘even if the whole of this world were to gather in this place, there is no way
my flesh would be cut’

(109) [speaker wants to get to the bottom of an issue]:
Ma wanda zai cfagaa daga nan wajen/waje-n-nan / ?wannan wajen sai an fad!
gaskiyar al’amarin
‘no one should move from this place, until the fact of the matter is stated’
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(110) [Waziri admonishes his son]:
in baa kai ba, cfan Waziirin nan kasar/kasa-n-nan / ?wannan kasar duk, yaa
tsayaa jaayayyaa da kurtattakii har su ga daamarsa (MJC:91)
‘who, but you, a son of the Waziri of this whole kingdom would stop to
argue with the doves, as to make them mock him’

The unacceptability of the pre-head HL wannan strategy in (101)-(107) and its
marginality in (108)-(110) ties in neatly with my proposal that it is the main
means of coding a new discourse referent. In all these examples, the time or
location referred to with a post-head demonstrative -nan/nan usage is assumed by
the speaker to be uniquely identifiable to the addressee at the moment of
utterance. Now, although pre-head demonstrative HL wannan may be used by the
speaker to anaphorically anchor a referent, its antecedent nominal is not
necessarily identical, and the coreferential items used can be simply lexically
equivalent (near) synonyms. The categorising/summarising function of pre-head
HL wannan is fully exploited to highlight this relationship, e.g.:

(111) [anews report]:
an saami rashin jiituwar da koo kusa bai daacee ya faaru ba. Too, wannan
Barakaa r#baraka-r-nanl tsakaanin jam'iyyun biyu gwamnatin mulkin sooji
cee ta ruuraa ta.
‘there was a misunderstanding which ought not to have occurred at all. And
this tension between the two parties was exacerbated by the military regime’

(112) [Wowo’s encounter with an old man]:
Woowoo ... ya cee, ‘Kurwaataa Kur! Mun ci mun shaa baa doominka ba. Sai
dai in ga alheerii. Ka ci kanka, ka shaa bakin ruwaa, dan neeman tsoohon
kazaamii!’ Tsoohoo ya wucee yanaa kuukaa, don wannan bakin cikii
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[#bakin ciki-n-nanl maa koo abinci bai tsayaa neemaa ba a gMn, sai ya yi
gaba (MJC:27)
‘Wowo ... said, ‘My soul be saved! We ate, we drank in spite of you. I
would only encounter blessing. Eat yourself (i.e. curse yourself), and drink
black water, you dirty old bastard!’ The old man went away crying, [and]
because of this unhappiness, he did not even stop to eat in the town before
moving on.’

(113) [a description of a grey-haired head]:
sunaa nan sunaa taacfii, sai gaa wani k&i tafe farii fat da furfuraa, gaa
geemuu, gaa saajee ... da isbowarsa s a i... Sarkii ya yi tsalle ya tsirgoo daga
kujeeraa, wannan tsoohoo [#tsooho-n-nan1 ya hayee. (MJC:33).
‘as they were chatting, then a certain head [without the rest of the body]
completely grey with hair, beard and sideburns, approached ... The king
jumped and dropped from his chair, [and] this old man [= the head] got on
it.’

The clue for the reader to look no further than the immediately preceding context
is indicated, among other things, by the summarising function performed by the
pre-demonstrative strategy. In (112), for example, wannan bakin cikii [#bakin
cild-n-nanl ‘this unhappiness’ provides a summary of the events/reactions in the
immediately preceding context, and motivates the following actions/events (the
man didn’t even stop to eat).
anaphoric tsooho-n-nan ‘t h i s

Notice too that while a post-demonstrative
old

m an’ is

possible

in

(113),

its

presuppositionality/givenness will rule out co-reference with kai (human) ‘head’
with the lexically encoded new information that the mentioned head is an old
(human) one. Wannan tsoohoo ‘this old man’ in (113) thus helps to provide the
addressee with (new) supplementary descriptive information about the ‘head’.
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Similar motivations trigger the choice of the pre-head demonstrative strategy in a
context where new and/or additional information is presented in reported speech,
e.g.:

(114) [as the magistrate enters the court room, he notices a man being held by
his gown by the plaintiffs]
... sai Alkaalii ya fitoo, suka taashi, suka yi gaisuwaa. Ya duubi Balaa, ya ga
duk sun yi cukuu-cukuu d& shii. Ya cee, ‘wannan baawan Allah [#baawan
Alla-n-nanl fa...?’ (MJC:97)
‘... then the magistrate came out, they rose up, and bowed. He looked at
Bala, and saw that he was completely entangled in their grip. He said ‘what
about this poor fellow... ?’ ’

where although the magistrate may be aware of the case, he still expresses his
surprise at the way in which the accused is brought before him. Use of [+familiar]
post-head demonstrative -nan/nan would be anomalous in this context, since it
would presuppose that the referent was explicitly mentioned in the preceding
context.

An important (referential) distinction between the pre-head and post-head
demonstrative strategies is that only the former can be used cataphorically.
Because post-head demonstrative -nan/nan is the strongly preferred option for
referencing given information, it would be pragmatically anomalous in a context
where the reference is largely cataphoric-projective, and where pre-head HL
wannan occurs excessively:

(115) [speaker is asked to give an account of what he knows concerning a
dispute]:
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yadda wannan al’amarii (#al’amari-n-nan) yake dai shii nee ...
‘the way the situation is is this ...5

The anomaly of post-head demonstrative -nan/nan in (115) is connected to the fact
that it normally requires an explicit speaker-activated antecedent in the preceding
context for it to be felicitous. HL wannan. on the other hand, typically encodes
new information:

(116) [speaker enters addressee’s office, and sits down for a chat]:
yaayaa zan yi da wannan mutumin?
‘what am I going to do with this guy?’

In (116), pre-head HL wannan is used to index a non-identifiable referent
fmutumin) and also signifies an informal emotive attitude toward the referent. HL
wannan is often used to convey emotional solidarity, e.g. [prayer to a sick person]:
Allah va rabaa ka da wannan rashin laafivaa f?rashin laafiva-r-nan ‘may God
remove this sickness (from you)’. In this connection, Gundel, Heideberg and
Zacharski (1993:279) have pointed out that ‘when this is used to refer to an entity
not activated by the speaker, the speaker-activation condition is being exploited to
convey special effects, such as solidarity.’ In (116), the addressee also expects
further discussion of the referent wannan mutumin ‘this guy’ from the speaker for
HL wannan usage to make sense. It is in fact a deliberate strategy to create a more
heightened expectation in the addressee. However, such a clarification is
unnecessary with the post-head demonstrative -nan/nan, since the addressee must
have had a prior knowledge of the problem between the speaker and the guy in
question.

(117) and (118) are also examples of HL wannan to introduce hearer- and
discourse-new information:
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(117) [old man’s advice to Alhaji Imam]:
koomee ka ganii kada ka kulaa da shii, kai dai ka taasam ma duutsen da
takoobm nan tsiraaraa. Da kaa shiga gM n ka yi ta reera wannan waakaa
r#waaka-n-nanl: ... (RBJ:38)
‘whatever you see, don’t pay attention to it, just go straight after the hill with
that bare sword. Once you’re in the town, you should keep on singing this
song:

(118) [Waziri vows to revenge his humiliation]:
Waziiri ya taashi ... ya tafi gidaa [yanaa] bakin cikii ... ya cee ‘tun da aka
muuzantaa ni ... sabooda wannan Baharaajen banzaa [#Baharaajen banza-m
nan! wai shii Abdun Ugu, in Allah yaa soo sai naa ga iyaakarsa (MJC: 10)
‘Waziri got up ... and went home feeling very bad...and said (to himself)
‘since I’ve been humiliated because of this good for nothing outsider, called
Abdun Ugu, God willing I’ll see the end of him’ ’

The use of (proximal) pre-head demonstrative HL w annan (pi. wadannan
[wadannan]) to code new (sometimes cataphoric) information is often exploited in
Hausa readers to guide and/or instruct the reader/student, e.g.:

(119) wadannan rwacfannan] jawaaban [#jawaaba-n-nanl duk an rubuutaa su a
kan abu cfaya: Abin da nakee yii kullum. Gaa jawaabii na farkoo: ...
(JNH:21)
‘these (following) essays have all been written on one subject: ‘what I do
everyday’. Here is the first essay: ... ’

(120) too, yanzu karanta wannan jawaabin [#j awaabi-n-nanl kuma don ka
kwatantaa su
‘now, read this essay also so that you can compare them’ (JNH:21)
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(121) karanta wannan laabaarii [#laabaari-n-nan1. sannan ka rubuuta jawaabin
tambayooyin da aka yi a karshen laabaarin da kyakkyaawar Hausa (JNH:41)
‘read this story, and then write answers to the questions at the end in good
Hausa’

(122) [an anniversary speech by a head of government]:
don nuuna sheekaraa biyar da cikar saamun mulkin kan wannan jihar, inaa
soo in bai wa koowane cfaya daga cikinku koo’inaa yake wannan aikii [# aiki
-n-nanl: inaa soo koowaa da koowaa ... ya shuuka bishiyaa (MHR:26)
‘in celebrating the fifth independence anniversary of this region, I want to
give each and everyone of you, wherever he may be, this task: I want every
one of you ... to plant a tree’

The deployment of a speaker-proximal deictic to code a hearer/discourse-new
referent is attested in other languages. According to Maclaran (1982:66), an
exception to her *... generalisation that the demonstrative is definite is the
widespread, if colloquial, use of the proximate demonstrative to introduce a new
referent into the discourse, e.g. ‘there was this funny rattle under the bonnet’ ’
(see also Prince 1981a., Strauss 1993 for a detailed description of the use of
indefinite/non-phoric this in English). This kind of usage is also attested in
Hausa, where pre-head HL wannan is the only possible strategy, and like English
new ‘this’, it will require additional information following the introduction of a
new referent, e.g.:

(123) [speaker enters addressee’s office, and recounts his encounters to her]:
jiya inaa k&n hanyaataa ta zuwaa gidaa sai na hacfu da wannan (fan
Naajeeriyaa (# cfan Naajeeriya-r-nan) taare da wani tsoohon abookiinaa sunaa
neeman wanda zai nuunaa musu hanyar zuwaa Oofishin Jakaadancin
Naajeeriyaa
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‘yesterday, I was on my way home when I met this Nigerian with an old
friend of mine looking for someone who could direct them to the Nigerian
High Commission’

(124) [speaker knocks and enters addressee’s office, and says]:
akwai wannan ruwaitoowaa (# ruwaitoowa-r-nan) daga kundin Galaadancii...
‘there’s this quotation from Galadanci’s dissertation

Notice that a post-head strategy (he. #dan Naaieeriya-r-nan ‘this Nigerian’,
#ruwait6owa-r-nan ‘this quotation’) would indicate that the speaker presupposes
that the addressee can uniquely identify the referent, either because it has been
introduced in the prior discourse context, or is assumed to be mutually known to
both interlocutors in the real world, hence the infelicitousness of post-head
-nan/nan in (123)-(124). Note also that it would be possible to use the specific
indefinite determiner (wani m., wata f., wa(cfan)su pi, ‘a (certain), some)’ in the
above contexts, as a near-synonymous substitute for HL wannan. In §2.2.5., I
shall be looking at a parallel use of HL wannan in symbolic contexts.

Since HL wannan is the only possible pronominal form, it can be used to index
either [■-^-identifiable] or [-identifiable] referents, depending on the context, e.g.:

(125) [an instruction to reader/student]:
wadannan suu nee muhimman abuubuwan da marubuucin ya gina jawaabin a
kansu. Yi nazarin yadda ya tsaaraa su: ... (JNH: 18)
‘these (following) are the major points on which the writer built his essay.
Examine how he presented them’
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(126) [speaker describes how expensive it is for ceremonial dress to be hired
by the well-to-do in England, and ponders over the possibility of such a
venture in Nigeria]:
daa zaa a Bulloo da wannan, kaa ga irin ... sai a cee gaa kamfanin hayar
askaa biyu. In sallaa ta zoo rnuturn baa shi da haalii sai ya jee ... k& jee ka
yoo hayar riigakka askaa biyu...inaa ganin wannan kamfanin ya kamaata
mutaanee su buudee ...
‘if this were to be possible, you see ... then one can say, here is a designer
gown hire firm. When it’s Eid, and a person doesn’t have the means, then he
goes... you just go and hire a designer gown ... I think this is the company
that should be established by the people

(127) [a news report on paralysis]:
kwararrun sun cee wannan nee zai kasancee ginshikin warkar da shanyeewar
jikii
‘the experts say that this will be the basis for curing paralysis’

(128) [a warning to Inna]:
too kada ki barii in kaaraa miki gargacfti na uku a bisa wannan (MJC:39)
‘well, I don’t want to warn you for the third time on this’

Interestingly, haka can replace HL wannan as pro-form for a sentential antecedent
with no apparent meaning difference, e.g.:

(129) da ya ji haka f= wannan] sai ya cee wa gudaa... (MJC:54)
‘when he heard this, he said to one of them ...’
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(130) baaya ga haka f- wannanl kuma, wai gaa shi inaa hanaa su barcii da
dooguwar hiira da mutaanen banzaa (MJC:54)
‘in addition to this, it’s alleged that I keep them awake because of my endless
chat with useless people’

(131) sam ban yarda da haka \= wannanl ba
*1 totally reject this’

(132) wannan

hakal naa faaruwaa in kanaa tsaye misaalin yaadii hamsin ko

fti daga tsaunii, koo duutsee, koo katangaa, koo bakin daajii mai duhuu
(JNH:18)
‘this happens when you’re standing at about fifty yards or more from a
mountain, hill, wall or thick and deep forest’

An interesting feature of the system is that in colloquial Hausa, it is possible to use
a singular demonstrative, e.g. HL wannan. with a grammatically plural head noun,
as in (133)-(136):

(133) wannan mutaanee yaayaa zaa mu yi da suu?
‘what’re we going to do with these (this) people?’

(134) wannan garuuruwaa da zSn zaanaa duk naa ziyarcee su
‘I’ve visited all of these (this) towns that I’m about to mention’

(135) wannan rigingimun shari’ar da akee ta kookarin shaawo
kansu ... ’
‘these (this) judicial conflicts for which efforts are being made to resolve ... ’
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(136) wannan kiraaye-kiraaye da lauyooyii kee yii game da lamarin
Abiola ...
‘these (this) calls being made by lawyers over the issue of representing
Abiola ... ’

I have also come across an example of HL wannan +plural head noun in a formal
nationwide speech by the late Premier of Northern Nigeria, Sir Ahamdu Bello, as
documented in Kirk-Greene and Yahaya (1967:26):

(137) too yslu inaa s6o in yi kookarii in bayyanaa muku wannan wahaloolii
‘well, today, I want to try and explain to you these (this) difficulties’

The phenomenon (singular demonstrative + plural NP) is possibly an example of a
fairly widespread Chadic feature by which one plural constituent in the NP is
enough to indicate plurality (Jaggar: personal communication) — cf. too wani
mutum uku ‘some three people’, sana’ar cfinkii taa baa ni daamar kurdaawaa
saakoo-saakoo na kasar nan, wanda (= wadanda ) sun hadaa da... ‘the tailoring
business has given me the opportunity to explore the nooks and crannies of this
country, w hich include...’ (Jaggar 1996:109).

I myself do not use this

construction but have heard it used by other native speakers.

It is also worth noting that a frequency count of both the pre-head and post-head
demonstrative strategies in a random sampling of various unscripted radio and
television programmes, recorded at different times by different broadcasters
representing various dialects, revealed a converse pattern of choices to the
written corpus above — a skewing in favour of pre-head demonstrative HL
wannan (273/200). However, since the broadcasts are mostly translated texts of
English items, it is possible that this preference for pre-head HL wannan in the
modern spoken genre is due to the fact that these bilingual Hausa-English
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speakers have been influenced by the pre-head linear order of the corresponding
English [speaker-proximal] ‘this’ demonstrative. Another possible explanation is
that a face-to-face encounter tends to generate a greater flow of newer
information, and hence a greater frequency of the pre-head HL wannan option (see
Strauss 1993:407 on the use of ‘this’ for this purpose). HL wannan is also a more
efficient means of avoiding ambiguity, since it favours the use of accompanying
gestures (in contrast to a post-head -nan/nan, even in coding spatial referents) in
contexts including reference to objects that are merely being referred to rather
than being present at the moment of utterance. And the number of post-head
-nan/nan tokens in the spoken medium is boosted by the fact that in a number of
(temporal and uniquely identifiable) contexts, it is the only possible form. Further
research is needed in this direction to ascertain the factors governing the
asymmetrical distribution of the two demonstrative strategies across different
genres.

In this section, I have shown that, contrary to traditional descriptions, the post
head demonstrative -nan/nan has a pragmatic identity distinct from its more
explicit HL wannan + NP counterpart. And even in those contexts where both
strategies are possible, the speaker’s choice is largely informed by whether or not
s/he believes the referent is familiar, and therefore identifiable to the addressee.

2. 2. 5. Symbolic HL wannan etc. (+NP)
The symbolic function, as defined by Fillmore (1975), is the most abstract,
subjective deictic category. The symbolic function catches the non-spatial, nonanaphoric usages essentially.

Only the pre-head HL w a n n a n

(pi.

wadannan/wacfannan) strategy is possible in symbolic contexts (determinative and
pronominal).
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The context of (138a) below is to do with a light-hearted request for information
about a person, whom the speaker believes that the addressee knows well enough
to comment on. (138b) is a symbolic response by the addressee:

(138) a) shin wai vaavaa haalin wannan taalikii vake?
‘hey, what’s this guy’s situation like?’

b) too, gaa shi nan dai yaa kaasa rike aikii cfaya; ya taBa wannan ya taBa
wannan
‘well, he’s just there, unable to hold onto one job; he keeps dabbling in
this and this [that]’

The speaker of (138b) is aware that the form of the request does not require
him/her to provide detailed, specific information about the person — only a
general response is expected. In other words, the intention is not so much that
specific information is requested, but that the communication channel remains
open and ready to adapt to whatever new perspective may be generated as a
consequence of the response in (138b). However, symbolic pronominal HL
wannan ‘this’ in (138b) can equally be used by the speaker in order to avoid an
honest assessment of the person in question, either because he believes it is his
duty to shield him, or to hide his ignorance. In any case, whichever interpretation
of (138b) is chosen, the enquirer knows that no further request for information
about the referent will be entertained: it is the end of the discussion. And the fact
that the speaker has the option of using gestures in (138b), for which s/he takes the
left and right sides of her body as the frame of orientation, serves to highlight the
speaker’s intention to make vivid his/her own point of view.
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In some contexts, symbolic HL wannan ‘th is ’ is used not only to outline a
possible scenario, but also to further comment upon a specified context of
utterance as in (139)-(141):

(139) [in the husband5si absence hisj wife and other members of the
family have conspired to pressurise hisi sonj to divorce hisj wifej because
shej comes from a different ethnic group]:
shii ya s&a kullum kiyayyaa takee zaune a kasan nan ... wannan baa yaa son
wannan. wannan baa yaa son wannan [TG]
‘that’s why there’s always enmity existing in this country ... this [one] does
not like this [that] one, this [one] does not like this [that] one’

(140) [but the wife clearly prefers a local Hausa girl to her son’s present wife,
who is non-Hausa; her choice, she believes, also has additional good points];
gaa ’yar da zaa ta zoo tai mini wannan tai mini wannan a zamaanaa na
duuniyaa ka jee ka yoo mana auren Raaree-dangii [TG]
‘here’s a girl who will come to do this for me, to do that for me throughout
my life, [and] you go and commit yourself to a disastrous marriage for us’

(141) [Wowo informed the gathering at his father’s burial that before his
death, the old man told him that whoever was the first to rise up after the
burial would die within a week]:
mutaanee da jm haka fa, sai wannan ya duubi wannan. wannan ya duubi
wannan. Sarkii ya duubi Liiman, ya cee, ‘Liiman, ai sai ka taashi mu tafi.’
(MJC:24)
‘the moment the people heard of this, then this [one] would look at
that [one], this[one] would look at that [one], the king looked at Liman, and
said, ‘well Liman, you get up and lead the way for us’ ’
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While the pre-head demonstrative HL wannan ‘this (NP)’ is attested in symbolic
contexts, there is no recorded use of the post-head demonstrative -nan/nan in this
role. This is again attributable to the pragmatic-referential requirement of a
specific, pre-mentioned antecedent for the post-head strategy, unlike the less
constrained pre-head HL wannan option. See also the determinative symbolic
usages in (142)-(148):

(142) [a meeting is called to discuss the motives behind the refusal of a certain
clergyman to start fasting on the same day as the rest of the community]:
an kiraa shi don a fahimci juunaa ... wannan maalamii ya kaawo taasa,
wannan maalamii ya kaawo taasa [YDG]
‘he was called so that there will be mutual understanding .,, this clergyman
will present his [position], this [that] clergyman will present his [position]’

(143) [speaker implores addressee]:
too kada ka yi fushii, wai ka cfaukaa kamar gaa wannan fushii gaa wannan
fushii [YDG]
‘well don’t get angry, and feel that there’s this anger, there’s this [that]
anger [i.e. too many things to make one angry at the same time]’

(144) [Maisango is not happy with the lowly title of Sarkin Zagi, so he starts
to think about ways of killing the king]:
Maisangoo ya taashi tsaye don neeman maaganii. Faacfaa wajen wannan
bookaa, gangaraa wajen wannan maalamii ... (MJC:68)
‘Maisango started looking for medicine in earnest. He would go to this
sorcerer, and shift to this [that] Islamic clergy ...’

(145) [Waziri approaches the inner chambers of the palace, where he normally
awaits the king on their way out to the public reception area]:

baayii suka faadi suka yi gaisuwaa, suka buudee masa ya wucee. Ya wuce
wannan zauree ..., ya wuce wannan zauree ... (MJC: 152)
‘the slaves prostrated to greet [him], and opened [the door] for him to pass.
He would pass this room . . and he would pass this [that] room

(146) [speaker describes the movement of locusts]:
koo da jin ‘fitoo’, sai faarii suka raugoo sunaa tseeree, su haye wannan cfan
duutsee su gangaree

su haye wannan dan karaa su gangaraa, ...

(MJC: 165)
‘once they heard ‘come out’, the locusts came running, they would climb
over this little stone and swarm down ..., they would climb over this [that]
cornstalk fence and swarm down ... ’

(147) [speaker describes his wife’s search for a cure]:
maatar koo sai ta saamo wannan ganyee ta baa shi ya shasshaafaa a cikii, ta
sassako wannan itaacee ta baa shi ya shaafaa (MJC:207)
‘the wife would then get this plant and give him to rub on his stomach, and
she would cut this [that] bark of tree to give him to rub it on’ (MJC:207)

(148) [a report on inter-ethnic marriage]:
a yanzu haka auratayyaa tsakaanin wacTannan/wacTannan k abiilun kasar da
wadannan/wacfannan sai dada kaaruwaa takee yii
‘right now, intermarriage between these ethnic groups and these (ones) is
ever increasing’

Notice that in none of the symbolic contexts above is the referent underpinned by
an antecedent reference point, providing further evidence that the speaker employs
the pre-head strategy to encode essentially new information right across the
spatial, anaphoric and symbolic domains in which HL wannan is deployed.
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2 .3.

Summary

In this chapter, I have examined the speaker-based Hausa demonstratives, adverbs,
and associated deictic particles as part of a deictic system. Pre-head demonstrative
HL wannan and its post-head demonstrative -nan/nan valiant, locative adverbial
F nan and its derivative temporal usages are to be interpreted as speaker-centred
deictics. Whenever they are employed to encode a deictic utterance, we must
assume that the speaker wishes to locate and/or project himself into the context of
situation. This complex system, I argue, is speaker-oriented, organising and
locating referent objects (both spatial and temporal) around the egocentric, pivotal
point of speaker proximity. It is within this context that the three basic deictic
functions — spatial, anaphoric and symbolic — manifest themselves in such a
way as to project a speaker’s position/point of view. (There is an interesting
parallel between my three-term person-centric approach to Rauh’s (1983b: 16)
egocentric-localistic criteria, according to which the following underlying deictic
orientation are assumed to be crucial: a) ‘coding place’ (= speaker-proximal
deictic discussed in the present chapter); b) ‘in connexion with the coding place’
(= speaker distal/addressee-proximal deictics discussed in chapter three); and c)
‘not in connexion with the coding place’ (= speaker-addressee distal deictics
examined in chapter 4). ) The point has also been made that the three deictic
functions we have examined derive their usage from a basic spatial coding where
a clear and explicit deictic anchoring must be made with reference to the place
occupied by the speaker at the moment of utterance. When there are variations in
word order as is the case with pre- and post-demonstrative wannan + NP, vs. NP
-n/r-nan/nan. I claim that the speaker’s choice is conditioned largely by certain
assumptions that s/he makes concerning the cognitive status of the information
that the addressee holds about the referent object — HL wannan+NP = new [identifiable, ~familiar\ referent; (post-head) NP+-n/r-nan/nan = old [+identifiable,
+familiar] referent.
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Table 7: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-proximal deictics

Adverbial
F nan

Spatial
speaker-proximal
[+gesture], e.g. gaa shi
nan kusa da nii ‘here it
is here close to m e’.

Anaphoric
(< speaker-proximal)
[anaphoric], e.g.waatoo
dai muu n a n ... ‘in
short, for us h e r e (in
this p re-m en tio n ed
area)...’

Symbolic
( « speaker-proximal)
[ig e s tu r e ],
e .g .
(indicating) .. .in na yi
nan ya yi nan ‘...if I
m ove here, he moves
[t]here’

[c a ta p h o r ic ],
e .g .
shaawar&r da zan baa
ka a nan ita c e e ... ‘my
advice to you h e r e is
y

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
wannan + NP

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP-n/-r-nan/nan

speaker-proximal,
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
[+ gesture], e.g. gaa
wannan takardaa (# da
ka cS e...) ‘here’s this
paper (# that you
sa id ...)’
speaker-proximal,
[-^identifiable'],
[+familiar]
[-gestu re], e.g. gaa
takhrda-r-nan fda ka
c e e ...) ‘h e r e ’s this
paper
(th a t
you
sa id ...)’

[temporal], e.g. nan
gaba kadan zaa ki ji
saakamakon
gaanaaw ar
‘soon,
you’ll hear the result o f
the interview’
(< speaker-proximal),
[-identifiable],
[-fam iliar], e.g. ams&
w annan tambavaa ta
kasa ‘answ er t h i s
question below ’

(<speaker-proximal),
[^identifiable],
[+ fa m ilia r], e.g. b&a
da amsar tambava-rnan ta sama ‘answer
this question (above)’

( « speaker-proximal),
[± g estu re ], e.g . ya
w uce wannan zauree.
...v a w uce w ann& n
zauree ‘he would pass
this ro o m ... and he
would pass this room’

N ot applicable

In subsequent chapters, I show that the participant-based analytical model is
adequate enough to explain other deictic forms, and is therefore superior to its
predecessors that looked at these forms in an isolated and unsystematic way.
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Notes

1 In ‘Western’, e.g. Sokoto, Hausa, there is an additional L tone nan adverbial
which encodes a similar deictic orientation to F n&n. although on the scale of
proximity, nan has a more intimate/immediate proximal value for speakers than
nan, e.g. gaa shi nan ga hannuunaa ‘here it is in my hand’, used to code a more
proximal, corporeal individuation of a visible speaker-proximal object. This is
discussed in Jaggar and Buba (1994:29, n.9), where we point out that L nan and F
n&n are always speaker-centred. Thus both utterances below have an intrinsically
speaker-based deictic interpretation:
a) inaa huulaataa take?

‘where’s my hat?’

b) gaa ta nan/nan kusa da nii

‘it’s here close to me’

Notice that L tone nan is restricted to occurrence following a H tone syllable —
cf. Newman (1995:766f).
Comparable facts have been documented for other languages. Denny (1978), for
example, identified Kikuyu (Bantu) haha and guku as ‘non-extended here’ (=L
nan) and ‘extended here’ (= F nan) respectively. Kikuyu also seems to mirror the
six-way deictic differentiation that has been documented for Sokoto/Niger Hausa,
in that other dimensions identified by Denny (1978) are: ‘non-extended there in
the field’ (= H nan), ‘extended there in the field’ (= L can), ‘non-extended there
out-of field’ (= F can), and ‘extended there out-of field’ (= H can). See also
Casad (1975:225) in which he glosses Cora’s (Uto-Aztecan) three deictic (here)
morphemes as ‘off somewhere here, back inside here, and right here at an exact
location’.
2

In fact, as we have observed in Jaggar and Buba (1994:414 n.4), Hausaists

‘have been groping around in the dark’, often assigning erroneous tone. Abraham
(1959:82), for example, incorrectly transcribes temporal nan gaba ‘in future’ with
H #nan gaba , which can only occur in hearer-oriented spatial usage, e.g. nan
gaba kacfan ‘a bit further (from where you, the addressee, are); on a single page in
Kraft (1963:117), all of the four known adverbials NAN/CAN were assigned the
wrong tone (except in the emphatic usage of H nan as in shii kee nan): Jaggar
(1992b: 126, 149) also misrepresented temporal nan gaba ‘in future’ with #nan
gaba. together with Awde (1987:52, 59, 67) #nan gaba ‘in the future’, #daga nan
kuma faa? ‘then what?’, #nan gaba kacfan ‘shortly’. Cowan and Schuh (1976:88)
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are to join this roll call as they wrongly assigned F nan to a set of ten sentences
used in a drill, when the informant on the tape is actually using H nan.
3 Compare this system with Biihler’s (1982, 1990 [1934]) tripartite descriptive
framework of demonstratio ad oculos (= spatial), anaphora (= anaphoric), and
Deixis am Phantasma (== symbolic). Fillmore’s categorial functions were
modified in Jaggar and Buba (1994) to accommodate the specific realisations of
these deictic functions in Hausa. For instance, we rephrased his gestural function
as spatial in Hausa, because the former assumes the use of gestures exclusively
only under this function. The Hausa data clearly shows that it is in fact possible to
accompany an anaphoric or symbolic deictic expression with an accompanying
gesture, e.g., (anaphoric H can [chapter 4]) vaavaa can? ‘how’s there?’ said by a
speaker to an addressee who has just arrived in London from the United States,
with an accompanying head and eye-raising gesture to the presumed direction of
United States; (symbolic §2.2.5.) ... in ta duubaa n&n ta duubaa nan *... and when
she looks here, when she looks here she’ll look there’, accompanied by the
movement of the head from right to left.
4 The term speaker is used here to cover writer as well, and the term addressee
is to be interpreted as including hearer or reader of a text. But see Green
(1989:1) for the distinction between addressee and hearer.
5 Even a cursory look at this phenomenon will reveal that, at least, in a canonical
situation there is an important connection between deictics and gestures. But a
strict interpretation of gestures in relation to the object of reference will surely
force us to admit of the possibility of gestures being considered as a fundamental
part of human language behaviour. And if such a correlation is plausible, then the
present orthodoxy of defining language as a verbal auditory system of
communication will either have to go, or be modified in such a way as to admit of
other sign systems belonging to a general universal symbolic system. Sebeok
(1991: 65) seems to have this in mind, when he argues that ‘... non-verbal sign
systems are ‘wired into’ the behaviour of every normal neonate; {and that} this
initial semiotic endowment enables children to survive and both to acquire and to
compose a working knowledge of their world before they acquire verbal signs’
(italics mine). According to Rauh (1983b:45 n.28), ‘this explains why in cases
where by means of a deictic expression a referent is selected out of its
homogenous surroundings, in the context of demonstratio ad oculos an indicating
gesture is always needed, e.g. if by using ‘here’ reference is made to a point on a
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map, or if out of several articles displayed in a shop one is picked out (this one) or
if out of a group of people on a photograph one is identified (this is my brother),
etc’ (p. 45). Lyons (1977:638) seems to suggest that gestures are originally
linguistic tools. They ‘... developed for communication in face-to-face interaction
... [since] so far as deixis is concerned many utterances which would be readily
interpretable in a canonical situation of utterance are subject to various
ambiguities or indeterminacy’. In fact, at the core of Biihler’s deictic field theory
is the use of this, here, and I in a ‘pointing’ situation. Biihler (1990[1934]: 99)
argues that ‘ . it is primarily gestures and psychologically equivalent sense data
that mediate this understanding of the utterance on the basis of the details of the
situation’. He adds: ‘whoever goes along with this watchword, ‘one thing after
another and gestures first of all’, has the key in his hand and is bound to find the
deictic field’ (p. 99). However, Maclaran (1982:61) has argued that
those
supposedly paradigm cases of direct deictic uses are comparatively rare’. See also
Wales (1986) for a detailed description of the nature of the relationship between
gestures and deixis in the context of language acquisition.
6 F nan can be used with a preceding prepositional particle a to indicate an even
greater specificity than is encoded with bare F nan, as in gaa biironka a nan inaa
rike da shii ‘here’s your biro right here, I’m holding it’. See Abraham (1959:87-8)
for further discussion.
7 Interestingly, Hanks (1989:116) has argued that a presentative predicator like
gaa ‘...is maximally focal ...’, and that this *... focality is well reflected in native
speaker metalinguistic glosses of this form, which consistently associate it with
acts of manually handing the referent to the addressee’.
8 Sometimes the actual spatial distance between speaker and addressee(s) may be
no more than a projection of the speaker’s point of view. This could explain why
a face-to-face confrontation between mother and son in the utterance below is
encoded with a series of F n§n usage, although the spatial distance between the
speaker’s and addressee’s position in relation to the referent [Ibrahim] is clearly
variable:
[mother tries to describe the insolence of her son to other relatives seated
about the same place, and says as she points out the locations]:
yanzu ka duubi rashin mutuncin Ibraahim; tun yanaa n|n, ya daawoo nan
har ya daawoo nan [TG]
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‘I mean, look at the insolence of Ibrahim; he was here at first, until he
moved [t]here, then moved [t]here\
Rauh (1983b: 13) has pointed out that this space assumed by the speaker to be the
‘center of orientation’ is indeed a cognitive construct which
according to
specific criteria, domains surrounding a central point of orientation are
differentiated’ (p. 18), and that it is within this perceived space that the speaker
‘relates something which may be called ‘non-ego’ to his ‘ego’ ’ (p. 13). Citing
Spanish use of aqui and este, Hottenroth (1982:145) has added another
supporting dimension to the so-called objective theory of deixis. The writer points
out that ‘the concept of nearness ... is not an objective concept but a relative one’.
Thus, the region referred to as near the speaker when F nan is used, may turn out
to coincide with the speaker's narrow ‘objective region’, but may also ‘... extend
beyond such an objective region’ (p. 139).
9 The same speaker-centred orientational principle constrains a verb of motion
whose spatial orientation is away from the location of the speaker from co
occurring with spatial F nan, e.g. # jee n&n! ‘#go here!’. But iee ka nan is
permissible in a symbolic context (§2.2.4.), where the speaker intends to give the
addressee an idea of the relative proximity of the unspecified location to the
spatial position occupied by the speaker at the coding time. See also Fillmore’s
(1975) interesting deictic study of ‘come’ and ‘go’. Note however that unlike
Spanish where venir always assumes movement to the speaker (Hottenroth
1982:144f), the deictic orientation of Hausa zoo ‘come’ can in fact be directed
towards the addressee, e.g. a note left for the addressee: naa zoo ammaa ban tarar
da kai ba ‘I came, but didn't meet you’. English and French allow the use of such
deictic directionals to engage the addressee in certain contextual usages of, for
example, ‘come’. See also Grimes (1975:79).
I use the term anaphoric in the sense of Lyons (1977:659), to cover ‘... both
normal backward looking anaphoric reference’ and the less normal forwardlooking, or anticipatory, anaphoric reference. But unlike him, I use Btihler’s term
cataphoric to specify the latter strategy. However, the use of the term anaphoric
to talk about deixis is not to be taken for granted, since many scholars do not
consider anaphora as anything more than the relationship of coreference between
an expression with its (intra) textual antecedent. For instance, Weissenborn and
Klein (1982:54) have pointed out that ‘German distinguishes between deictics and
strict anaphora’ (p. 54), and in the same volume, Ullmer-Ehrich adds: ‘the
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distinction between strict deixis and strict anaphorics is sensible and necessary for
German’ (p. 55). The writer further points out that while German *hier and dort
always point to the utterance place even when they are used in the phonic
bindings, da ... is neutral in this respect, which makes it a strict anaphora’ (p. 58).
Yet I am of the deictic-anaphoric convergence persuasion that anaphora involves
‘the transference of what are basically deictic, and more specifically spatial
notions to the temporal dimension of the context of utterance and the
reinterpretation of deictic existence in terms of what might be called TEXTUAL
EXISTENCE... Anaphora should be seen as, in principle derivable from deixis’
(Lyons (1968:82, 275ff). For Fleischman (1991), ‘space and time often function
as convertible linguistic currencies, providing us with two powerful macro
metaphors for mapping our conceptualizations of discourse onto the metalanguage
we use to orient our addressees with respect to the architecture of our texts’ (p.
293). Indeed, if we look closely at the Hausa demonstratives and adverbials, we
may have to arrive at the same conclusion, since they are essentially spatial
deictics.

See also Hottenroth (1982:146) and Hauenschild (1982:67) for

corroborative statements and data for Spanish and Czech respectively.
11 This is the basic premise upon which the localist hypothesis rests, according
to which spatial expressions are seen to be linguistically more basic, ‘... in that
they serve as structural templates ... for other expressions’ (Lyons: 1977:718).
Specifically, localist theoreticians will point to the fact that ‘... temporal
expressions, in many unrelated languages, are patently derived from locative
expressions’ [1977:718]. Crow (1989:2) stresses the point made by Lyons
(1977:718) that ‘in all cases in which prepositions exhibit both spatial and
temporal use, the temporal meaning developed later ... even prepositions such as
for, since, till, which in Modern English are temporal rather than spatial, derive
historically from locatives’ (p. 2). Lyons (1977:718) adds: ‘As here can be
analysed as meaning ‘at this place’ ... so ‘now’ can be analysed as meaning ‘at
this time’.’

In Hausa F n&n performs both the spatial and temporal role of

English ‘here’ and ‘now’.
12 See Nunberg (1993) for an exhaustive description and analysis of the indexical
coding of the equivalent English ‘we’ pronoun.
13 One can in fact imagine the speaker of the utterance deictically pointing to
himself, a gesture which often accompanies the first person nri *1* to ‘self
nominate from a group ...’ (Levinson 1983:66). The pronominal system as a
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whole is very much compatible with the kind of tripartite participant-based system
of deictic anchoring within which I am working. Thus, according to Levinson
(1983:69) what is needed to accomplish this compatibility
would crucially
include for first person, speaker-inclusion (+S); for second person, addresseeinclusion; and for third person, speaker and addressee exclusion, [although] the
third person ... does not correspond to any specific participant-role in the speech
event.’ See also Ingram (1978), Burling (1970), and Lyons (1977).
14 Chafe (1976:25) defines ‘newness’ in terms of his notion of ‘givenness’,
which he defines as ‘... that knowledge which the speaker assumes to be in the
consciousness of the addressee at the time of the utterance. So-called new
information is what the speaker assumes he is introducing into the addressee’s
consciousness by what he says.’
15 Cf. Rauh’s (1983b:48) remark on the way in which this deictic transference is
accomplished:
Establishing a center of orientation in discourse is possible because the
coding of discourse is a continuous process along which at any point the
encoder may potentially stop and establish a center of orientation. Since a
continuous process of discourse may be looked upon as having either
temporal or (in writing) local extension, the fixing of temporal or local
points of orientation is respectively possible (p. 48).
Consider the use of ‘now’ in the following example quoted in Rauh (1983b:49):
Examine your heart, my good reader, and resolve whether you believe
these matters with me. If you do, you may now proceed to their
exemplifications with me (H, Fielding, Tom Jones').
Fleischman (1991:299) comments: ‘words like ‘here’ and ‘now’ need no longer
point to a world outside the text and to the real-world situation in which the
utterance containing them were produced; in written discourse a deictic can refer
only to the discourse itself or to particular points in its elaboration.’ In his
discussion of ‘now’ Biihler (1990 [1934]: 148) notes its local as well as global
relationship to the adverbial ‘here’:
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As does here , the isolated word now indicates its place value itself when it
is pronounced. It need not be conceived as an unextended (mathematical)
point, as a limit in the strict sense of the word any more than here does, but
rather it can assume a lesser, but also an arbitrarily large extension
according to the no-longer-now concomitant to the conception of the now.
Just as a devout Christian who says here includes the entire world (the
surface of the earth or even more), one who thinks in terms of geological
time measurement can include the entire period since the last ice age in his
‘now’. And just as the here-point, so too can the now-point be displaced
within the imagination to any arbitrary point...
Similarly, Nunberg (1993:29, footnote 30) has demonstrated that in the instances
which are used by Levinson (1983) to denote the meaning of now
‘as the
pragmatically relevant span that includes [the coding time]’, now

and here

actually denote the time and place of utterance, but that these may be construed as
indefinitely large.’ And although he did point to contexts where he considers it ‘a
stretch to identify referents with the place and time of utterance’, Nunberg makes
it clear that ‘...there is no principled way of distinguishing between the uses of
here and now that denote the immediate vicinity of the utterance and those that
denote intervals of progressively larger dimension’ (p. 29).
16 This is not a deictic phenomenon restricted to Hausa. Lyons (1977:677) for
example, has observed that in English ‘[i]t frequently happens that ‘this’ is
selected rather than ‘that’, ‘here’ rather than ‘there’, and ‘now’ rather than ‘then’,
when the speaker is personally involved with the entity, situation or place to
which he is referring or is identifying himself with the attitude or viewpoint of the
addressee’. But he is quick to caution that the conditions underlying the choice
are not altogether clear. Lakoff (1974:346) recognises this difficulty, and admits
that the ‘metaphor of ‘emotional deixis’ is harder to pin down: we can’t quite
figure out the relationship between the concepts’. Nevertheless Lakoff does
provide a working definition of ‘emotional deixis’ as ‘... generally linked to the
speaker’s involvement in the subject-matter of his utterance...’ (p. 347). She
argues that in the following utterances, the choice of this and that depends on the
extent to which the speaker wishes to indicate involvement (= this) rather than
distance (= that): ‘Kissinger made his long-awaited announcement yesterday.
This/that statement confirmed the speculations of many observers’ (from
Maclaran 1982:83).
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According to Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski (1993:279) ‘this’ can be used to
encode a referent ‘not activated by the speaker ... to convey special effects such
as solidarity, e.g. ‘this is Chris you’re talking about, right?’; ‘this is true’, used by
the speaker when s/he ‘appropriates an idea introduced by the addressee’ (p. 279).
Rauh (1983b:41) also shares Lyons’ (1977) uncertainty, pointing out that in
Fillmore’s example ‘Get that beaver out of this house’, ‘it may turn out that the
effect of emotional distance is not a result of the use of that, but rather of the
strong accent on that’ (p. 41).
Nevertheless, I agree with Lyons that the ‘speaker’s subjective involvement’ is a
relevant factor. Chafe (1976:54) adds: ‘... if a speaker himself plays a role in the
sentence, he can be expected to empathize with himself ...’. See also Kuno’s
(1976:419-444) work on speaker empathy and relativisation phenomena.
17 According to Grimes (1975:76) ‘tense systems are defined at least partly in
terms of this correspondence between time relations that are inherent in what
happens and the relation of the happening to the telling’. For Fillmore (1975:36)
the tense system represented as ‘past’, ‘present’ and ‘future’ ... are notions related
to deictic time’, serving to distinguish ‘... between the time of event or condition
... and the time or time period that is taken as the background or setting for time
indications in the clause...’ (p. 36f). For details of the role of tense in deictic
interpretation, see Lakoff (1970:838-849); Huddleston (1969:777-806); also Rauh
(1983c:229-275) for a comparative study of English and German tenses as deictic
categories. Time is also the main focus of Klein (1994).
1^ Some speakers can use nan gaba ‘in future’ to code a time preceding the
moment of utterance, e.g., a cikin jawaabinsa na kwaanan baava. Shuugabaa vaa
c§e nan gaba zai bavvana manufar saabuwar dookar. ammaa sai gaa shi vaa
faasaa ‘in his recent statement, the President said he would explain the new law
sometime later, but he failed to do so’. F nan also combines with the locative
adverb baava ‘behind’, e.g. ... n&n baava baa da jumaawaa ba ... ‘... only a while
ago...’. These strategies are however rarely encountered in discourse. Of equal
rarity is the possibility of using ?nan gaba — noted briefly in Jaggar and Buba
(1994:418) — though its occurrence is at best peripheral. Subsequent checks with
other native speakers from the same dialect area have proved negative. None of
the informants allow H #nan gaba for marking temporal reference. They point out
that F nan gaba ‘in future’ is in fact an evasive, non-durative, futuristic strategy,
often used by a speaker to avoid committing himself to a time span. And if this is
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the case, then H #nan gaba may not be felicitous, since it does not add any
qualitative information to the fact that the speaker is, at best, evasive (deceptive, at
worst), for which F nan gaba will suffice. However, H nan gaba ‘there, in front
(of you)’ is possible where a spatial rather than a temporal (anaphoric) reference
is encoded, e.g.: nan gaba kacfan aka kaamaa shi ‘he was caught there a little way
(from where you are’.
19 Halliday and Hasan (1993 [1976]:75]) view English ‘this’, ‘these’, and ‘here’
as ‘the only sources of cataphoric cohesion ... in English which regularly refer
forward TEXTUALLY, to something to which they are not linked by a structural
relationship.’ Maclaran (1982:83) adds: ‘the proximate tends to be forwardlooking not only in finding its referents, but also temporally ... ’. F nan performs
this role in these contexts.
20 F nan in this context becomes a symbolic representation of an underlying
speaker-oriented imaginative deixis (in the sense that it now moved to a realm of
experience), which, according to Biihler (1990 [1934]: 141), ‘... is when the
narrator leads the hearer into the realm of what is absent and can be remembered
... and treats him to the same deictic words as before so that he may see and hear
what can be seen and heard there (and touch, of course, and perhaps even smell
and taste things). Not with the external eye, ear, and so on, but with what is
usually called the ‘mind’s’ eye or ear in everyday language...’ (p. 141). Like
Biihler, Anderson and Keenan have mentioned in passing the ‘variety of
metaphorical extensions’ that can be made with deictic forms. They argue that
speaker-proximal deictics such as English ‘this’ fulfil such possibilities, when
used to encode ‘ ‘nearness’ to domains other than literal spatial location, at this
time, in this w ay\ Indeed they go so far as to say that ‘notions such as ‘near to the
speaker’ may be interpreted not only in the literal, physical sense, but also by
extension to ‘psychological proximity’, i.e., vividness to the mind of the speaker’
(p. 278); this seems to be the essential symbolic function performed by F nan in
(47) and elsewhere.
21 As pointed out in Jaggar and Buba (1994:415), Sokoto Hausa L nan may be
used in the second clause, i.e. in aka vi da nii n^n in vi nan, to code the same
symbolic reference.
22 it is a measure of the intricacy and complexity of deixis in Hausa that even
native speakers like Bagari (1986) and Mohmed (1977) could make such
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erroneous remarks concerning the alleged symmetry between the speaker’s and
addressee’s positions.
23 There is a view which considers the term proximal as a binary value, helping
to distinguish objects marked proximal in relation to the egocentric (speakercentred) orientation [+proximal], and those which are not [-proximal]. Lyons
(1968:73f) argues in support of this claim within the context of English semantics:
‘In English, this and here are semantically marked in relation to that and there:
the opposition is proximal vs. non-proximal, not proximal vs. distal (distal vs.
non-distal) ... As bitch is to a dog with respect to the lexicalised opposition of sex,
so this/here is to that/there with respect to the opposition of deictic proximity’.
But the moment one looks into languages like Hausa, Japanese (Coulmas 1982),
and even Spanish, one realises that the term ‘proximal’ cannot be assumed to
apply egocentrically all of the time (Saeed 1997:174). As we shall see in chapter
3, LH wannan, and H nan are construed as proximal deictics, but in relation to the
addressee. In other words, they necessarily locate referents within the hearer’s
‘objective’ region.
24 As Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski (1993) themselves acknowledge, ‘to the
extent that syntactic structure and prosodic form encode topic-comment structure
and serve to highlight constituents whose referents the speaker wants to bring into
focus, membership of the in-focus set is partially determined by linguistic form’
(p. 279). Thus, the psychological notion of ‘in-focus’ as employed by the authors
is linguistically manifested in the ‘position of prominence’ accorded to the item
being focused. They further note that ‘the two senses [of focus] are related ... in
that elements tend to be linguistically focused because the speaker wants to bring
them into the focus of attention’ (footnote 10).
25 See Contreras (1976:3-5) who argues that presupposition and focus are
restricted versions of the concepts of given and new. It is the former concepts,
however, that she replaced with Firbas’ (1966) concepts of theme and rheme, in
order to account for word-order variation in Spanish. Lyons (1977:508-9) has
observed that while theme and rheme are commonly defined as parts of utterance
containing given and new information respectively, they are to be associated with
‘information-structure’ rather than ‘thematic-structure’. For details of the relevant
discussion, seeHalliday (1967b, 1970).
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26 I have relied heavily on my reading judgement, and sometimes that of other
native Hausa speakers who have volunteered to read these stories (see
acknowledgement). I subsequently transcribed the extracts used in this
dissertation.
27 There are, however, contexts in which pre-head demonstrative HL wannan
can be used temporally for unique reference in a specialised day-word usage, e.g.
a wannan saafivaa/daree/raanaa/wataa mai albarkaa ‘on this blessed
morning/night/afternoon/month’; sai goodivaa ga Allah a wannan daree/raanaa
mai albarkaa ‘let’s give thanks to God on this (special) blessed night (eve)/day\
where wannan saafivaa/daree/raanaa ‘this morning/night/day’ is restricted to the
description of nights and days of special significance in the community’s life, but
not in (101)-(107). Note also that the post-head -nan/nan is not possible in this
specialised context, for as Newman (forthcoming) observed the pre-head strategy
is pre-modifying a nominal, while in (101)-(107), post-head -nan/nan is modifying
an adverbial phrase.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Semantic-Pragmatic Features of Addressee-Centred Deixis in
Hausa

3. 0.

Introduction

In this chapter, I shall examine the pragmatic features of the addressee-centred
demonstratives FH wannan (pi. = HLH wadannan), LH wannan (pi. = LLH
wacfannan). NP-n/r-nan ‘that, those [near you the hearer]’ and the adverbial H
nan ‘there [near you the hearer]’ counterpart, all of which are essentially hearercentric. Unlike English, and numerous European languages, where deictic
structures are organised in terms of a minimal, two-step, system of adverbials and
demonstratives, encoding objects proximal or distal to the speaker, Hausa encodes
the addressee position with a distinct lexeme, hence strengthening the view that the
hearer’s position has an equally vital role to play in an interactive context. 1 The
above Hausa deictic forms show precisely how this process of encoding and
decoding of information is directly related to a lexically-expressed, addresseespecific (sometimes speaker-distal) perspective.

3. 1. Adverbial H nan = Addressee-proximal (= spatial) or Speakerdistal (= non-spatial).
At the basic spatial level, adverbial H nan draws the attention of the addressee to
his/her location at the moment of utterance. Note that the speaker’s orientation is
immaterial to its interpretation, for by its very nature only the addressee location
can be inferred from the choice of H nan ‘there near you’. But as in all other cases
of the study of Hausa deictic forms, previous descriptions largely overlooked this
critical feature.
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3. 1. 1. Previous descriptions o f H nan
In early grammars of Hausa, e.g. Robinson (1925 [vol. II]:256), and Taylor (1959
[1923]:37), no distinction was drawn between the tonally distinct speaker-centred F
nan (Chapter 2) and addressee-centred H nan adverbials. Although distinctive tones
went unmarked, (as noted in chapter 2), Robinson (vol. 1) has nan (no tones)
coding a wide range of meanings, ‘this, that, these, those, and here’ (p. 312).
Furthermore none of these early writers understood the participant orientation of the
respective NAN/CAN adverbial forms.

Abraham (1962:132 [1946]; 1959:55) proposed a form-meaning correlation based
on the oppositions [± distant] and [±visible]. Abraham incorrectly identified H nan
as synonymous with both F can and H can (see Chapter 4), e.g. naa bi ta can = nan
‘I passed through there (visible)’ (1962:132); (also in Abraham (1934:17)) vaa bi
ta nan = vaa bi ta can ‘He passed through there (visible)’; naa ga kaavaa can = naa
ga kaavaa nan ‘I saw a load there (visible)’. And since Abraham (1934:17) has
argued that ‘nearer distance has falling tone (= n&n/canV. equating H nan ‘there
[near you the hearer]’ with can/can ‘(way) over there [distant from you and I]’ is
clearly a contradiction of this proposed correlation.^ Abraham was also aware that
H tone nan has important temporal and conjunctive usages (= -visible), e.g. daga
nan sai ... ‘the next thing that happened was ...’, gaba naa nan ‘tomorrow is
another day’, and added that *NAN with high tone indicates ‘availability’ ’, e.g.
dookii vanaa nan ‘a horse is available’.

Bargery’s (1934:814) dictionary definitions are roughly the same as Abraham’s,
except that he does not equate H nan with F can and H can. Also, his interpretation
of H nan is neutral as to its participant orientation, e.g. nan = ‘there’ bar shi nan
‘leave it where it is’, but without the additional participant information that that is
also where the addressee is located. He was also aware of the non-spatial usages
(anaphoric, temporal) of H nan , e.g. kaa san wurii kazaa. too a nan gidansa vake.
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‘you know such-and-such a place; well, that is where his home is*; anaa nan anaa
nan ‘it came to pass that

also the emphatic shi kee nan ‘that’s all’. Gouffe

(1970/71:299), and Jungraithmayr and Mohlig (1976:95) suggest a straightforward
tone-meaning correlation, with H tone nan/can coding non-visible referents and F
nan/ can mapping visible objects.

Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973:52) claim: ‘The high-tone forms typically indicate a
greater distance from the speaker than do the falling-tone forms, e.g.: gaa Audu nan
‘here’s Audu here (nearby)’, gaa Audu nan ‘here’s Audu here (in the vicinity)” —
notice too that in the latter example, Kraft and Kirk-Greene actually gloss the
addressee-proximal H nan ‘there (near you the hearer)’ adverbial with speakerproximal English ‘here’.

Cowan and Schuh (1976:299) consider the distinction between H nan/can and F
nan/can mainly in terms of an oppositional visible/non-visible criterion: ‘With a
falling tone, the place indicated is in sight; with a high tone, it is a place referred to,
but not physically indicated by some gesture’ (p. 299). Cowan and Schuh provide
the following dialogue to illustrate the distinction:

(1) a) Question:

inaa takardarka?

‘where is your paper?’

b (i) Answer 1: gaa ta nan cikin littaafii
‘here it is in my book (the student shows it to the teacher)’

b (ii) Answer 2: tanaa can a gidaa
‘it’s there at home (the student didn’t bring it to school)’
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It seems that the argument relating to the visible/non-visible distinction of F
nan/can and H nan/can was based on this dialogue in (1), as I could not find any
use of adverbial H nan in Cowan and Schuh’s Spoken Hausa. But notice that the
context of use of b (i) and b (ii) is in fact not the same. Had they used the b(i) frame
for both examples, they would have realised that the presentative particle gaa
(look!) can combine with H nan/can to code a visible entity, e.g., gaa ta nan cikin
littaafii ‘there it is in the book [student pointing to the book close to the teacher]’.
Thus, contrary to Cowan and Schuh’s examples, it is possible both to see and to
point out visible objects or a place ‘in sight’ using H nan/can. (In a number of
cases too, the tone-marking is at odds with the tones actually produced by the
speaker on the accompanying tapes — e.g. drills 9C, 11, (p. 77ff); drill 3B (p.
88), where F nan is wrongly used instead of the informant’s correctly produced H
nan form.

In Newman and Newman (1979:94), and Newman (1990:122, 276), H nan is
defined as [-proximal] and/or [±visible] = ‘there (distant or previously
mentioned)’, e.g. (pointing) tanaa nan kusa da waccan bishivaa^ ‘she is over there
by that tree’, jli nakee vanaa nan har vanzu ‘I think he is still there (where we
were talking about before)’. Notice that in the gloss: ‘nan adv. over there
(nearby)’, the anomalous use of ‘nearby’ orientates the referent in relationship to
the speaker’s position rather than the addressee’s. As I shall show, H nan serves
to pick out referents that are proximal to the addressee, just like F nan (chapter 2)
identifies objects as being proximal to the speaker. Newman and Newman were
also aware of the temporal use of H nan in such temporal phrases as nan da nan ‘at
once’ (p. 94). Table 8 below summarises the major descriptions of H nan in the
literature:
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Table 8: summary of previous descriptions of H nan-adverbial

H nan

Robinson

Abraham

Bargery

nan
(no
tones)
‘h ere,
th e r e ’

[ivisible]
[+distal]
(= # can / #
can)
‘th e r e ’,
e.g. yaa bi
ta nan =
# cS n ‘he
passed
through
th e r e ’

[ivisible]
‘th e r e ’, e.g.
bar shi nan
‘le a v e
it
where it is’

also d a g a
n a n sai ...
‘th e
n ex t
thin g that
happened
was ...’

kaa
sa n
wurii kazaa,
too a n a n
gidansa yake
‘you know
such-andsuch a place;
w ell th a t is
w h ere h is
home is ’

Kraft/Kirk
Greene
[+distal]
# ‘h ere’,
e .g .
gaa
Audu n a n
‘here’s Audu
# h ere’
(nearby)

Cowan/
Schuh
[-visible],
no examples

Newman/
Newman
[iv isib le,
[-proximal]
‘there,
(distant or
previously
mentioned’)
e .g . tanaa
nan kusa da
waccan
bishiyaa
‘sh e’s over
t h e r e by
diat tree’
j ii
n a k ee
yanha n a n
har yhnzu ‘I
think he is
still t h e r e
(w here w e
were talking
about
before)’

The above summary shows that there is an enormous amount of confusion and
sometimes misinformation concerning the precise semantic-pragmatic contexts for
H nan. The real problem for these writers, however, is an inability to move out of a
simple Eurocentric speaker-distance based framework to a participant-based,
context-dependant model that could explain all of the usages. This model has been
proposed and effectively used in Jaggar and Buba (1994) to capture the addresseebased strategy employed by the speaker for coding the deictic orientation of
adverbial H nan.

Before Jaggar and Buba (1994), Hausaists (native and non-native speakers) have
overlooked the functions of H nan in everyday communicative interaction. It is
curious that Bagari (a native Hausa scholar (1986)) elects to leave the NAN/CAN
adverbials out of his descriptive grammar altogether. Similarly, although Zaria
(another native Hausa scholar (1981:28-32)) has a chapter on adverbs, H nan does
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not figure in his description. Galadanci’s (1969:77) examples of H nan, however,
show that he was aware of the addressee-specific usage of H nan — nan zaune daf
dakuu ‘there, sitting quite near you’ (p. 77) — however, it is in the demonstrative
sphere that this fact is explicitly recognised in his description of addressee-centred
LH wannan. FH w&nnan (see §3.3.1).

Undoubtedly, H nan ‘there’ is the most elusive deictic adverbial, but its (locative)
function is simply to individuate objects of reference that are in the vicinity of the
addressee. A speaker uses H nan in its basic spatial role only when s/he wishes to
draw the addressee’s attention to proximal referents relative to his/her position. So,
there is a conscious shift of the deictic centre from the speaker’s to the addressee’s
orientation as a result of the choice of H nan. However, as we shall see, in its
extended non-spatial anaphoric (and symbolic) usages, H nan also encodes a more
generalised speaker-distal interpretation, hence the following participant-oriented
cline for H nan:

(2)

Hearer-proximal H nan

Speaker-distal H nan

<

>

Spatial

Non-spatial

A more general schematic description of the functions of addressee-based H nan is
the following:
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Table 9: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of addressee-based H nan
adverbial
H nan

Spatial
addressee-proximal, e.g.
gaa shi nan kusa da kai
‘there it is th ere close
to you’

Anaphoric
(speaker-distal
< addressee-proximal)
e.g. waatoo dai kuu
nan ... ‘in short, for
you there (in that pre
mentioned area) ... ’

S ym bolic
(speaker-distal
« addressee-proximal)
e.g. ganii nan barii
nan ‘as it’s seen there,
so sh a ll it be le ft
th ere’

[cataphoric], e.g. kuma
a nan mukee saukaa
gidan A lhaji Rooro
‘and i t ’s t h e r e at
A lhaji R oro’s house
that we used to stay’
rtemporall. e.g. nan da
nan sai ya yarda ‘he
agreed there and then ’

3. 1. 2. Spatial H n a n
Numerous languages have a deictic system which lexically encodes the addressee
(or at least a medial) position. Fillmore (1982:49), for example, includes Latin,
Greek, Japanese and Spanish in the list of languages having a three-way contrast.
Coulmas (1982:21 Iff) documented the Japanese soko adverbial as designating ‘the
place where you [the addressee] are’. Spanish ahi has also been categorised by
Hottenroth (1982:135) as referring ‘ ... either to the addressee’s location, to a
location near him, or to one at a medial distance’, e.g. : ahi, en ese lugar, donde tu
estas ‘there in that place where you are’ (cf. a nan wurin nan da kakel. Italian
costi also encodes a parallel region of proximity to the addressee as H nan
adverbial. Frei (1944:115) includes French and Portuguese as other Romance
languages featuring the middle (= medial-neutral) term in their local deictic system,
as well as Ronga (Bantu) and Bisaya (Austronesian). Denny (1978:73f) reported
Kikuyu (Bantu) as having an eight-term local deictic system, of which hau is the
term picking out reference-object(s) that are close to the addressee, e.g. Iga hau
‘put it th ere’ ( ‘put it in your h ere’ is how Denny glossed it). Citing Frei
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(1944:115), Rauh (1983b: 15) notes that the middle term is attested in Portuguese
and French, as well as in German. Zawawi (1971:64) writes that in Sw ahili4h-o’
can be classified as coding an object which is in a ‘location near the listener’ (see
also Hinnebusch and Mirza 1979:175).

Locative H nan in Hausa is employed by the speaker to pick out visible referents
within the hearer’s field of vision or orientation, as in the following face-to-face
encounters:

(3) [speaker reminds addressee]
ai biironka shii nee nan kakee rike da shii
‘your biro, that’s it there, you’re holding it’

(4) [speaker responds to the addressee’s question: inaa ka ga va bi? ‘where did
you see him going?’]:
ta nan ya bi da saafe
‘it was via there [where you the addressee are] that he passed by in the
morning’

(5) [speaker orders addressee]:
gaa dookli nan, hau mu tafi
‘there is a horse there (near you), get on it and let’s go’

(6) [speaker invites addressee to take a seat]:
zaunaa gaa kujeeraa nan
‘sit on the chair there [where you are]’

(7) [speaker preempts addressee’s move towards a particular location which he has
already booked for himself, so s/he says]:
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naa yi nan kaa yi nan, yaayaa kee nan?
‘I’m headed there, and you’re headed there, what’s happening?

In all the above contexts, H nan is spatially anchored on the addressee’s location,
and the non-necessity of a supporting gesture will indicate that that is the intention
of the speaker. If the speaker wishes to point out a location other than the
addressee’s, the resources of the language (including gestures) provide him/her
with ample means of doing so. A speaker could, for example, contrast his/her
position with that of the addressee in the same proposition, as in (8-9):

(8) [speaker appeals to addressees]:
too kuu na nan ku matsoo nan
‘well, you there [where you are now], move over here [where I am as I speak
now ]’

(9) [speaker corrects the addressee]:
a nan ka tarar da nii baa nan ba
‘you met me right there [where you are presently located], not here [where I
am, as I speak]’

And, as additional evidence for its addressee-specific interpretation, H nan would
be pragmatically anomalous in the following motion-oriented (spatial) contexts,
e.g.:

(10) # jee ka nan

‘# off you go there [where you are] ’

(11)# zoo nan

‘# come there [where you are] ’

(12) # tafi nan

‘# get there [where you are]’
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(13)# matsaa nan

‘# move there [where you are] ’

(14) # tuuraa nan

‘# push there [where you are]’

The anomaly of (10)-(14) is to do with the requirement of movement in-built in the
motion verbs. An addressee must necessarily be present in a location in the first
place before H nan is used to identify him/her with the reference object, which is
why a supporting gesture locating a referent object using H nan is usually not
required. With appropriate motion-verbs, however, H nan will be perfectly
felicitous, as in (15-17):

Cl51 bar shi nan!

‘leave it there! [where you are]’

(16) tsayaa nan

‘stay put there [where you are]’

(17) fitoo daga nan

‘come out from there [where you are]’

Thus, the generalisation seems to be that hearer-centred {spatial) H nan is neither
compatible with centrifugal verbs, e.g. # tafi nan ‘go there’, nor with centripetal
verbs, e.g. # zoo nan ‘come there’ when used with a second person addressee.

The deictic pro-form haka ‘thus, this, so’ can also combine with H nan to code an
addressee-oriented modal state, e.g.:

(18) a) [A is drawing on the board, and asks B]:
shin yaayaa maa zan zaana hooton?
‘how did you say I should draw the diagram?’
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b) [B indicates to A to continue to draw the way he starts]:
haka nan zaa ka yi
‘that’s the very way to do it’

(19) a) [A has been shown how to operate some electronic equipment by B, but
wants to be sure about the procedure again, and so tries it as the question is
asked]:
hakaka c§e inyikoo?
‘this is the way you said it should be done, isn’t it?’

b) [B then queries A’s trial-and-error approach]:
haka nan da kakee yii, ai sai ka laalaataa shi
‘that/the way you’re operating it, you might spoil it’

But haka may also occur after the adverbial in spatial contexts, e.g.:

(20) [A is holding something which B does not want to be close to him,
so B says to A]:
yi nan haka (# haka nan) da shii kar ka shaafaa min shii
‘keep moving there to your side with it, because I don’t want it on my clothes’

(21) [A alerts B about an obstruction]:
hattaraa! gaakunaamaanan haka(#hakanan) dakai
‘watch out, there’s a scoipion there close to you'

There is a way in which haka ‘thus, so’ could be interpreted as essentially a
speaker-centred deictic) For example, A might respond to B’s statement with haka
nee ‘this [that] is so’, with the inference that A has independently thought of the
idea (= speaker-centred); if A had responded with haka nan nee ‘that is so’, the
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implication would be that A is confirming B’s original statement (= hearer-centred);
haka can also combine with speaker-proximal F nan, but only to physically specify
a location/direction, e.g. [said to driver] haka nan zaa mu bi ‘we should go this
way’. Jaggar (1992b: 15 footnote 2) has also observed that haka may combine with
the definite determiner m ‘ ... to provide a close link-up with the events in the
immediately preceding discourse-context’. Interestingly, bare haka regularly
attracts a ‘this’ gloss (see 19a above), but may be interpreted differently when used
in conjunction with other deictic forms, e.g. haka nan ‘also, in addition’; nan haka
‘that (very) way’, in reply to a previous speaker's inquiry. Deictic haka also
occurs in a reduplicated form with a ‘this’ gloss assigned to it to postmodify plural
nouns with a distributive sortal sense. Consider these extracts from Galadanci
(1969:162, 172):

(22) [speaker indicates with his hands the size of things he’s seen]:
wacfansu akwaatunaa haka-haka a cfaakin Audu can karkashin gadoo kulle fam
dakwaadunaa ...
‘some suitcases of this sort of size in Audu’s room right under the bed,
securely padlocked ... ’

(23) [same context as above]:
wacfansu nuunannuu haka-haka a raafmBalaa can cikinrambuu ...
‘some ripe ones, this sort of size, in Bala’s garden deep in the granary ... [sic]’

(24) [same context as above]:
wacfansu gwandoojii haka-haka a raafin Audu ...
‘some pawpaws this sort of size, in Audu’s garden ... ’
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3. 1. 3. Anaphoric H n a n
Apart from its basic spatial addressee-centred interpretation, H nan also functions in
non-spatial contexts, where it appropriates a medial perspective with a speakerdistal (<anaphoric) interpretation, i.e. with no commitment to distance. As we have
noted in Jaggar and Buba (1994), Anderson and Keenan (19B5) have documented a
number of languages, where the addressee-based spatial deictic creates a similar
medial perspective when used anaphorically.

In extended narrative, H nan is prototypically used to anaphorically map referents
— already mentioned in the prior discourse and so presumed to be known to the
addressee — in terms of their place in the mainline foregrounded segments of the
story. H nan is in fact the default discourse-anaphoric adverbial and denotes
something that does not include what F nan would normally refer to, e.g.:

(25) [newsreader continues an analysis of a topical issue]:
talakaawaa dai sunaa sMn wahalaa ainun a Naajeeriyaa ... too nan maa dai
daliilan a fiilii suke
‘ordinary people are really suffering in Nigeria ... and there again the reasons
are clear’

(26) [Dolo is handing over his meat to Sarkin Fada’s dog]:
too, gaa shi, ammaa fa baayan kwaanaa uku,... ka tahoo mini da kudiinaa; tun
da saafe ka zoo mini da suu. Kaa dai san gidan a nan areewacin masallaacin
jumma’aa (MJC:81)
‘well, here it is, but in three days time, you should bring my money; first thing
in the morning you should bring them. And of course, you know the house,
there to the north of Friday prayer mosque’
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In (25), the speaker’s intention is to indicate the direction of the current on-line
information, hence enabling the reader/addressee to make the necessary associative
leap to a parallel state of affairs pre-mentioned in the text. Notice that although the
speaker may decide to reveal the connection of the ‘ordinary people ... in Nigeria’
mentioned in (25) with another group in a previously mentioned country, the
addressee may have already anticipated it from the choice of H nan. For it to be
used, the speaker must hold the belief that both the current information, and its
latent antecedent are in the present consciousness of the addressee in the sense of
Chafe (1976:30). Interestingly, in (26) such clues are not even apparent in the text,
despite the speaker’s choice of H nan to anaphorise gidan ‘the house’. Clearly,
what the speaker hopes to achieve by using H nan here is to trigger the (shared, real
world) knowledge s/he believes the addressee must possess of such familiar local
landmarks as the ‘Friday prayer mosque’, thereby further reducing the chances of
misconstrual.4

In (27)-(29), H nan is anaphorically used to anchor the prementioned locations:

(27) [A broadcaster in London describes how a telephone message is relayed to
certain parts of Africa]:
sannan sai ya tafi zuwaa ‘ Montreal’ a gabashin Kyanadan

[too] ... daga nan

nee zaa a aikaa da saakon ... (AHR:32)
‘then^ it [telephone call] goes to Montreal in eastern Canada ... it’s from
there that the message will be sen t...’

(28) [A meets B, a stranger, who happens to have come from a place she and
fellow traders used to visit, and tries to establish more concrete grounds for
shared affinity with him]:
kuma a nan mukee saukaa gidan Alhaji Rooro [YDG]

‘and it’s there (precisely) at Alhaji Roro’s house that we used to stay’
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(29) [The stranger, in turn, tries to find out where the women come from, and
the following dialogue ensues]:
a) A: kaa san Baakaya?
‘do you know Bakaya (village)?

b) B: Baakaya, baa nan mukee zuwaa kookawaa ba?
‘Bakaya, isn’t it there that we used to go for wrestling matches?’

c) A: too, ai nan nee garinmu

[YDG]

‘well, it’s there that is my town

In (28)-(29), the location of both addressee and speaker is in South-West Nigeria,
hundreds of miles away from the far North, from where they come to trade. The
choice of H nan here, in addition to its purely anaphoric/cataphoric function, is an
attempt at establishing rapport with a fellow Hausa person in a predominantly
Yoruba-speaking area. Notice that H can (chapter 4) is possible instead of
prolocative H nan in (27)-(29), but would situate the event at an even greater
distance from the speaker/addressee (= English ‘way over there...’). Equally
important is the fact that the choice of H can in these contexts would remove the
empathetic dimension of affinity that is encoded by the speaker with the choice of
H nan in these contexts, for apart from the speaker’s intention to empathise with his
listeners, there is no constraint on the speaker from choosing H can instead of
anaphoric prolocative H nan in (27)-(29). Both deictic adverbials could have
fulfilled the role of situating the action at a distance from the speaker/addressee(s).
Moreover, since in this case, the broadcaster knows that his/her listeners are
concentrated in locations other than Eastern Canada in (27), H can would have been
acceptable. H nan is thus used to capture the addressee perspective regarding the
story. 6
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H nan can also be used by the speaker to direct the addressee’s attention to an
anticipated (i.e. cataphoric) outcome (for which s/he should be ready). Thus,
although H nan is employed to situate the event at a distance from the speaker, it is
equally distal to the addressee at the moment of utterance. But unlike the speaker,
the addressee can expect to be there at the reference location in a shortwhile, e.g.:

(30) [speaker sends addressee to collect money from a usual source, but warns
her of a new development]:
yau da dare ki koomaa, ammaa in kin jee kada ki kiraa Zairakanii don baa shi
nan (MJC:37)
‘you should go back tonight, but when you go, don’t call Zairakani, because
he’s not there’

(31) [Waziri informs his son, Aboki, that Sarki is about to kill someone]:
ba ka sanii ba, akwai fa wata takardaa naa nan aljiihun Sarkii, ya sSa na
mbuutaa zai saa a kashe w ani... (MJC:143)
‘you don’t know (but) there’s a letter (there) in Sarki’s pocket, (which) he
made me write in which he would indicate that someone be killed’

(32) [A calls B over to her office on the phone, and A responds]:
too, gaa ni nan tafe

(Jaggar and Buba 1994:406)

‘OK, I’m on my way there’

In example (33) below, the speaker uses H nan as a confirmatory anaphoric device,
so as to affirm what the addressee has just said:

(33) [A has made a point in discussion and B agrees with him]:
naa yarda da kai a nan
‘I agree with you there [on that point]’
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Notice that the speaker could employ F nan in (33), but only if s/he wishes to
subjectively be involved as having independent knowledge of the claim prior to the
utterance.^

H nan may also combine with (preceding) haka ‘thus’ as a confirmatory device in a
discourse (<anaphoric) context, as in (34)-(37), where the speaker affirms a previous
statement attributable to the addressee:

(34) [A has been describing the benefits of a vaccination programme and B
confirms that he agrees with A]:
lallee haka nan nee Audit (ZRN:2)
‘certainly that is so Audu’

(35) [A then explains how smallpox can blind and uses the propositional haka
nan]:
kanaa soo ka zama haka nan? (ZRN:8)
‘do you want to become (like) that?’

(36) [A indicates enthusiastic support for B’s idea]:
haka nan nee kuwa
‘that’s quite right indeed

(37) [speaker acknowledges the soundness of B ’s advice]:
nii maa dai inaa jm haka nan zai yi amfaanii ainun...
‘I too think that would be vexy useful’

See also the following anaphoric connective usages of deictic haka nan:
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(38) [A is describing the troubles that have taken place in a certain country and
then switches the discussion to Nigeria and says]:
haka nan a baara din wani lauya na Ma’aikatar Harkookin Cikin Gidan
Birtaaniya yaa gayaa wa Uumaru Dikko ceewaa ... (AHR:3)
‘in addition to that, last year, a lawyer from the British Home Office told
Umaru Dikko th a t...’

(39) haka nan kuma manazartaa sun baa da shaawarar ceewaa kamaataa ya yi a
luura da haalin rnwan Tafkin Nyos ... (AHR:70)
‘in addition to that, experts suggested that the condition of Lake Nyos water
should be looked into’

In (38)-(39), haka nan acts as an additive conjunction ‘similarly, so, thus, in the
same way, in addition etc)’, providing a cohesive tie within the text by linking
propositions/statements.

Haka may also occur with a following (m.) definite

determiner m + H nan, e.g. haka-n-nan baa shi da amfaanii ‘that [way] is not
desirable’ (Galadanci, 1969:139), as a synonymous alternative to haka nan. (Note
too the consistent use of ‘that’ to gloss haka nan).

Adverbial H nan (sometimes with haka) also has important functions as a temporal
marker in discourse, where it functions as a cohesion marker, directing the
addressee as the scene and events shift around, e.g.:

(40) [narrator continues with the exploration of Kona’s search for a child]:
yanaa nan haka. sai Allah ya baa maatarsa cikii (MJC: 180)
‘he remained that way [i.e. without a child], then by Allah’s will, his wife got
pregnant’
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(41) [narrator signals a shift to a different scene in which Farke meets his
brothers again]:
munaa nan haka. ran nan inaa yaawoo cikin kaasuwaa inaa talla, baa sai gaa su
Azlamu ba, ... (MJC:171)

‘we remained that way [i.e. as an apprentice to a Weaver], then one day I was
hawking my wares about in the market, and there was Azlamu and others’

(42) [Maisango has found a potential ally in an ensuing royal struggle]:
anaa nan anaa nan, ran-nan ... sai Maisangoo ya ga wani baakon bookaa
(MJC:64)
‘as times went by, one day Maisango met a new sorcerer’

(43) [narrator describes the boy’s adventure after his shooting training]:
sai ya fita da tsakad daree ran-nan. ya shigee dookad daajii shii kacfai
(MJC:157)
‘ ... then he went out at midnight on that day, and disappeared into the
wilderness alone’

(44) [narrator describes the mood of the king]:
sai Waziirinsa ya isoo, ya yi gaisuwaa, ya ga lallee Sarkii yanaa jin nishaadii
ran-nan
‘then his Vizier arrived, bowed, and realised that the king was definitely in a
good mood that day’ (MJC:194)

(45) yanaa nan kan aikinsa, sai aka zoo masa da laabaarin rasuwar mahaifmsa
‘he was there working away at his job, when the news of his father’s death
reached him’
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(46) [Sususu’s wife is making an invisible gown for him as he look on]:
ta yi kamar tanaa dinkin wani abu, alhaalii kuwa baa koomee hannunta. Dattijon
naaka naa nan dai durkushe naa kalloo (MJC:204)
‘she made as though she’s sewing something, when in fact there’s nothing in
her hand. And there’s the fellow, watching in a squatting position’

Notice the tonal distinction between non-specific ran-nan ‘one day’ in (42) and
specific ran-nan ‘that day’ in (43)-(44). (Jaggar (1985a: 127) confuses the two
variants, wrongly glossing ran-nan as # ‘that day’ and ran-nan as # ‘one day’, but
corrects this mistake in his Hausa Reader , e.g. tun tdagal ran nan ban saake shan
taabaa ba ‘I haven’t smoked again ever since that day’ (AHR:68).)

Pro-temporal H nan can also combine with prepositionals and adverbials to
specifically index a preceding time-point (see Fillmore 1975:40; Levinson 1983),
as in (47)-(50):

(47) [it’s Dolo’s turn to get back at Sarkin Fada]:
Sarkin Faada ya biyaa kucfin buulaalaa, aka b&a Dooloo rabonsa ya yi gidaa
Daga nan darajar Sarkin Faada ta ragu wajen Sarkii

(MJC:85)

‘the chief coutier paid the fine (in place of) strokes of the cane, Dolo got his
share, and went home. From then on he lost the king’s favour’

(48) [Sarki (now turned into a bird) decides to check out a room from where he
thinks the ciy is coming from]:
ya s§a baakii ya buudee, sai gaa wata muujlyaa a zaune,... daga nan Waziiri ya
biyoo (MJC:197)
‘no sooner had he put his beak and opened [it, the door], and there was an owl
sitting, ... it’s then that Waziri followed suit’
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(49) [Galadima has been conned into following Maisango for fear of his life]:
nan taake ya bii shi, suka gayaa wa sauraa abin da akee ciki ...(MJC:72)
‘he followed him there and then, and told the rest [of the people] what has
been happening’

(50) [Lawal is planning to avenge his brother’s banishment by Maisango]:
sabooda haka koo da aka laalabee shi da batun sarautaa, nan da nan sai ya yarda
(MJC:74)
‘thus, when he was approached about succeeding to the throne, he
immediately accepted’

A possible addressee orientation in all these pro-temporal nan-marked deictic
adverbials is easier to see if we think of the choice of H nan as a strategy by the
speaker to maximise the possibility of the addressee making the right temporal
inference. H nan keeps the addressee on track, and instructs him/her to look out for
its (temporal) antecedent in the story.

Another specialised usage of H nan is in the compound deictic expression fshiil kee
nan ‘that’s it, that’s all, OK’ (again observe the use in English of speaker-distal
‘that’). Cowan and Schuh (1976:167), for example, claim that kee nan is
synonymous with the copula nee/cee. e.g.:

(51) haalin yaaraa nee

(52) haalin yaaraa kee nan

‘it’s childish behaviour’

‘that’s just the way kids are’

The problem with Cowan and Schuh’s identification, however, is that it overlooks
the context of use in which (51)-(52) differ. Example (51) may be used to affirm
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either the speaker’s own previous claim or that of the addressee, but kee nan in (52)
is used only in response to a previous statement of the addressee. The choice of
addressee-centred H nan here reflects its derivative empathetic usage, whereby the
speaker tries to show solidarity with the addressee’s point of view.

Consider also these kee nan usages (and note the inappropriateness of copula nee in
these contexts as well):

(53) [father describes the mock death of a well-sought daughter to a potential
suitor who responds]:
ai maaganinku kee nan (#nee). An cee ku yi mata auree son saataa yaa hanaa ku
(RBJ:14)
‘that’s it then [the solution to your problem]. You’ve been advised to marry her
off, and greed has prevented you’

(54) [Sani has been cheated by some merchants while hawking kebab, and
Sarkin Fawa is furious about it]:
Sarkin Faawa ya saamee shi da zaagii, ya cee laadansa kee nan (#nee) ya saacee
(MJC:225)
‘Sarkin Fawa kept on abusing him, saying that that was his pay that he stole’

(55) [broadcaster describes the box containing an abducted politician]:
a jikin akwaatm sai aka rubuutaa zuwaa ga Ma’aikatar Harkookin Waje,
gwamnatin taarayyar Naajeriyaa, Ikko, waatoo inda zaa a kai shi kee nan (#nee)
(AHR:1)
‘written on the box was: to the Ministry of External Affairs, Government of
Nigeria, Lagos, where he was to be taken, that is’
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The more explicit shii kee nan emphatic-deictic is also used anaphorically as a
marker of text cohesion, temporally linking sequential episodes in a narrative, as
well as acting as a terminal deictic (57), e.g.:

(56) [speaker concludes his narration]:
shii kee nan sai na koomaa gidaa
‘that was that, then I left for home’

(57) [speaker assures addressee]:
shii kee nan, an gamaa

‘that was that/OK, it will be done’

3.1.4, Symbolic H n an
An example of the sort of symbolic (= technically non-spatial, non-anaphoric)
deictic expression that Fillmore has in mind is a telephone inquiry of the form (58):

(58) is Johnny there? = koo Johnny naa nan?

where ‘there’ connotes the location of the hearer at the moment of the call: ‘in the
place where you [hearer] are’, as Fillmore (1975:40) notes.

The function of adverbial H nan in the symbolic sphere parallels that of speakerproximal F nan (Chapter 2), i.e. it makes the subjective and/or imaginative facets of
speaker intention much more vivid to the addressee. In performing this role,
however, H nan continues to operate as a medial, neutral deictic, and is again non
committal as to the relative (metaphorical) distance from the interactants e.g.:

(59) [the narrator has been describing the effects of a volcanic eruption on the
inhabitants of a nearby village]:
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ammaa gaa fuskookinsu da Riraajansu nan duk a saale (A H R : 6 9 ) 8
‘but their faces and chests are there all blistered’

(60) [the narrator describes his adventure on a small boat in the Nile]:
gaa ni nan inaa ta tuufiii... (RBJ:40)
‘and there I was just rowing

(61) [Sumale has been sent to as far as Kano, so as to train him to become
streetwise]:
Sumale ya kaama hanyaa, gaa shi nan, gaa shi nan, har ya isa Siiriyan Kwataa a
BiminKanoo (MJC:159)
‘Sumale set off on his journey, there he is, there he is [on his way] till he
reached the Syrian Quarter in Kano city’

(62) [Farke and the princess are on the run to another town]:
muka shiryaa, muka gudu, gaa mu nan har wani garii da akee kiraa Maroogo
(MJC: 173)
‘we got ready to elope, and there we are [travelling] till we got a town called
Marogo’

Consider also the use of symbolic H nan in a typically addressee-oriented
perspective in (63):

(63) [ A sees something of B’s which he covets, and B responds]:
ganii nan barii nan [TG]
‘as it’s seen there, so shall it be left there’

anticipating A’s request with a dismissive symbolic H nan, as is the case with the
precautionary warning in (64):
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(64) [A warns B not to tell anyone what he’s about to say]:
jii nan, barii nan

‘listen there, leave it there’

H nan may also be symbolically used by the speaker as an adversative means of
chastising the addressee for not following the speaker’s advice. In such instances,
the addressee is being made to feel the full impact of his decision which has now
turned out to be a wrong step to take, e.g.:

(65) [A tells B of the unfortunate outcome of his decision, and B says]:
too, ai gaa irinta nan ...[TG]
‘well there you have it (i.e. the product of your misjudgement) ... ’

The addressee would now know from the adversative H nan frame that no
sympathy is intended by the speaker, who clearly seems to feel triumphant about
the negative outcome.

In a similar dialogue context, H nan may be symbolically used to mark off the area
of divergence between speaker’s point of view and that of the addressee, as in (66)(70):

(66) [the chief has been engaged in a protracted argument with his wife
regarding the death of a couple, and heard the good news that his opinion is the
right one]:
too, gaa ta nan, ba ku san abu ba ku tsayaa da gardamar rainin waayoo
(MJC:59)
‘well, there it is, you [people] don’t know anything, but keep on arguing
insolently’
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(67) [A shows his displeasure to B]:
gaa shi nan gaa ka, tun da yake baa kaa jin maganar mutaanee
‘there, you go with him, since you don’t listen to people’s plea’

(68) [in answer to inquiiy about A’s daughter]:
gaa ta nan sai yadda takee s6o takee yfi
‘she’s just there, doing what she feels like’

(69) [speaker feels that s/he's been vindicated]:
baa gaa irinta nan ba, wanda bai ji bari ba, ai yaa ji hoohoo
‘well, there you have it, he who does not listen to ‘stop’, is bound to listen to
‘sorry’ ’

(70) [Ashiru comments on Sarki’s tyrannical rule]:
ya jee ya yi. Ai duuniyaa cee, gaa shi nan gaa ta, koowaa ta auraa y^u, goobe
kaa ji taa rabu da shii (MJC: 133)
‘let him (continue to) do it. That’s life, there, leave him with it (the world),
whoever she marries today, tomorrow you’ll hear that she has left him’

In (66)-70) H nan psycholinguistically reinforces the validity of the speakers’
utterance, and distances him from addressees’ position/behaviour in (66)-(70)
above. H nan is used in these contexts to reinforce a pre-existing state of affairs, or
generalised sequence of events, locatable in the psychological space of the
addressee.

Sometimes, adversative H nan represents a point of departure for the respective
views of the speaker and the addressee, such that while clearly making reference to
a previous statement (therefore anaphoric, technically), the speaker is also
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undermining it by creating a symbolic distance in held opinions, expressed again by
H nan:

(71) [an arranged marriage has turned sour, and parents of the husband are
trying to make excuses, so the girl retorts]:
baa wani nan, ai dSa man kun san inaa da wanda nakee soo [TG]
‘hold it there, you’re already aware that I’ve got someone that I love’

Again, there are pragmatically-determined situations in which the more general,
medial speaker-distal semantic coding of symbolic H nan takes on a narrower
context-sensitive hearer-proximal reading (deriving from the basic hearer-proximal
interpretation of spatial H nan).

Consider (72), where its hearer-proximal

interpretation crosses into the anaphoric-symbolic domain, e.g.:

(72) [the prince is angry that palace hands are not doing a particularly dirty job
he has asked them to do with the enthusiasm that they normally show]:
daa abinci nee Sarkii ya kaawoo muku daa yanzu kunaa nan kunaa hannuu baka
hannuu Rwaryaa (RBJ:21)
‘if it were food that the chief brought, you would now be there dipping in and
out of it’

Similarly, existential H nan has a symbolic reading in (73), a context in which it
combines with presentative particle gaa:
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(73) [A is already thinking of the title he would be selecting upon the
enthronement of his favourite candidate, but then has second thoughts on this]:
ammaa da ya tunaa da ceewaa tsoohon Sarkin nan gaa shi nan garau kamar
koowace raanaa kaaraa masa karfii akee y ii... (MJC:65)
‘but when he remembered that this old king is there and (looking) healthy as
though he’s being powered anew everyday...’

H nan is also symbolically manipulated to express what Lakoff (1974) and Lyons
(1977:677) refer to as ‘empathetic’ and ‘emotional’ deixis respectively, and Lyons
notes that the factors which govern the emotional use of the English ‘here/there’
deictic opposition are difficult to stipulate with any precision. In conversational
situations, for example, symbolic H nan is used with its more opaque speakerdistal value as a formulaic response to standard Hausa greetings, e.g.:

(74) A: yaayaa iyaalii?
‘how are the family?’

B: sunaa nan laafiyaa lau
‘they’re there, just fine’

(75) A: inaa Uwaani? Na cee koo tanaa laafiyaa?

B: tanaa nan laafiyaa

(MJC: 129)
‘how’s Uwani? Is she alright?’

‘she’s there, just fine’

The reason behind the symbolic use of existential H nan in (74)-(75) are naturally
explicable in terms of our model. F nan (chapter 2) would be situationally
inappropriate, since it would force its default speaker-proximal reading, and use of
F can or H can [chapter 4] would similarly induce an inappropriate spatial-physical
meaning. Respondent B therefore uses H nan to reference a (non-visible) location
presumed to be also known to the addressee, with no commitment as to
(metaphorical) distance from the interactants. Cf. too the conventionalised use of H
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nan in a comparable social act in the following standard student exchange in (76ab):

(76) a) A: yaayaa karaatuu?

b) B: munaa nan munaa ta tabaawaa

‘how’s the studying?’

‘we’re there doing our bit’

where B again responds to A’s phatic query with existential speaker-distal H nan, at
the same time keeping the addressee in the frame and maintaining conversational
interaction and emotional solidarity where conversational politeness is expected
(Koike 1989).

In this section (§3.1.), I have explained the distribution of H nan-adverbial (which
has eluded most Hausaists) in terms of a participant-based model. The variety of its
functions serve to show its crucial role in lexically coding addressee-oriented
entities, particularly at the basic spatial level. In anaphoric context, H nan-adverbial
is analysed as a speaker-distal deictic, not so much because of any significant
semantic-pragmatic shift of meaning, but because, by their very nature, narratives
mirror the attitudes and beliefs of the writer-narrator, which in turn gives scope for
seeing events as either proximal or distal (or medial) with respect to the narrator’s
‘space’ in the discourse contexts. H nan also has an important psychological role in
the symbolic sphere, where abstract entities are imbued with a vividness perspective
that can also be addressee-oriented.

3. 2. Addressee-proximal LH w a n n a n . LLH (pi.) wkcfknnan. FH
w dn nan . HLH (pi.) watfknnan

(+NP), NP+-n/r-nan demonstratives

Analogous to the addressee-based deictic adverbial H nan are the pre-head
demonstratives LH wannan/ FH wannan and the post-head demonstrative -nan
variant, all used basically to convey addressee-based information about a referent
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object. As with adverbial H nan, previous descriptions of these demonstratives are
wide of the mark.

3.2.1. Previous Descriptions o f L H w a n n a n

etc. (+NP), F H w a n n a n

etc. (+NP), NP+-n /r-n a n
Bargery (1934:1081) identified LH wannan [‘that’] as coding a distal space relative
to the speaker’s position, e.g. tafi da wannan dookii ‘take that horse’. wannan baa
naawa ba nee ‘that one is not mine’. LH wancan (chapter 4) is also glossed by
Bargery as ‘that one’(p. 1078) with the result that the essential participant-based
distinction between addressee-based LH wannan and speaker/addresseeremote/distal LH wancan is completely unaccounted for. Nor was he able
distinguish LH wannan ‘that’, which has an intrinsic hearer-based focus in its
spatial use, from HL wannan ‘this’, which is speaker-centred (chapter 2).

Abraham (1959:54f) claimed that ‘the one in question or the one referred to are
expressed by either nan or can’ (p. 54). With regard to LH wannan. Abraham
(1941:80-82) presented us with illustrations of a hawk and a snake in an ‘upward
direction ... [in which case] they represent acts out of sight of the speaker ... [i.e.]
the one in question’ (p. 54). It is on the basis of this description that (77) is
derived:

(77)

wannan shaafoo = shaafo-n-nan

‘the hawk in question’

Abraham (1962:924) also implies that LH wannan shaafoo ‘the hawk in question’
and LH wancan shaafoo are semantically equivalent (cf. also dooki-n-nan =
dooki-n-can ‘that horse in question’ (Abraham, 1959:135). Abraham in fact
analysed a whole range of (tonally distinct) pre-head WANNAN and WANCAN
demonstratives as synonymous alternatives:
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There are also long forms e.g. wannan shaafoo = wannan
shaafoo ‘the hawk in question’. Alternatives are: wancan
shaafoo = wancan shaafoo: wannan g£rii = wannan garii =
wancan garii = wancan garii ‘the town in question’;
wacfannan dawaakii = wadannan dawaakii = watfancan
dawaakii = wadancan dawaakii; ‘the horses in question’
(Abraham, 1959:136).

However, we can straightway refute the claim that LH wannan and LH wancan
encode the same deictic field, as well as the proposition that they have an essentially
‘out of sight’ interpretation. Notice too that all of the English glosses given as ‘near
to us ... in the near or far distance but visible ... [and] out of sight’ take only the
speaker’s position as the default, zero-point of deictic orientation. I shall also show
that post-head demonstrative nan in shaafo-n-nan is not pragmatically synonymous
with its pre-head LH wannan counterpart in wannan shaafoo ‘that hawk’; the
choice between the two strategies is dependant upon the set of assumptions that the
speaker formulates concerning the addressee’s background knowledge of the
reference object. Later, I show that even the formally distinct addressee-based pre
head LH wannan and FH wannan forms are also distinguishable in a contrastive
environment.

Cowan and Schuh (1976:298) define both the adverbial and demonstrative deictic
forms in terms of a division between ‘(1) demonstratives referring to things in sight
which one can point to fi.e.wannan/wancan = [+visible]); and (2) demonstratives
referring to something mentioned or understood in a conversation or narrative (i.e.
wannan/wancan = [-visible]).’ Thus, spatial demonstratives have a high-low (HL)
tone pattern (= HL wannan /wancan), whereas anaphoric demonstratives, according
to Cowan and Schuh, have a low-high [LH] tone pattern (= LH wannan/wancan).
e.g. :
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(78) wannan baraawoo yaa kwaashee mana kaayaa
‘that thief stole our goods’ (p. 298)

However, this LH = exclusively [-visible] identification is erroneous. Elsewhere,
Cowan and Schuh documented post-head -nan in an anaphoric context, e.g. vaavaa
saabon ingarma-n-nan? ‘how’s that new stallion?’ (p. 313).

Howeidy (1953:31) was perhaps the first Hausaist to specify the participant-based
role of distinctive tone in his analysis of WANNAN. His relatively accurate
description shows that pre-head LH wannan ‘is used only if a) the person spoken
to and the article being referred to are together in one place and few yards away
from the speaker or b) if the article referred to is not in sight, but is known to both
speakers-not necessarily because they have seen it, but because they have
mentioned it previously’ (p. 3 If). However, Howeidy provides no examples of
LH w annan usage. Post-head (toneless) -nan is documented in Howeidy
(1953:32), but the English glosses of his examples indicate that they in fact
exemplify the speaker-proximal post-head -nan/nan variants, e.g. (p. 216 [no tones
supplied]) Mu shaa ruwa-n-nan? ‘may we drink this water?’, ’N ari kujera-n-nan?
‘may I borrow this chair?, etc)

Galadanci’s (1969) analysis supports Howeidy’s semantic conditions governing the
choice of addressee-based LH wannan. FH wannan. But they differ on an
important point, because for Galadanci, pre-head LH wannan is only deployable in
a spatial context (- condition (a) for Howeidy), defined simply as ‘that (near you)
deictic’ (p. 283). The anaphoric function is signalled by FH wannan. but also its
post-head demonstrative -nan variant, i.e. wannan dookii = dooki-n-nan ‘that
horse we know about’. Galadanci went on to claim that pre-head demonstrative FH
wannan and the post-head -nan variant are functionally available for both deictic
(spatial) and anaphoric roles, with the participant coding ‘that, (near you) or which
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we know about’ (p. 283). Now, although the present study cannot make a clearcut deictic distinction between LH wannan and FH wannan it shows that for Hausa
speakers (including the present writer), pre-head demonstrative LH wannan is the
first-choice spatial form in a deictic-spatial context, and is also available as an
anaphor, but with a far less frequency than FH w&nnan which is the default
anaphoric strategy.

Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973:5If) wrongly assume that post-head-nan may be used
only anaphorically ‘to indicate previous reference’. They also erroneously claim
that ‘if the tone of the syllable preceding the specifier [= demonstrative] is high, it
[i.e. nan/canl becomes falling’, but provided only the correct H nan form, e.g.
riig&-r-nan # ‘this gown (previously referred to)’, aiki-n-nan # ‘this work
(previously referred to), kuieerar-can # ‘this chair (previously referred to)’. Notice
too the incorrect ‘this’ gloss, as well as the mistaken assumption that addresseebased post-head -nan is identical with the speaker/addressee-based (remote-distal)
post-head -can. Curiously, there is no mention of any of the pre-head addresseebased forms in their tabulation of Hausa specifiers.

Jaggar (1983, 1985b) are significant developments in the semantic study of
referential forms in Hausa, because they present the first systematic description of
the factors governing the

speaker’s use of referential expressions. Jaggar

(1983:423) wrongly claims that ‘... the nan-marked demonstrative ... [LH wannan
etc] encode entities which are non-visible’, with no appeal to the intrinsic
addressee-proximal value of LH wannan etc. In his dissertation, however, Jaggar
correctly underscored this fact by including a table listing what he referred to as ‘the
so-called nan-demonstratives (i.e. LH wannan. LLH wadannan, NP-Ti-nan ,
NP-vr-n an )’ (p. 145). According to Jaggar (1985b: 145):
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The nan-demonstratives may be exploited to code referents which
are either visible or non-visible... and when specifying entities
locatable in physical space, these demonstratives encode referents
which are closer to the addressee than to the speaker — a usage not
reported in descriptive grammars of the language. 9

The problem with this description, however, is that it seems to preclude the
possibility of including pre-head HL w annan. and its post-head -nan/nan
counterpart in anaphoric contexts (chapter 2). There is an implicit (and often
explicit) assumption that only (FH wannanl LH wannan and post-head H nan
demonstratives in Jaggar (1985b: 145) have a true referential-anaphoric function,
which even by the English glosses (i.e. ‘this, these’, etc) of the Hausa examples
therein is not the case. The fact that Jaggar (1985b) has elected to leave out toneassignment seems to indicate that the all-important cognitive variation in the
interpretation of these forms has been overlooked.

And although Jaggar

(1985b: 174f) has recognised the possibility of using HL wannan anaphorically, ‘in
direct speech contexts’, and symbolically, ... va kai wannan garii ... va kai
wannan.... he seemed to imply that the LH wannan and H -nan demonstratives are
the default narrative deictic anchors. But, in fact, my own check with native
informants reveal that they consistently use HL wannan in contexts similar to those
where Jaggar coded LH wannan. Quite apart from Schuh’s personal comment
concerning speaker/dialectal variation (reported in Jaggar (p. 175), and the
relatively few occurrences of LH wannan. FH wannan in extended broadcast
reports, my own study shows that informants often assume an authorial voice when
reading texts, thereby reliving the discourse events as though they are occurring at
the moment of speaking. Thus, HL wannan is perfectly acceptable in most of the
examples cited in Jaggar (1985b), whenever the narrator/reader wishes to convey
the story in a time-now context, and not the time-then scenario, which is encoded
by FH wannan. (LH wannan and post-head -nan).
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My data will show that the choice of form hinges on whether or not the narrator
wishes to give the story a here-and-now or a there-and-then perspective. More often
than not, it is a mixture of both strategies, which helps in transporting the readeraddressee through what Jaggar (1985b) describes as ‘the twist and turns’ of the
story, in order to capture such nuances as the order, sequence, and hierarchy of the
unfolding narrative.

Mohmed (1977:144ff) assumes that LH wannan has no other function than to code
‘the referent of N [which] is neither physically present nor within sight of the
speaker/hearer, yet both know who/what is being referred to: it has been mentioned
directly before ...’ (p. 145). He also equated LH wannan with LH wancan. e.g.
wannan/wancan 0 Tneelva gudu ‘that particular/very (boy) was the one who ran
away’ (Mohmed, 1977:145). Both of these claims are wrong: LH wannan has a
basic spatial orientation, locating referent objects near the addressee, and is not to
be confused with speaker/addressee-distal LH wancan (chapter 4). But there is an
interesting account of noun modification by adjectives in Mohmed’s study. Of
particular significance for our purpose is his finding that ‘post-position is the
‘unmarked’ or ‘favourite’ order of the adjective in Hausa, hence its preponderance
in our data’ (p. 89). 10 One of the central arguments I will be making in this section
is that post-head -n/r-nan (^ pre-head LH wannan etc.) is the unmarked or
normative order of addressee-based (anaphoric) demonstratives, and this
observation is validated by a distributional analysis of the use of these forms in
written narratives.

Bagari (1986:114 ), like Mohmed (1977), makes a distinction between spatial
(indicative) demonstratives, lamiiran nuunin jiBintakaa and the referential ones
lamiiran tsookacii. This is however incorrect, but Bagari even goes on to make a
further erroneous claim that: bambancin lamiiran nuunin iibintakaa da
takwaroorinsu maasu nuunin tsookacii shii nee kawai karin sautinsu (tones
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supplied) ‘the difference between spatial demonstratives and their referential
counterparts is in their tonal variation only (italics mine)5 (p. 114) i. e. HL wannan
= wancan [= spatial]; LH wannan = wancan [= anaphoric]. Notice that LH wannan
has no spatial function in this claim, nor is it identified as coding an addresseebased orientation, all of which are crucial semantic-pragmatic features to the
interpretation of LH w annan. Bagari also mentions the post-head -n/r-nan
counterpart, but with an anaphoric only meaning, e.g. A: kaa tunaa da mutaane-nnan da muka ganii jiva? B: Ii, wacfannan maasu iaaiaaven ruuguna-n-nan (=
riiguna-n-nan)? (tones and vowel length supplied) A: ‘do you remember those
people we saw yesterday?’ B: ‘yes, those with those red gowns?’.

In two recent dictionaries of Hausa (Newman and Newman 1979: 131-2; Newman
1990: 275-7), LH wannan [pi. LLH wacfannan] is glossed as: ‘1. that, that one
(nearby). 2. That, that one (the one referred to) (p. 132), e.g. wannan itaacee =
itaac£-n-nan ‘that (specific) tree’, kaa tunaa da gida-n nan da muka vi maganaa a
k&i? ‘do you remember t h a t house that we were talking about?’
(Newman: 1990:275). As these definitions stand, there is no way of ascertaining
whether pre-head demonstrative LH wannan or NP-n/r-nan encode any distinctive
participant-based meaning at all.

As we saw with adverbial H nan (§ 3.2.1), the addressee-based value of LH
wannan. FH wannan demonstratives was missed by most Hausaists, because they
were unaware of the existence of a participant-based, addressee-specific, reading
for the demonstrative (and some were distracted by the deictic system (European)
languages they spoke). Table 10 is a concise representation of the previous
descriptions discussed above:
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Table 10: summary of previous descriptions of LH wannan. FH wannan. NP-n/r
-nan demonstratives

LH w a n n a n
(+NP)

Bargery

Abraham

w&nnan
[+ d istal], e.g.
th.fi d& w&nnan
d o o k ii
‘take
th at horse’

[-visible]
e.g. w & n n a n
shaafoo
=
shaafo-n-nan
‘the hawk in
question’
wannan =
wancan shaafoo
‘that hawk’

Jaggar
LH wannan f+NPl

[± visib le], ‘closer
to the addressee’,
e.g. wannan vaaroo
= vaaro-n-nan ‘that
boy’

C ow an
and
Schuh
[-visible]
e.g. w & n n a n
b&raawoo ‘th a t
thief
yaayaa saabon
ingarma-n-nan
‘h o w ’s t h a t
new stallion?’

Mohmed

Howeidy

Galadanci

[±visible],
addresseeproximal
e.g. wannan
‘th a t’

[±visible],
addresseeproxim al e.g.
[visible)
wknnan dookii
‘that horse’

post-head -nan
(no examples)

Kraft and
Kirk-Greene
[-visible]
[-visible]
wannan =
niga-r-nan
wancan nee va gudu # ‘this gow n ’
‘th a t was the one w&nnan
who ran away’
(no examples)

[±visible]
wannan dookii
= dookl-n-nan
‘that horse’

Bagari
[-visible]
wannan = wancan
vaaroo ‘that bov’
mutaane-n-nan
‘th ose people*

In the rest of this chapter, I shall be focusing on the primary role performed by the
position of the addressee in the selection of the pre-head demonstratives LH
wannan. FH wannan and the post-head demonstrative -nan, within the following
pragmatic paradigm:
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Table 11: summary of the semantic-pragmatic functions of addressee-proximal LH
wannan. FH wannan. NP-n/r-nan falso speaker-distall demonstratives

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
LH wannan. FH wannan
+NP

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP-n/r-nan

3. 2. 2. Spatial

Spatial
addressee-proximal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar],
[+gesture]
baa ni wannan takardaa
‘give me that paper’

Anaphoric
(speaker-distal
< addressee-proximal)
... wannan ’var faataa
kadai sutee t&laatin sukh
sayee ta ‘... that small
skin alone was bought
for 30 shillings by
them’

[in focus]
[short distance anaphor]
In a contrastive context,
In
a contrastive context,
FH wannan encodes the
[activated] LH wannan
closest addressee-based
referent, e.g. baa wannan encodes the more remote
speaker-distal anaphoric
ba. wannan ‘not th a t
reference, e.g. ai doolb
(one), that (closer one)’
nee h sookd wknnan
zaaBee ‘it was inevitable
that th at election was
cancelled’.
addressee-proximal
(speaker-distal
[-{-familiar]
< addressee-proximal)
[+identifiable]
[+identifiable]
[-gesture]
[+familiar]
baa ni biiro-n-nan ‘give
baa ni biiro-n-nan ‘give
me th at pen’
me that pen’

S ym b o lic
(speaker-distal
« addressee-proximal)
FH wannan tonlvl
... in na cee wannan va
c8e bda w&nnan ba. In
kuma na cee wannan vh.
cSe b&a wannan ba ‘if I
say this (one), he’ll say
not th a t (one), he’ll
again say that (one)’

Not applicable

L H w a n n a n etc. (+NP), F H w a n n a n

etc (+NP),

NP+-n/r-nan
Addressee-proximal demonstratives can occur pre-head, in which case they have
the form LH wannan (pi. LLH wadannan), FH w&nnan (pi. HLH wadannan)+NP
‘that/those’, or post-head NP-n (m./pl.)/-r (f.)-nan ‘that, those’. 11

Pre-head demonstrative LH wannan etc and its post-head demonstrative -n/r-nan
counterpart, like the adverbial H nan, are essentially addressee-centred deictics,
where the intention is to direct the addressee’s attention to a reference object in
his/her vicinity. In this case, both speaker and addressee can see the object but it is
perceived as addressee-proximal relative to the speaker’s position at the moment of
utterance, as in (79)-83):^
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(79) [speaker informs addressee]:
wannan yaaroo/ vaaro-n-nan nee na ganii
‘it’s that boy (near you) that I saw’

(80) [speaker directs addressee]:
kar&i wannan kwaanoo/ kwaano-n-nan ka kai cikin gidaa
‘collect that plate and take it into the house’

(81) [speaker asks addressee]:
baa ni wannan fensirii/fensiri-n-nan da kakee rike da shii
‘let me have that pencil that you’re holding’

(82) [speaker informs addressee]:
ta wannan hanvaa/hanva-r-nan na ga ta bi
‘it’s on that road that I saw her pass’

(83) [speaker warns addressee]:
yi gaba can kai* ka shaafaa hannuwanka maasu daunii a kan wannan
mootaa/moota-r-nan
‘move away so that you don’t mb your dirty hands on that car’

In all of the above examples (79)-(83), it is the addressee’s position which serves
as the centre of orientation for the location of the reference object. And as regards
the choice of (pre- or post-head) strategy, my judgement and those of other native
speakers on the post-head demonstrative -nan form point to the important fact that
this strategy is available to the speaker only if there is one and only one referent in
the vicinity of the addressee, in which case there is no ambiguity, i.e. the referent is
uniquely identifiable, hence familiar to the addressee, which is why a supporting
gesture is unnecessary in a spatial context. For the speaker to use post-head
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demonstrative -nan in (79)~(83), s/he must believe that the location of the referent in
the vicinity of the addressee is both ‘unambiguous and undeniable’, as one
informant puts it.

Use of pre-head LH wannan in (79)-(83), on the other hand, implies that although
the referent is addressee-proximal, the presence of competing references or the
belief that addressee’s attention is being directed to a non-presupposed referent
necessarily forces the speaker to not only use gestures but also to add extra
descriptive content for proper identification, i.e. it is not assumed (by the speaker)
to be necessarily and immediately identifiable.

Thus, unlike most Hausaists who insist that the pre-head demonstrative LH wannan
(FH wannan). and the post-head demonstrative -nan are completely synonymous,
we can expose the pragmatic-referential distinction between the two variant
strategies, as we demonstrated for HL wannan+NP vs. NP-n-r-nan/nan ‘this NP’
in chapter 2.

Table 12: Gundel. Heideberg and Zacharski’s (T993: 275") The Givenness
Hierarchy
in focus >

activated >

familiar >

{i t }

{th a t}
[this }
{ this N}

{that N}

uniquely
identifiable >
{the N}

referential >
{indefinite this
N}

type
identifi-able
{a N}

In using this framework, it will be pertinent to add that Gundel, Heideberg and
Zacharski conceive of English referring expressions (and other languages in their
study) as lexically, and cognitively distinct entities, making it far more easy to
specify their cognitive statuses than when one is dealing with semantic equivalents
(pre- and post-NP strategies).
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In (84)-(91), the shift in word-order (i.e. pre-and post-head) reflects the differing
interpretation that the addressee is expected to derive from the requests expressed in
these utterances:

(84) kaawo wacfannan (= wacfannan) kujeemu da kee nan kusa da kai
‘bring those chairs (near you) that are right there close to you’

(85) kaawo kujeeru-n-nan a nan

‘bring those chairs (near you) here’

(86) baa shi wannan (= wannan) wasiikaa da kee gabanki ya kai ma Usman
‘give him that letter that is in front of you to take to Usman’

(87) baa shi wasiika-n-nan ya kai ma Usman
‘give him that (only) letter to take to Usman’

(88) don Allah jaawoo min hankalin wannan (= wannan) maalamin mai
farin kaayaa
‘please, call the attention of that gentleman in white towards me’

(89) don Allah jaawoo min hankalin maalarm-n-nan
‘please, call the attention of that gentleman in white towards me’

(90) biyoo min da wannan (= wannan) kwaalin ashaanaa
‘bring me that packet of matches along’

(91) biyoo min da kwaalin ashaana-n-nan
‘bring me that packet of matches along’
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The contrast between pre-head demonstrative LH wannan and post-head NP-n-nan
is based on whether or not the referent is presumed to be [+identifiable] and/or
[+familiar] to the addressee at the moment of speaking (= post-head -nan). And a
speaker who chooses the pre-head demonstrative LH wannan strategy signals to the
addressee that the referent is [-identifiable] and/or [-familiar], because s/he is only
being made aware of the existence of the reference i.e. not presupposed (previously
mentioned) object. And the supporting gesture serves to underscore the uniqueness
of the referent. Examples (84), (86) (88) and (90) are only interpretable through
additional gestures and/or extra locational/descriptive information. In fact, the
referents in these utterances are addressee-new, and without additional
(gestural/descriptive) clue for the addressee, may simply generate the questions:

(92) wadanne kujeeruu/wace wasiikaa/wane maalamii?
‘which chairs/letter/ teacher?’

because the addressee is unable to make any useful connection between his/her
space and the location of the intended referent.

None of these conditions apply to the post-head demonstrative -nan strategy
exemplified in (85), (87), (89) and (91) (=[+identifiable, +familiar]), because it is
sufficient for its interpretation that the referent is in the vicinity of addressee for a
successful identification to be achived. The fact that post-head -nan requires neither
additional information nor a supporting gesture, shows that the speaker is aware
that the reference object is obvious and immediately locatable by the addressee.

In these spatial contexts (85, 87, 89 and 91), there is often a pragmatic overlap in
the deictic function of post-head -nan, as its choice is presupposed via prior
mention, and therefore implies the co-presence of the referent and prior instantiation
in the addressee. Hence the response (93):
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(93) zoo n&n ka cfaukaa

‘come here and pick it up’

which is both confirming that the referent is physically proximal, as well as
indicating the addressee’s prior knowledge of it. (In fact, for many speakers,
including the present writer, it is the anaphoric interpretation that is primary in the
interpretation of post-head -nan in all cases of its use (see § 3.2.3).) In any case,
there is no way in which post-demonstrative -nan can generate the question in (92),
because the speaker would only resort to choosing post-head -nan if s/he believes
that the referent is identifiable and familiar, and if such a belief is not validated by
the addressee, then the reference will simply fail to trigger any response from
him/her.

As a spatial pronominal, LH wannan ‘that one (near you the hearer)’ is the only
possible referring expression, e.g.:

(94) [speaker reiterates his preference]:
wannan nakee s6o

‘it’s that [very] one that I like’

(95) [speaker warns the addressee]:
kaa ga wannan da kakee ganii, ka kiyaayee shi
‘you see that one [i.e. the person near you], beware of him’

(96) [speaker-trader goes for a hard-sell tactic to assure his customer]:
duubi wannan dai soosai ki ganii koo yanaa yi miki
‘look at that one [i.e. the thing near you] carefully, and see whether it is
suitable for you’

There is also a frequently heard pronominal variant, FH wannan. and it usually
contrasts with LH wannan to distinguish between two conflicting addressee-centred
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referents. In such a contrastive spatial context, FH w&nnan is the form used to
indicate the referent which is closest to the addressee, while LH wannan encodes
the referent furthest from the location of the addressee, e.g.:

(97) [carpenter orders his apprentice]:
a) baa ni wannan sukuddireeba?
‘give me that screwdriver’

b) [apprentice picks up the wrong one, and carpenter redirects him]
baa wannan nakee buRaataa ba, wannan na kusa da shii
‘it’s not that screwdriver [which you’ve just picked up] that I need, but that
[other] one near it.’

Where there is no (implied) contrast, then the natural spatial choice will be LH
wannan as in (98)-(99):

(98) [speaker advises addressee]:
wannan ba ta daacee da kee ba
‘that one (e.g. colour) does not suit you’

(99) [same context as above]:
kada maa ki gwada wannan , don baa zai yi miki ba
‘don’t even try that one (e.g. ring), because it won’t fit you’

In the plural forms of addressee-based spatial deixis, three possibilities are available
to the speaker in order to direct addressee’s attention to more than one referent
located in his/her context-space. And these are HLH wacTannan (= pi. of FH
wannan), LLH wacfannan (= pi. of LH wannan), and the post-head demonstrative
-nan (which while spatially possible, it still is assumed to be first an anaphoric
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reference marker, then a (marginal, less favourite) spatial form). The distinction
between pre-head LH wannan and FH wannan is neutralised in the post-head -nan:

(100) [child protests at mother’s choice]:
maama, nii baa naa s6n wacfannan (wacfannan) tufaafii
‘mum, I don’t like those clothes (that you’re about to hand over to me)’

(101) [A orders B]:
cfauki wacfannan (wacfannan) kujeerun ka kai can
‘take those chairs over there’

(102) [A tells B]:
fadaa wa mutaane-n-nan su isoo

‘tell those people to come’

Informants’ judgements of the addressee-based spatial forms in (100)-(101)
favours the pre-head demonstrative LH wannan etc. Post-head demonstrative
-n/r-nan in (102) is the least expected form to occur in coding a visible referent,
because Hausa speakers will often favour an anaphoric reference for post-head -nan
rather than the intended spatial encoding. And it is to this group that we must turn
for answers to the pragmatic import of the word order variation discussed here.

3. 2. 3. Anaphoric F H w a n n a n

etc. (+NP), LH w a n n a n etc. (+NP),

NP+-n/r-nan
Of the two explicit pre-head demonstrative determiners, I will show that FH
wannan (pi. HLH wacfannan) is the default pre-head anaphoric form with the
feature in focus, at the same time documenting attested examples of anaphoric LH
wannan (pi. LLH wacfannan). However, the normative anaphoric strategy is the
familiar [< identifiable ] post-head -nan demonstrative, and as I shall show below,
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the tokens in Imam (1970) corroborate this distributional preference. Recall in this
regard that the parallel speaker-proximal (also familiar, identifiable) post-head
-nan/-nan strategy (chapter 2) turned out (statistically) to be the more frequently
employed anaphoric option than its pre-head wannan counterpart (=204/91).

Table 13 summarises the counts:
Table 13: Frequency count of speaker-distal (< addressee-proximaD anaphoric
demonstratives in Imam’s Magana Jari Ce.

Demonstrative form

Demonstrative from

Post-head NP+-n/r-nan

Pre-head FH wannan fLH wannan") + NP

369

29

The post-head demonstrative -nan strategy, therefore, is by far the most favoured
strategy. The same criteria of establishing or assuming familiarity with the topic of
discussion is the motivating factor here as well. That there is such a wide-ranging
gap between post-head -nan and pre-head demonstrative FH wannan (LH wannan"}
tokens in our written text (post-head = 369, pre-head (mostly pronominal) = 29
tokens) should not come as a suiprise, considering that the aim of a writer must
surely be to keep the attention of the reader at a maximum by using such techniques
as flashbacks, which not only help to create a thematic bonding of ideas, but also
serve to offer the reader-addressee with an important point of reference linking the
present scenario with either an earlier mentioned one, or a mutually recognisable
frame to which both writer and reader have access. Jaggar (1985b: 144ff) has come
to the same conclusion with regard to the use of post-head -nan in a written
narrative context. He showed that The N + demonstrative (= post head -nan)
configuration has the highest average scores for both the intervening clauses ...
and the number of intervening referents’ (p. 146). From this, Jaggar (1985b: 146)
concludes that ‘one of the major factors motivating selection of a coreferential high
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deixis demonstrative is a relatively substantial degree of discontinuity within the
text.’ I have gone further to claim that post-head demonstrative -nan is not only the
default long-distance [familiar, identifiable] anaphoric form, it is also the discoursedeictic that the writer uses to code culturally-specific information, as well as
referents which can be inferred from the instantiation of a related frame of
reference. Below, I concentrate on the normative post-head -nan.

In (103)-(106), post-head -nan is employed by the speaker to indicate both the
speaker’s belief that the referent is familiar to the addressee, as well as its relevance
in the present discourse-context:

(103) [Waziri has found a way to make Abdun Ugu lose favour with the king]:
sai Waziiri ya saa aka saami albasaa ... Waziiri ya cee, ‘Mura! Ai laabaarin
mura sai in gayaa wa wani. Ku kaawoo masa albasa-n-nan (#wannan /
#wannan albasaaV (MJC:10)
‘Waziri then ordered for onions to be made available ... Waziri said, ‘Flu!
well, I’m the one to tell about flu. Bring that onion for him’

(104) [narrator describes the gathering of the most eligible bachelors for the
princess]:
bari ta ’yaa’yan sarkii, har maasu taakamaa da sulee sun taaru ... too cikin
’yaa’yan saraakuna-n-nan (#wadannan / #wadannan’vaa’van saraakunaa) da
Maama ta kunyataa, kaa tunaa da w ani... gajeeree ... ? (MJC:30f)
‘forget about princes, even those who boasts of wealth were present... well
among those princes that Mama humiliated, do you remember a short (one)?’

(105) [narrator situates the event within a time-frame]:
suka yi sallamaa, (fan sarkii ya koomaa garinsu ... lookaci-n-nan (#w|nnan /
#wannan lookacii) da suka rabu koo da asalaatu nee ... (MJC:35)
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‘they said goodbye, and the prince went back to his hometown ... and that
time when they parted company was at dawn’

(106) [Maisango devised a way to get rid of the incumbent king]:
ya saami laayar yin kurciyaa ... sai ya dauki laava-r-nan (#wannan / #wannan
laayaa) ya cfauraa mata (MJC: 69)
‘he found a dove amulet (to make people aimless wanderers) ... and then took
that/the amulet and tie it round her neck’

The discontinuous contexts of (103)-(106) necessarily constrained the writer from
choosing pre-head FH wannan (also LH wannan), which typically requires that the
referent be explicitly mentioned in the immediately preceding context. Extracts
(107)-(109) also illustrates the use of familiar presupposed post-head -nan in
discontinuous discourse:

(107) [Sule narrates the story of a conspiracy between a prince and his father’s
concubine]:
sai ya gama kai da wata makulliyar sarkii... ‘too mee ya yi wa makulliya-r
-nan (#wannan / #wannan makulliyaa)?’ (MJC:67)
‘then he conspired with a concubine of the king ... ‘well what did he do (in
return) for that/the concubine?’ ’

(108) [narrator establishes the contextual time-frame of two consecutive
events]:
can zuwaa tsakad daree, Jakaadiyaa ta zoo ta gayaa wa baayii,.. cikin dare-n
-nan (#w|nnan / #wannan daree) maasu dawaakii suka hau suka bi hanyooyii
(MJC:70)
‘much later in the night, Jakadiya came to tell the slaves ... that very night,
horsemen saddled up and followed the trail’
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(109) [narrator describes Bawa’s fall from grace]:
suka kai wani gidaa kango-kango a karshen garii... Da shigarsu sai Baawa ya
ga ashee ciki sai ka cee gidan wani sarkii nee ... Can yaa farkaa, sai ya gan shi
kuyaa cikin raanaa. Gida-n-nan (#wannan / #wannan gidaa) mai kyau duk yaa
6acee (MJC:123f)
‘they reached some bare-looking house outside the town ... As soon as they
entered, Bawa realised that inside is like a palace ... Much later he woke up
and found himself bare in the sun. That beautiful house has completely
disappeared’

Post-head -nan’s requirement that the referent be, familiar to the addressee allows
the speaker to employ it without any overt (text) antecedent. This is especially true
of culturally-specific referents, but also those that are assumed to be shared due to
mutual knowledge of the events under discussion. Consider (110)-(112) below,
where the addressee is expected to access the referent via shared extralinguistic
information:

(110) [Maisango’s explanation of the sudden disappearance of the king]:
tun ran da muka daawoo goonaa sarkii ya bar mu baaya ya sakoo taakamaa ya
zoo gindin tsaamiva-r-nan (#w|nnan / #wannan tsaamiyaa) ... ya sauka ya yi
sallaa. Da na zoo na gan shi nan, duk rainaa ya haaci (MJC: 70)
‘since the day that we came back from the farm’ the king left us behind
galloping and got to the foot of that tamarind tree, ... (where) he dismounted
to pray. When I came and saw him there, I felt veiy bad’

(111) [the tell-tale signs of poverty are appearing in Inna’s household]:
da ... ya ga sun koomaa shan laamii baa roomoo da taushee, ya luura kuma ya
ga tsoohuwar baa ta da fara’aa kamar daa, sai ya cee, ‘Inna halaamaa kudln-nan (#wadannan / #wadannan kudii) sun kaaree?... (MJC:37)
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‘when he saw that they were back to having (tasteless) gravy without meat and
vegetable gravy, and the old woman was not as cheerful as before, he said,
‘Mum, is that money finished?’ ... ’

(112) [Waziri seeks ways of parting Abdun Ugu from a letter from the king]:
da Waziiri ya ji haka sai ya yi tsammaanii maakircin da ya kullaa wa Abdun
Ugu kwaanan nan yaa ci turaa, tun da gaa shi maimakon a kooree shi har zaa a
yi masa kyautaa, don ya jee ya kwaaso iyaalinsa. Sai ya faara tunaanin yadda
z£i yi masa waayoo ya kar6e takardar, shii ya kai, in am baayar shii ya saace
rabii, ya Ma Abdun Ugu rabii. Sabooda haka ya cee wa Abdun Ugu, ‘Ai koo
hanva-n-nan C#wannan / #wannan hanyaa) baa ta da kyau, akwai ’yam fashii
cikin cfan daaji-n-nan (#wannan / #wannan daajii) na tsakaanin Yana da
Bhgaabiri’ (MJC:14)
‘when the Waziri heard this, he then thought his latest plan against Abdun Ugu
has failed, since instead of being sacked, he had even got a present for him to
go and bring his family. So he (Waziri) began to think about how he was going
to trick him to get hold of the letter; he’d then take it, and when he got it, would
steal half, and give Abdun Ugu half. And so he said to Abdun Ugu, ‘In fact,
that road is not safe, there are robbers about in that forest between Yana and
Bugabiri’. ’

Notice that in (110)-(112), there is no explicit antecedent to the post-head
demonstrative -nan strategy. The narrator simply assumed that the addressee can
correctly identify the referent. In (110), the addressee’s knowledge of tsaamiva-rnan ‘that tamarind’ comes from the widely-held belief that the tamarind tree is
home to all sorts of jinns and spirits, hence its culturally-determined fam iliar
(presupposed) status. In (111), it is the change in diet which leads the speaker to
realise that the old woman is running out of kudi-n-nan ‘that money’ which she
got through him (no overt text antecedent). As for (112), post-head -nan anticipates
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the fact that since the addressee is being sent on an important errand, then he must
somehow know his way around. Hence the invocation of &fam iliar frame in
hanva-n-nan ‘that road’, daaji-n-nan ‘that forest’ (all are along Abdu’s road). My
claim that FH wannan (also LH wannan") is an immediate (short-distance) anaphoric
marker holds for these contexts as well. For a pre-demonstrative FH w&nnan to be
acceptable in all the above cases, there must be an explicit antecedent nominal with
which it is co-referential in the immediately preceding linguistic context. Further
constraint on the choice of FH wannan in (110)-(112) is imposed by the cataphoric
(forward-looking) implication of the relevant situation.

Evidence of the currency of this cataphoric 1familiar, identifiable] usage of post
head -nan in Hausa narrative is to be found in Jaggar (1992b), e.g .:

(113) [at the beginning of a news report on Prince Charles’ visit to West
Africa]:
ga mafii yawan ’yan Naajeeriyaa, 6ulloowar jirgin ruwa-n-nan (#warman /
#wannan jirgin ruwa) mai suunaa ‘Britannia’ a gaabar teekun Ikko kwaanan
baaya, ita cee alaamaa ta farkoo da ta nuuna cSewaa ’yan gidan sarautar
Birtaaniya sunaa ziyaarar Naajeeriyaa (AHR:8)
‘to most Nigerians, the appearance of that ship, called Britannia, at the Lagos
shore a few days ago, is the first indication that a member of the British royal
family is on a visit to Nigeria’

(114) [police action against armed robbers in Nigeria]:
‘yan sandaa ... sun kuma wargaza kungiyar babban &araawo-n-nan (#w|nnan /
#wannan babban Baraawoo) mai suunaa ‘Lawrence Anini’... (AHR:15)
‘the police has also disbanded the armed gang of that notorious robber
‘Lawrence Annini’
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(115) [a report on the reaction of Nigerian muslims to the Gulf War]:
Sarkin Musulmii... yaa yi kiraa gajama’arsa da su yi biris da wasu takarduu da
akee rarrabaawaa) ... game da rikici-n-nan t#w£nnan / #wannan rikicii) na
Teekun Paasha (AHR:76)
‘the Sultan... has called on his people to ignore some leaflets being distributed
about that conflict of the Persian Gulf

In (113)-(115), FH w&nnan (LH wannan) will not be felicitous, because it needs to
be situationally evoked in the immediately preceding context. Again, post-head
demonstrative -nan here anticipates its referent, which is assumed by the speaker to
be sufficiently (temporally) removed from the present context as to warrant its
cataphoric mention. But the speaker is in no doubt that the referent is mutually
known, and the addressee can therefore correctly identify it without a preceding
explicit mention. In other words, post-head -nan encodes inferrable (hearer-old,
familiar) entities, which are deducible from extra-linguistic context.

Extracts (116)-(119) also illustrates the speaker’s belief that the referent is part of
the shared real-world knowledge of the addressee as well, a context which
predictably rules out the choice of FH wannan (pi. #wadannan), LH wannan (pi.
#wadannan):

(116) [a report about a snake that remains uncookable]:
yanaa daya daga cikin inn maciiza-n-nan (#wadannan / #wadannan maciizai)
nee maasu dafin gaske (AHR:44)
‘it’s one of those snakes which are poisonous’

(117) [broadcaster refers to Rushdie’s Satanic Verses which is being translated
into Japanese]:
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zaa a buga littaafl-n-nan (#wannan / #wannan littaafii) na Salman Rushdie, ...
waatoo mambuucin littaafi-n-nan na Aayooyin Shaidan (AHR:49)
‘that book of Salman Rushdie, that is, the writer of that book of Satanic
Verses is to be published’

(118) [broadcaster refers to the musical instrument most associated with the
Nigerian musician, Fela Kuti]:
too ammaa irin mabuusa-r-nan (#wannan / #wannan mabuusaa) mai kamaa da
algaitaa da akee kiraa ‘saxophone’, ita cee koowaa ya fi danganta kacfe-kaden
Fela da ita (AHR:63)
‘but it’s that ‘algaita’-like flute called ‘saxophone’ that everyone associates
with Fela’s music’

(119) [a report on the female mortality rate during birth]:
A lookactn da likitoocii suka yi wani taaroo a Abuujaa, ... dukansu sun yarda
cdewaa akwai matukar bukaatar rage irin hacfura-n-nan (#wacfannan /
#wadannan haduraa) da baa gaira baa daliilii da maataa kee fuskantaa wajen
haihuwaa (AHR:105)
‘when the doctors met in Abuja, all of them agreed that there is an urgent need
to reduce those unnecessary risks that women faced during birth’

The speaker’s assumption that the referent can be identified by the addressee stems
from the reinforcement provided by the facilitative additive (cataphoric) conjuncts.
Such ‘remember-conjuncts’,13 as indicated in (115)-(119), include waatoo ‘that
is’, irin ‘the kind of’ (see Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik 1972:627).
These conjuncts are effectively used cataphorically to trigger the knowledge that the
addressee is believed to possess prior to the speaker’s utterance. See also (120)( 122):
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(120) [at the beginning of a news report on AIDS]:
cuuta-r-nan (#wannan / #wannan cuutar) mai karya garkuwar jlkii — waatoo
AIDS—cuutaa cee da akee bazaawaa ta jinii da maniyyii;... (AHR:20)
‘that/the disease which destroys the immune system — that is AIDS — is a
disease which is spread through blood and sperm; ... ’

(121) [broadcaster further explains the sort of ‘rubber’ he is referring to]:
... aka cee yaa hacfiyee hoodar ... wadda take a cikin roobaa — waatoo
abt-n-nan (#w3nnan / #wannan abin) da akee amfaanii da shii don hana
haifuwaa (AHR:87)
‘ ... it was said that he swallowed the powder ... which is in a condom, i.e.
that/the thing used to prevent pregnancy’

(122) [reference to the Nigerian journalist, Dele Giwa, murdered by a parcel
bomb]:
... an cfaure wasu jaami’an tsaron kasar Naajeeriyaa biyu wadanda aka zargaa
da laifin kashe Dele Giwa, waatoo cfan jariida-r-nan da ya rasa ransa a daliilin
wani bam da aka aikoo masa ta cikin wasiikuu tun sheekarar alif da darii tai'a da
tamaanin da shida (AHR:27)
‘ ... two Nigerian security officials, accused of murdering Dele Giwa, the
journalist who lost his life through a letter bomb sent to him in 1986, have been
jailed’

But where a scene shift occurs, there is a recognisable contrast between the post
head demonstrative -nan and the speaker-proximal pre-head demonstrative HL
wannan. Consider the following:
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(123) [narrator describes a failed suitor’s attempt at revenge]:
Maama ta cee, ‘Zan tambayee su inaa nee raanii kee sheekaraa, kuma inaa
daaminaa kee sheekaraa’... Too cikin ’yaa’yan saraakuna-n-nan (#wadannan /
#wadannan) ’yaa’yan saraakunaa) da Maama ta kunyataa, kaa tuna wani cfan
gajeeree da ta cee masa kamar an kifee da kwandoo? Ashee duk yaa fi sauran
zuuciyaa. Koo da ya tafi gidaa, daa maa duk tunaanin abin da zai yi wa
vaarinya-n-nan yakee don ya raamaa, bai saamuu ba) ... [too] yanaa nan sai ya
ji batun wannan tambavaa ... (MJC:31-2)
‘Mama said, ‘I’ll ask them where it is that the dry season spends the year, and
where it is that the wet season spends the year ... Well, among those princes
that Mama humiliated, do you remember the short one whom she described as
though he were a basket turned upside-down? In fact, he’s the most vindictive
of the lot. As soon as he got home, he was already thinking of what to do to
that girl in order to revenge, but to no avail ... [so] as he remained there, he
heard something about this question ... ’

Clearly, wannan tambavaa ‘this question’ is aimed at bringing back what is now
an activated reference, after the narrator has established a familiar frame of reference
to an associated topic for the addressee —’vaa’van saraakuna-n-nan. (Note too that
tambava-r-nan ‘this question’ is not felicitous in this context, because it requires
that it is situationally evoked in the immediate co-text of interpretation, and must
also relate to an ongoing speaker-instantiated referent.) Again, this is consistent
with the notion that a post-head demonstrative -nan is always preferred by the
narrator when s/he wishes to bring into the communicative equation something
which s/he knows or believes is represented in the memory of the addressee,
although not at the centre of current at the moment of speaking. Perhaps, more
importantly, FH wannan is infelicitous in (123) as its antecedent referent is neither
explicitly mentioned in the immediately preceding context, nor is it a spatial context,
both of which would have made FH wannan the first natural choice.
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But in the following extracts, repeated from chapter 2, we see how the speakerbased post-head -nan/-nan pragmatically differs from its addressee-based -nan
counterpart:

(124) [Bamaguje pays a visit to Anunu, the dishonest butcher]:
Bamaagujee ya nufi wajen Anuunu, ya tarar da shii da kan akuyaa gabansa
yanaa sayarwaa ... Too yau Jumma’aa, duk mutaanen kauyee sun
waawaashee, sauraa dava-n-nan (daya-n-nan, #wannan / #wannan cfaya)...
(MJC:47f)
‘Anunu found him selling a goat head in front of him ... Well, today is Friday,
[so] the villagers have bought all of it, except this one’

(125) [speaker informs addressee]:
hudu-n-nan (hudu-n-nan. #wadannan / #wadannan hudu] kadai suka ragee
daga cikin maalaman da ka yi zaamanii da suu a nan
‘these four are the only ones left from the teachers that you know here’

(126) [speaker warns addressee]:
suu uku di-n-nan (suu uku di-n-nan. #suu wadannan / wadannan uku) da ka
bda aikin kwaasar shaaraa ba zaa su iyaa ba
‘these thi'ee whom you gave the job of taking out the rubbish won’t be able to
do it’

Predictably, both post-head [-^-identifiable, +familiar] strategies turn out to be
felicitous, while their pre-head counterparts are unacceptable by these contexts. For
pre-head FH wannan to be felicitous, it must have an antecedent in the immediately
intervening context, which leaves us with post-head -nan. The crucial distinction
between the post-heads -nan/nan and -nan in (124)-(126) is that the former triggers
a coding time-now interpretation, while the latter a reference time-then
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identification. And this is true in many other contexts that we have examined
above. Notice also the (collocational) use of the post-heads -nan/nan and -nan
strategy (only) as

slot-fillers in: yaavaa suunan abi-n-nan (abi-n-nan,

#wannan/#wannan abu) da maataa sukee shaafaawaa a leBBansu? ‘what’s the/this
thing that women put on their lips called?’. See also (121) above.

At the beginning of this section, I indicated that pre-head FH w&nnan requires an
explicit antecedent reference point in the immediately preceding context, and
encodes the pragmatic feature [in focus].

Below, I examine how this feature

interacts with the intrinsic addressee-based (participant) orientation of FH wannan.

Exploitation of the in focus function of FH w&nnan in (127)-(131) leads
pragmatically to the exclusion of post-head -nan, as this strategy does not indicate
the reaction of the speaker to a previous statement:

(127) [Mama ridicules the physical appearance of potential husbands]:
duubi wannan baawan Allah, gaa shi yaardo sardiidii, ammaa gajartaa kamar
an kifee da kwandoo. T>an dagizgee! Daa wannan tsooloolon (#ts6olool6-m
nan) na kusa da kai yaa sam maka tsawonsa kacfan daa an yi samaarii (MJC:31)
‘look at this poor guy: dashingly young but short as if a basket is turned over.
What a shorty! Had it been possible for that tall and skinny one to give you a
bit of his tallness a perfect young man would have emerged’

(128) [Telu Fari is excited by the price that his animal skin has fetched]:
jiya da ka kashee mini naawa, naa dauki faatar naa kai kantinsu. Wannan ’yar
faataa (#’yar faata-r-nan) kacfai sulee talaatin suka sayee ta (MJC: 115)
‘yesterday, when you slaughtered mine, I took the skin to their shop. That
small skin alone was bought for 30 shillings by them’
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(129) [Telu Fari evokes a mutually-held belief]:
ai ba ka san halin tuuraawaa ba .,. wadannan mutaanee f#mutaane-n-nan)
hikimarsu sai a yi shiruu (MJC: 116)
‘you don’t really know Europeans ...

that people’s ingenuity is

indescribable’

(130) [A feels that the intense heat is a sign of some rain to come, and muses]:
a) A: kai zaafm nan kiila alaamun yawan ruwaa nee
‘hey, it seem that this heat is a sign of a big downpour’

[B then responds to A’s monologue]:
b) B: in Maalan ya zoo kiila ya baa mu bayaanii game da wannan lamarii
t#laman-n-nan) [ZMA]
‘perhaps, if Malam arrives he’ll explain that issue to us’

(131) a) A: daga nan har keetaree yakee tafiyaa yanaa neeman tsoohuwar leedaa
‘from here, he goes right up to the other end looking for used bags’

b) B: naa ga mazaajee sunaa wannan himmaa t#himma-n-nan) [ZMA]
‘I saw men making that effort’

In (127)-(131), pre-head demonstrative FH w&nnan is employed by the speaker to
enable the addressee make a direct connection to the immediately preceding
utterance. There is an automatic cognitive constraint imposed on the addressee from
associating (127)-(131) with any other context which may be relevant to the focus
of the discussion. And this cognitive constraint is related to the fact that the
referents encoded by pre-head FH wannan in these contexts happen to be the most
relevant reference point at the moment of utterance, and is therefore prominently
stressed by the speaker for the benefit of the addressee. In Gundel et al’s cognitive
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model, all of the referents underscored here are in focus. As a result, post-head
-nan is not felicitous in these contexts, because it is not ordinarily used to refer to an
object or idea which has just been mentioned. But where the speaker intends to
make a non-specific, non-localisable response to, for example (132)-(133), a post
head demonstrative -nan is appropriate, and is interpreted by the addressee as being
a response which highlights the addressee’s general familiarity with the topic, and
not necessarily directly responding to the overt antecedent in the immediately
preceding discourse context, e.g.:

(132) in Maalam ya zoo kiila ya baa mu bayaanii game da lamM-n-nan
‘perhaps, if Malam arrives he’ll explain that issue to us’

(133) na ga mazaajee sunaa himma-n-nan
‘I saw men making that effort’

The rest of the 20 or so tokens of FH wannan in Imam (1970) are pronominal
usages, a function which is the most restrictive reference to objects and events that
the speaker can make.

Like English it, pronominal FH w&nnan must be

coreferential to an immediately preceding antecedent. But unlike it, it still retains
most of its intrinsic addressee-based (participant) orientation. Thus, it is perfectly
acceptable to use (bare) pronominal FH w&nnan in (134)-(138) without any loss of
its in focus and addressee-based interpretation:

(134) Faasih: ashee maa misaalan sun fi gargadii daacfii. A kaaraa m ini...
Fasih: ‘so, examples are more enjoyable than advice. I want more

Waziiri: kai dai rike wannan ... (MJC: 17)
Waziri: ‘you memorise that (one) first... ’
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(135) Sarkii: yaushe z&i saami daamar ya zoo mu gan shi?
Sarki: ‘when is he going to be free so that he can come and we can see him?’

Tsoohuwaa: wannan fa shii kee da wuyaa ... (MJC: 39)
Tsohuwa: ‘that (one) is going to be difficult..

(136) Maisangoo: Allah ya baa ka nasaraa
Maisango: ‘may God grant you victoiy (i.e. Your Majesty)’

Lawal: ‘Allah ya baa ka nasaraa’, wannan ai taaku cee ... (MJC: 71)
Lawal: ‘ ‘may God grant you victory’, well that (one) is for you a ll... ’

(137) Nwanko: wannan aTamarii wai baa inke, shaiduunaa bakwai naa nan, duk
koo maalamai. Daa alkaalin Randagi har yaa cee in yankaa, Balaa ya cee bai
yarda da shari’ar koowaa ba sai taaka
Nwankwo: ‘this is certaintly the case, and my seven witnesses are available,
and all of them knowledgeable. Judge of Randagi had agreed that I cut a bit (of
him), Bala said he wouldn’t accept anyone’s judgement except yours’

Alkaalii: tsayaa, nii ban tambayee ka duk wadannan ba (MJC: 100)
Alkali: ‘stop it, I didn’t ask you about all those’

(138) IJbaa: baa wani gargadii da zan kaaraa maka da ya fi abuubuwa-n-nan
uku da na gayaa maka tun kanaa Raramii .,. Ammaa fadee su mu ji in kaa rikee
Uba: ‘there’s no more advice to add to those three things that I told you as a
child ... But mention them, and let’s find out whether you’ve memorised them
Sumale: wadannan ai koo inaa barcii aka taa da nii, naa facfee su (MJC: 158)
Sumale: ‘I could state those (ones), even if I’ve just been woken up from
sleep’
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Let me now turn to another dimension of the contrast which seems to manifest itself
between the speaker-distal pre-head demonstratives FH wannan (= in focus) and
the variant LH wannan (= activated). Recall that in spatial context (see example
97b), whenever a contrast is to be signified between two objects which are
relatively proximal to the addressee, FH w&nnan is the preferred choice for coding
the most addressee-proximal object. In the anaphoric sphere, there is an analogous
usage that reflects this inherent contrast. Consider these examples:

(139) [speaker A is reiterating a final point he wishes to make concerning an
issue, he feel strongly about]:
a) A: mataakii gudaa ya ragee mu cfaukaa idan munaa son mu yi nasaraa;
wannan shii nee mu yi booren nuuna kin jinin saabuwar gwamnatin
‘we’ve got only one option to take if we want to succeed, and this is to protest
against the new regime’

[speaker B then responds in agreement with A’s statement]:
b) B: wannan (#wannan) maganar haka take
‘that statement is the correct one’

(140) [A has heard some story but is convinced that it is a rumour, to which B
responds in disagreement]:
a) A: shin kaajilaabaarin wai gwamnatin sooji zaa ta saki mulkii?
‘did you hear the news that the military government is apparently going to step
down?’

b) B: wannan (#wannan) laabaarli fabaajiita-jiitabanee [ZMA]
‘look, that story is not a rumour’
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In (139)-(140), the speaker is responding directly to an addressee’s immediate
statement, so s/he chooses the normative in focus FH w&nnan to indicate this.
Moreover, there can be no ambiguity regarding the antecedent reference point given
the use of FH wannan ; even where there are other potential referents, the addressee
will largely restrict the interpretation of (139)-(140) to not only the immediate
context, but also to the last proposition/referent before the responses.

The

infelicitousness of LH wannan in (139)-(140) is to do with its more remote,
activated status. Pre-head demonstrative LH wannan may even be ambiguous in
certain contexts, e.g.:

(141) [In a radio interview discussing the problem of cancellation of elections]:
ai doole nee a sooke wannan zaaBee.
‘it was inevitable that that election was cancelled’

(142) [another radio interview, where the speaker refers to the banning of
political parties by the military in Nigeria]:
wannan rigimaa ta ceewaa ba a yarda da suu ba ita cee ta haifar da wannan
‘that/the confusion exemplified by their being rejected was the cause of this
(present one)’.

In both (141)-(142), the context is a radio interview conducted over a long distance.
What is noticeable in these interviews is that the referent of LH wannan is only
remotely connected to the interviewer in the sense that s/he is the one who brought
about the topic in the first instance — recall the intermediate status of pre-head
demonstrative LH wannan — and it is neutral in this case as well. The true
antecedent of (141) might even be a previous position taken by the speaker, and is
therefore merely reaffirming it. In (142) too, the reference is to a general belief held
by some people, perhaps including the interviewer, but the reference of LH wannan
is not tied to the interviewer’s (addressee) statement in the same way as pre-head
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FH wannan would infer. Notice also that in this particular interview, reference has
been made to numerous other (potentially ambiguous) zaaBee ‘election(s)’
However, post-head demonstrative -nan is not a potential candidate here, since the
antecedent referent is assumed to be at the centre of the present discourse context.

Examples (143)-(144) also exemplify the activated function of pre-head LH
wannan:

(143) [interviewer asks a farmer about his impression concerning the nature of
the village farmlands, since his arrival there]:
waatoo cikin lookacin da ka zoo Baari, shin da wannan lookacin da yanzu, kaa
luura da wani canjin yanayin yadda Rasar goonaa take?
‘so, since you’ve arrived in Baari, have you noticed any change in the nature of
the farmland between that time and now?’

(144) [newsreader reports that a scientist has claimed to have been surprised at
the discovery that a similar toxic gas disaster has occurred in the surrounding
area, and the newsreader observes]:
a wannan lookacii mutaanee talaatin da bakwM nee suka mutu (AHR:69)
at that time, thirty-seven people died’

A footnote in Jaggar (1992b:69) on this incident reads: ‘A reference to the release of
toxic gas at Lake Monon...’, which clearly underscores that it was a digression
from the main on-line narrative context.

I myself will allow the use of LH wannan in an anaphoric context, but largely in
this intermediate activated role between in focus FH wannan and familiar post
head demonstrative -nan (see Jaggar 1985b: 133).
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In pro-nominal co-referencing, the overwhelming choice between FH wannan and
LH wannan is the former. Anaphoric FH wannan picks up on only the most recent
antecedent, as in:

(145) [speaker responds disagreeably to a proposition]:
too, wannan (#wannan) baa nan ba kuma
‘well as for that, not here (you can’t get away with that here)’

(146) [speaker corrects an impression]:
wannan (#wannan) ai baa aikin jam’iyyar NRC ba nee
‘as for that, it’s not the job for the NRC (political party) to do’

(147) [an agreement to disagree with the addressee’s present suggestion]:
wannan f#wannanl kuma koowaa naa da ra’ayinsa
‘as for that, everyone has his/her own opinion [about it]’

The underlying assumption informing the speaker’s choice of FH wannan in (145)(147) is that s/he is directly responding to an immediate utterance context
attributable to the addressee. Of course, the speaker has the option of choosing LH
wannan. but it will apply irrespective of who made the last preceding statement.

The correctness of the above explanation is further validated by a similar contrast
existing between the plural HLH wadannan (s. = wannan! and LLH wadannan (s.
= LH w annan!. Notice that the specific choice in (148a)-(148b) below is
conditioned by a shift in participant orientation, for while (148a) responds to
addressee’s prior point of view, (148b) does not, and is, in fact, picking up on the
reported statements of respondents other than the addressee. HLH wadannan (= pi.
of FH w&nnan ) is, however, the default anaphoric form in all cases. Notice also
the unacceptability of the post-head demonstrative -nan strategy, which is only
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felicitous where the speaker wishes to convey to the addressee the belief that the
referent object is cognitively familiar to both of them, and therefore identifiable:

(148a) [speaker provides farther information on addressee’s prior statement]:
wadannan/wadannan likitoocii (#likitooci-n-nanl da ka ambataa suu suka
bincikoo aibin da cuutar kee janyoowaa
‘those doctors that you’ve mentioned are the ones who discovered the
complication that are brought about by the disease’

(148b) [speaker addresses issues raised by other respondents]:
wadannan/wadannan likitoocii f#likitooci-n-nanl da aka ambataa suu suka
bincikoo aibin da cuutar kee janyoowaa
‘those doctors that have been mentioned are the ones who discovered the
complication that are brought about by the disease’

Similar interpretation can be made with regard to the use of the above plural
demonstratives as pronominal forms, e.g.:

(149) too, wadannan/wadannan nee na tuntu&aa lookacin da na kaamu da cuutar
‘well, those [that you have just mentioned] are the very ones that
I consulted when I caught the disease’

(150) da sanin wadannan/wadannan likitoocii nee aka yi ta duuraa wa marasaa
laafiyaa jin ii...
‘it was with the knowledge of those doctors that patients were continually
being injected’

(151) too, ai wadannan/wadannan maganganun maa suu su kee dada zuga
jama’aa
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‘but, in fact, those statements are the type that further infuriate the people’

An interesting fact that pre-head FH wannan shares with its pre-head HL wannan
counterpart is the relatively high proportion of FH wannan tokens in the spoken
medium (= 111) than in the written one (=73). Again, the observation I made in
chapter 2 concerning the influence of English seem also to apply here. And
although I claim that LH wannan is anaphorically possible, it too has a far less
frequency of occurrence than it is for FH wannan. In one transcription of an
extended interview conducted between Graham Furniss and the Hausa
novelist/broadcaster, Suleiman Katsina, the Hausa interviewee used LH wannan
only on two occasions to code what appeal's to be a new referent, e.g. too shii nee
va kee min wannan bavaanii vanaa ceewaa ... ‘well, that’s why he was explaining
to me t h a t I n this interview alone, I counted 69 tokens of FH w£nnan. all of
which are used to anchor references that have just been introduced, or are
continuing to be the main focus of the interview.

3. 2. 4. Symbolic FH w a n n a n

(only)

As I have shown in (chapter 2, §2.2.) dealing with symbolic HL wannan. this
function is an attempt to capture those deictic nuances which are strictly neither
spatial nor anaphoric, but a mixture of the visible and the imaginary. It represents a
speaker’s way of projecting a subjective, emotional and/or belief structure in the
presentation of a viewpoint. Recall also that one of the important functions of this
device for the speaker is to enable him/her to screen their subjective attitude by
providing the barest minimum of information for the interpretant. This will be the
case either because the speaker believes that there are enough contextual clues in the
discourse to engender the right sort of interpretation, or s/he is trying to avoid
responding directly to a request for information. Although FH wannan has a low
text frequency, the context of (152) below is one in which the speaker has reached
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a point where s/he believes that the addressee knows that it is no longer necessary
to make further explicit statement on a given issue, hence the desirability of
summarising using both HL wannan ... FH wannan:

(152) [speaker describes an incident to the addressee]:
haka dai muka yi ta yii; in na cee wannan ya c§e baa w&nnan ba; in kuma na
cSe wannan ya cee baa wannan kuma ba; kai har dai na gaji na yi tafiyaataa)
‘that’s the way we kept on doing; if I say this (one) he’ll say that (one); and if
I again say this (one), he’ll again say, that (one). You see, it went on until I
got tired and left’

Symbolic FH wannan in (152) is used to contrast with symbolic (< speakerproximal) HL wannan (chapter 2).

Just as I noted that symbolic uses of plural speaker-oriented demonstratives are
uncommon, so too the addressee-based plural forms (LLH wacfannan / HLH
wadannan) and the post-head demonstrative -nan are not attested in symbolic usage,
mirroring the unacceptability of the speaker-proximal HLF wacfannan and post
head demonstrative -nan/nan in a symbolic context.

In (§ 3. l.)-(§ 3. 2. 4), I have provided a unified account of the addressee-based
adverbial nan and demonstratives FH wannan +NP and NP+-n/-r-nan. I
demonstrated that:

(a) H nan spatially locates referent in the vicinity of the addressee, but has a more
general, derivative speaker-distal interpretation in anaphoric context H nan is also
available for deployment in symbolic referencing.
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(b) pre-head LH wannan etc. and post-head -nan demonstratives are pragmatically
distinguished by virtue of the differing effect that they trigger in the addressee. Pre
head demonstrative FH w&nnan and LH wannan may be used only where there is
an explicit reference in the discourse context, with FH wannan typically encoding
[in focus] referents. The choice of post-head -nan strategy, on the other hand,
assumes that the addressee can correctly identify the referent object without
additional contextual clues (= presupposed [+familiar, +identifiable]). The
presuppositionality of this strategy is indicated by the fact that gestures are not
normally used to individuate objects in the spatial domain, since the speaker must
have assumed that the referent is unambiguously addressee-proximal before
resorting to this strategy.

(c) in a situation where two referent objects are being contrasted, it is FH wannan
(pi. wadannan) which is used by the speaker to indicate the object closest to the
addressee. Activated LH wannan (pi. wadannan) encodes the more remote object
in such contrastive context. However, in the absence of an implied contrast, of the
two explicit forms LH wannan is the default spatial deictic, as is FH wannan the
default anaphoric form.

Table 14 summarises the distinctive referential-pragmatic properties of the deictic
elements we have examined:
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Table 14: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of addressee-based deictics

Adverbial
H nan

Spatial
addressee-proximal, e.g.
gaa shi nan kusa dh kai
‘there it is there close
to you’

Anaphoric
(speaker-distal
< addressee-proximal)
e.g. w&atbo dai kuu
nan ... ‘in short, for
you there (in that pre
mentioned area)... ’

S ym b o lic
(s p e a k e r -d is ta l
«
addressee-proximal)
e.g. ganii nan barii nan
‘as it’s seen there, so
shall it be left there’

[cataphoric], e.g. kuma
a nan m ukee saukaa
gidan A lhajl Roorb
‘and i t ’s t h e r e
p recisely at A lh aji
Roro’s house that we
used to stay’

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
LH whnnan.
FH wannan +NP

addressee-proximal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
baa ni whnnan takhrdaa
‘give me that paper’
[+ gesture]
[non-presupposed]

rtemporall. e.e. nan dh
nan sai ya yarda ‘he
agreed there and then’
(speaker-distal
< addressee-proximal)
... wannan ’var faataa
kacfai su lee t&lhatin
suka shyee th ‘... that
sm all skin alone was
bought for 30 shillings
by them’
[in focus]
[short distance anaphor]

In
a
c o n tr a s tiv e
context. FH w a n n a n
en cod es the clo se st
addressee-based referent,
e.g. bha w a n n a n ba
w a n n a n ‘not t h a t
(on e), t h a t (closer
one)’ [= in focus]

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP+ -n/r-nan

(speaker-distal
« addressee-proximal)
wannan fonlvl
... in na cee w annan
vh cee bha wannan ba:
in kuma na cee wannan
vh cee b&a w&nnan ba
‘i f I say thi s (one)
h e ’ll say not t h a t
(one); and if I say this
(one), h e’ll again say
not that (one)’

In
a
c o n tr a s tiv e
context, [activated] LH
w hnnan encodes the
more remote speakerd is t a l
a n a p h o r ic
reference, e.g. ai doole
nee h sooke w h n n an
z a a B ee
‘it
w as
inevitable that t h a t
election was cancelled’

addressee-proximal
[^identifiable],
[+familiar]
[-gesture]

(speaker-distal
< addressee-proximal)
^identifiable],
[+familiar]

baa ni biiro-n-nan ‘give
me that pen’

b&a ni biirb-n-nan ‘give
me that pen’

[presupposed]

[presupposedl
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N ot applicable

3. 3. Deictic D I N
The deictic particle D IN (= H cfi-n or F di-n) is frequently used in Hausa.
Although no formal analysis has been made of it, there are attempts in the grammars
and dictionaries to provide examples of the environments in which D IN occurs.
Thus, Bargery (1934:256) notes that F di-n may occur as a demonstrative to mean
‘that, those’ following a numeral, e.g. (morphological segmentation added)
littattafanka suu uku ?di-n ‘those three books of yours’. It may also follow an
‘emphatic or personal pronoun’, e.g. tafi da wannan ?di-n ‘take this away’, as well
as the pro-sentential deictic haka in haka cfi-n zaa a yi ‘this/that is the way to do it’.
Bargery also has a H di-n variant with the possessive pronoun suffixes, e.g. inaa
s6n gooma ?cfi-n-sa ‘I want ten like it’. As I will demonstrate later, the
configuration dh+m+possessive pronoun is normally only permissible following
unassimilated foreign words, e.g. zan zoo da ‘friend’ dii-n-aa in ba ka daamu ba
T il come with my friend if you don’t mind’. Notice that the following example
from Bargery is also marginal: littattafanka suu uku #di-n nan [= ?di-n nan! ‘these
three books of yours’. This clearly shows that Bargery is confusing the H cTi-n
possessive morpheme with the referential deictic F di-n (see below).

Abraham (1962:214) writes: ‘(A) (DIN) = F di-n (1) a) the one in question, bakii
?di-n ‘the black one’; shii di-n ‘yes, he is the one’; ?wannan (= ?wannan) di-n ban
san shi ba ‘I don’t know that one’; Audu di-n ‘yes, that Audu’; b) mu turn #dl-nnan Kt. ‘this very person’; c) (with suffixed pronoun) dookii #di-m-mu [=
#di-m-mu1 ‘this horse of ours’; d) any numeral may add di-n. but those ending in a
consonant preferably add it, in order to indicate ‘the one in question’, e.g. uku-n =
?uku di-n ‘the three in question’; biyar ?di-n ‘the five in question’; haka di-n
‘exactly thus’. (B) (D IN) = H cfi-n 1. particle suffixed to form genitive of
numerals, e.g., a) ?bivar di-n-su ‘five of them’; bivar-i-n-su ‘five of them’; ?uku
di-m-mu = uku-m-mu ‘thrice (the size) of us’. ’ Elsewhere, Abraham equates the
definite determiner m/r with F di-n (Abraham 1959:55).
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Parsons (1981:36-38) points out that ‘the alternative linker rfn (= F cfi-n)’, is used
in Hausa to

.. further specify a noun that has already got another genitive after it’

(p. 38), e.g. maginin tukwaanee ‘a potter (lit. builder of pots)’; maginin tukwaanen (-nan) ‘the maker of the(se) aforementioned pots’; ?maginin tukwaanee cfi-n
(-nan) ‘the/this aforementioned potter’. However, Parsons acknowledges that this
proposal is based on a hunch rather than hard evidence of the use of F cfi-n within a
demonstrative phrase. He also pointed out that ‘ ... a whole relative complex, ...
or a subordinate temporal clause introduced by da can — at least in the colloquial —
be specified in the same way under the same conditions ... ’ (p. 38), e.g. (tones
supplied):

(153) mutumin da ya zoo jiya-n (-nan) /jiya ?cfi-n (-nan)
‘the man who came yesterday (you know him)’

(154) wanda ya bata-n (-nan)/ bataa ?di-n (-nan)
‘the missing one’

(155) da suka zo-n/ zoo ?cfi-n (-nan)
‘when they came (as we have just told you they did)’

Cowan and Schuh (1976:99) cite ‘a special marker di-n (dii before first person
singular possessive pronouns) ... often used instead of the normal linker after
foreign borrowings ending in a consonant’, e.g. nawa nee karas #cfi-n-ki? ‘how
much are your carrots?’, inaa teebur #cfii-n-aa ‘where is my table?’. However,
informants’ judgements on this frequently cited use of possessive H di-n indicate
that it is mainly used in conjunction with unassimilated foreign words (or
assimilated consonant-final words which do not have a final m variant), rather than
those that have been Hausaised, e.g., ‘brother’ cfii-n-aa ‘my brother’, baabur /
maashin r#baaburii / #maashiniil cfii-n-aa ‘my motorbike’, cf. teebur-ii-n-aa [#
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teebur cQi-n-aal ‘my table, flaadan) laadaan-i-n-mu f#laadan cfi-n-mu ] ‘our
muezzin’, fensir-i-n-ta f#fensir dl-n-tal ‘her pencil’.

Bagari’s descriptive grammar (1986:118) contains examples of F cft-n contextual
usage without any analysis or tones, e.g. (tones supplied):

(156) wadannan da ka jeefar (?di-n) sun fi kyau
‘those that you’ve thrown away are better’

The context indicates that he is using F dim to encode a previously mentioned item.

Although Galadanci (1969:139-142) does not define deictic T>IN, he specifies
certain contexts of its use. He wrongly claims that: a) items ending in diphthong
-au will attract a following H cfi-n, e.g. tsiidau #di-n ‘the tsiidau plant’; b) items
ending in a consonant require a following H di-n form, e.g. fensur ?di-n (=
fensurin) Audu ‘Audu’s pencil’, teebur #di-n-ka (= teeburinka) ‘your table’, also
#baabur di-n ‘the motorcycle; c) following a proper noun, e.g. Lawan #dr-n ( =
di-n) ‘the Lawan’; and (d) where F di-n may be used, e.g. wanda va zoo ?di-n ( =
z6-n) ‘the one who has come’. Galadanci also provides other examples of the use
of deictic 5DIN, (falling tone on the post- D IN demonstrative clitic becomes low
following absorption, e.g.:

(157) dan nii di-n-nan naa isa rainaa ka?
‘can a little creature (like) me here despise you?’

(158) daya saaboo fil di-n

‘the other brand new one’

He then concludes his discussion with the claim that there is no semantic difference
between teeburi-n and teebur #di-n ‘the table’ (p. 141). Notice, however that, like
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many other writers, Galadanci is confusing the H di-n form marginally used in a
possessive construction with the deictic referential F di-n. In all of the starred
# V IN forms Galadanci confused the two tonally-distinct allomorphs, although he
documented both forms.

For Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973:53), F di-n is to be construed as equivalent to the
definite determiner -n/r. both of which mean ‘the one previously referred to ...
with essentially the same meaning’ (p. 53). They

adopt the conventional

description and emphasise the alleged importance of using F di-n following
‘borrowed words especially those ending in a consonant’, e.g.:

(159) inaa son fensir # di-n

(160) yaaroo #dFn nan, bai daawoo ba

‘I want the pencil’

‘that boy has not returned’

However, they are wrong to state that ‘a possessive pronoun may also be suffixed
to F di-n’. What they have in mind is the H di-n variant that they exemplify in
(161)-(162), although it too is in fact unacceptable in these contexts:

(161) naa kaawoo keekee #di-n-ka [= #di-n-kal (= keeke-n-ka)
‘I brought your bicycle (the one we were discussing)’

(162) inaa fensir #dii-n-aa? (= fensir-ii-naa)
‘where is my pencil?’

Newman and Newman (1979:32) distinguish two forms of deictic T)IN: a) H di-n
which is referred to as ‘gen. link (used with nouns ending in a consonant’, e.g.
kwas cfi-n-su ‘their course’; b) F di-n (= demonstrative) meaning ‘the very one
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referred to: #wannan di-n ‘that very one’, ?uku di-n ‘the three in question’,
#mutumin nan di-n ‘this very man, haka di-n ‘exactly so’.

3.3.1. The Two

D IN

Forms

T>I is here analysed as a semantically empty morpheme which acts as a host for
two clitics. Firstly, the masculine possessive m can attach to the morpheme dF to
form an alternative possessive construction, e.g. ‘girlfriend’ di-n-sa (= budurwa-rsa) ‘his girlfriend’, ‘brother’ dn-n-aa (= dan’uwaa-n-aa) ‘my brother’. In such
constructions, it is invariably H cfi-n. Secondly, when the masculine definite
determiner £ n is suffixed to it, F di-n ‘the/that one in focus’ is a definite reference
marker, which often competes with the -n/-r determiner as an alternative (pragmatic)
means of coding previously mentioned or locatable referents (see below).

3.3.1.1. Possessive

H d i- n

H di-n + possessive pronoun is most commonly used by Hausa-English bilinguals
to post-determine unassimilated English NPs in genitive constructions. Madaki
(1983:124-220) has a number of these usages in his corpus of Hausa-English code
switching, e.g. (tone supplied):

(163) akwai wata ‘close friend’ dl-n-mu ...,
‘there’s one close friend of ours (we are family friends)’

(164) mun daawoo daga ‘teaching practice’, koowaa yanaa soo ya ji ‘result’
di-n-sa
‘we were back from teaching practice and each of us was eager to know his
result’
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(165) kuma kaa san inaa zaton miitum cfaya nee zai ‘determining degree’
di-n-ka
‘besides, you know I think only one person determines the award of your
degree’

(166) yaayaa zai cee waika jee kayi ‘supporting’ di-n-saya yi ‘Dean’?
‘how could he say that you should go and support him (in his

attempts) to

become (the) Dean?’

(167) wai ‘all of a sudden’ fa zuwan E di-n-nan, nii ban san inda suka
hacfu ba, kurum D sai ya zama wani ‘hero’. Wai har da shii fa ak&i
‘nominating’ di-n E a ‘Vice Chancellor’ na A ‘University’
‘fancy that all of a sudden D became a hero after E’s arrival. I don’t even know
what the two have in common. Imagine, D was among those who nominated E
for the post of Vice Chancellor of A University’

In these extracts, the nouns are non-Hausaised English words, a context where H
di-n usage is the default strategy. It does not, however, preclude the use of ‘friend’
+ independent possessive pronoun naamu (163), ‘result’ naasa (164), ‘determining
degree’ naaka (165), ‘supporting’ naasa (166), ‘nominating’ + possessive marker
na E. (167). However, there are no comparable instances of assimilated loanwords
+ possessive di-n, for example, # teebur dii-n-aa ‘my table’ in Madaki’s corpus. 14
Compare the following fully integrated English loans which readily suffix the linker
+ pronoun (but do not naturally accept the possessive di-n + pronoun option: kaa
ga fensir-ii-n-aa/mootaa-t-aa/tiibii-n-aa? ‘did you see my pencil/car/TV?’.

Some nouns (mostly Arabic or English loans) allow two isolation forms — either a
consonant-final or -ii/-ii (mas.)) final variant, e.g. laasin = laasinii ‘licence’ maalam
= maalamii ‘teacher’, alhamis = alhamiishii ‘Thursday’, laadan = laadaanii
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‘muezzin’, mutum = mutumii ‘man, person’—and the postthetic vowel appeal's
before the m linker and possessive pronoun (Newman and Jaggar, 1989:245-246).
With such nouns, the di-n possessive is unacceptable, e.g.:

(168) [speaker inquires]:
inaa oofishi-n-ka [#oofis di-n-kal/fensiri-n-ka [#fensir cfi-n-kal/kaamushi-n-ka
[#kaamus di-n-ka] yake?
‘where’s your office/pencil/dictionary?

(169) [speaker introduces a third person to the addressee]:
gaa laadaani-n-mu [# laadan di-n-mul/maalam-i-n-mu [# maalam di-n-mu] can
tafe
‘there’s our muezzin/teacher way over there coming’

(The final vowel can be m if the vowel of the final syllable of the noun is j ; , e.g.
(168) kaamus-u-n-ka ‘your dictionary’). However, consonant-final (loan) nouns
without a final d i alternant in isolation, e.g. baabur/maashin ‘motorcycle’, kwas
‘course’, only allow di-n + pronoun in possessive phrases, e.g. baabur di-n-ki
‘your motorcycle’, kwas di-n-ta ‘her course’. Note, however, that the majority of
(especially Arabic) foreign words enters the language with a final -ii/ii. e.g. coocii
‘church’, cekii ‘cheque’, aadalii ‘honest man’, jaahilii ‘ignorant man’, jaarumii
‘brave man’, kaafirii ‘unbelieving man, etc., in which case only the linker m is
acceptable.

Possessive di-n may be used to postmodify a numeral in possessive-partitive ‘of’
phrases as an alternative to the simple linker + pronoun:
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(170) [speaker claims]:
sun yi biyu di-n [= biyu-n] abin da mukee bukaataa
‘they were twice as many as we needed’

(171) [speaker agrees to buy the addressee’s goods]:
baa ni gooma cfi-n-su [= gooma-n-sul / biyar cfi-n-su [= biyar-i-n-su]
‘give me ten/five of them’

(though many speakers, including the present writer prefer the bare nominal in
(171).)

In (172), possessive di-n idiomatically links an independent pronoun to the
following noun banzaa ‘uselessness’:

(172) [speaker dismisses addressee]:
kai (kuu/shii/suu) di-n banzaa!
‘you (you [pl.]/he/they) are nothing!’

3.3.1.2.

Deictic

F cfi-n

Deictic F di-n ‘the /that one in focus/question’ is composed of the semantically
empty morpheme cfh (the same morpheme tfh which suffixes the possessive linker
m, §3.4.1.1) plus the masculine definite determiner m (with a floating L tone).
Deictic di-n is typically encountered in the following contexts (as an alternative to
the -n/r determiner):

a)

Following independent pronouns, e.g.:
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(173) [a news report on an anti-publication demonstration]:
ashee suu (maa) di-n samsam baa saa son a bugaa s h i... (AHR:50)
‘but they too (under discussion) do not want it to be published at all ... ’

(174) [speaker confirms]:
shii/ita/suu di-n ‘him/her/them (under discussion)’

(175) [speaker assures addressee]:
dan nii di-n-nan naa ishee ka
‘a little creature like me is match for you’

(where di- has H tone following cliticisation of the -nan demonstrative).

b) F cfi-n is especially common following deictic time- and modal-adverbials, e.g.:

(176) haka nan a baara di-n [baara-n],wani lauya na Ma’aikatar Harkookin
Cikin Gidaa yaa gayaa wa Uumaru Dikko ceewaa ... (AHR:3)
‘also in the same last year, a certain Home Office lawyer told Umaru Dikko
th at... ’

(177) a goobe kuma zaa a buga littaafin a cikin Japanancii. Ammaa sabooda
rikicin da aka yi a birnin ‘Tokyo’ a kan wannan littaafin da aka fassaraa da
harshen Japanancii, da alaamaa baa zaa a saami daamar a bugaa shi goobe cft-n
[goobe-n]ba ... ’(AHR:49)
‘and tomorrow is to be the publication date of the book in Japanese. But
because of the conflict which has ensued in Tokyo as a result of the move to
publish this book in Japanese, it is unlikely that it will be published [thel
tomorrow Tin questionl ... ’
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(178) ... a yau di-n [ya-n] kuma (faya daga cikin shuugabannin wannan
kungiyaa ta Musulmii yaa cee lallee suu baa zaa su kyaale Gianni Palma da
ransa ba (AHR:50)
‘... and on this same ftoldav. one of the leaders of this Islamic group said they
will surely see to the death of Gianni Palma’

(179) too a raanar Alhamis di-n [Alhamiishi-n] nakee faatar in taashi daga
Kanoo
‘well, it’s on Ithel Thursday Tin question! that I hope to fly out from Kano’

(180) haka di-n [haka-n] ya kamaata a yi
‘that’s what should be done’

c) F di-n may also follow proper names (persons, places, languages, etc.), e.g.:

(181) Audu di-n [Audu-n] da ya maaree ka, shii nee ya maaree ni
‘the Audu who slapped you is the one who slapped me too’

(182) inaa Lawan di-n [Lawan-i-n] da ka cee yaa zoo?
‘where’s the Lawal that you said has come?

(183) mee kukee ganii danganee da hukuncin kisan da aka yankee wa Salman
Rushdie di-n [Rushdi-n]? (AHR:52)
‘what do you think of the death sentence passed on (the) Salman Rushdie’

(184) ... yaa yi kiraa ga dukkan musulmii da su taashi tsaye su bayyana ra’ayinsu a
gkne da rikicin Teekun Paasha di-n [Paasha-n] (AHR:76)
*... he called on all Muslims to come out and express their feelings about
the Gulf crisis’
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(185) Sarkin Gumel/Kanoo/Zaariya di-n [Gumel-i-n/Kano-n/Zaariva-rl yanaa
daga cikin manyan saraakunan kasar Hausa
‘the Gumel/Kano/Zaiia king [in question] is one of the important kings of
Hausaland’

(186) mun hau Daala di-n [Daal&-r ] bana
‘we climbed Dala Hill [in question] this year’

(187) aBUK cfi-n [Biiyuuke-n ] na hacfu daita
‘it was at BUK (Bayero University Kano) that I met her’

(188) a koogin Kwaara cfi-n [Kwaara-r ] anaa saamun manyan kiifaayee
‘and large fish are found in the river Niger’

(189) ai Gaskiyaa Taa Fi Kwaboo di-n [Kwabd-n ] taa shahara
‘well, Gaskiya Ta Fi Kwabo is famous’

(190) sun fitoo kan tiitunaa sunaa zanga-zanga ta kin jinin wannan littaafii da
akee s6n bugaawaa a haishen Japanancii di-n [Japananci-n ]
‘they were out on the street demonstrating against this book that is being
published in fthel Japanese Tin questionl

d) As already noted above (§3.4.1.1.), F di-n is regularly used (by bilingual
Hausa-English speakers) to post-determine unassimilated loanwords:

(191) kuma aka cee yaa hadiyee hoodar ‘cocaine’ di-n [# kookeni-n], wadda
take a nannade cikin roobaa ... (AHR:87)
‘and it was said that he swallowed the cocaine (in question), which is
contained in a condom ... ’
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(192) D nee ‘progressive’ cfi-n [# -n]? Shii ya saa yaamutse-yaamutsenku na
‘progressives’ kuka jaawo F ya yankaa ku
‘do you call D a progressive (as per the discussion)? That is why in your
confusing and mixing people up as progressives, you brought F (into your
fold) and he did you in’ (Madaki, 1983:49)

(193) tanaa shirin sauya tsaarin mulldn jumhuuriyar ‘Niger’ cfi-n [# Nijar-j-nl
don a saamu daamar kafa tsaarii mai jam’iyyuu da daamaa (AHR:99)
‘

it’s planning to change the constitution of Niger Republic (under

discussion) so that a multi-party system could be established’

(194)... yaa kiraawoo maneemaa laabaarai a ‘club’ cfi-n (nan) [# ‘club’i-n-nan]
na ’yan jaariiduu na kasaashen waje (AHR:49)
‘ ... he called a press conference at the/that foreign press club’

e)

Complex NPs (e.g. relative clauses) also allow a following F cfi-n

determination, as an alternative to the definite determiner -n:

(195) kaa san mutaanen da suka shigoo cfi-n [shigo-n]?
‘do you know the people who have come in?

(196) naa san daaliban da suka zoo cfi-n [zo-n]
‘I know the students who have come’

Now, although both F cfi-n and the definite determiner

are possible in many of

the above contexts, with no meaning difference, they are not pragmatically
synonymous in other contexts. F cfi-n may only be used referentially, either if the
referent has been explicitly mentioned in the preceding context, or it is at the current
centre of attention. In other words, it must have an antecedent within the preceding
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discourse context — hence ‘discourse-old, hearer-old*. Thus, in all of the examples
that we have examined above, there must have been a first-mention antecedent to
the referent before F di-n is anaphorically used. Moreover, only F cfi-n can be used
to spatially locate an object (not the definite determiner m), e.g.:

(197) [pointing 15 to something that the addressee missed the first time]:
shii cfi-n [#shi-n] fa
‘that’s (precisely) the one’

Notice also that the definite determiner m is possible with a first (new) mention (but
inferrable) referent, but not anaphoric F di-n , as in:

(198) [A arrives in B ’s place, and he first asks B]:
yaayaa gari-n [# garii dr-nl?
‘how’s the town?’

Extract (198) is in fact ‘phatic’ in the sense of Malinowski (1969[1923]:315), since
by using garin ‘the town’, the speaker may be asking the addressee about his
weather, his health, or even his financial affairs. If, however, there is a prior
discussion of the town in question, then F tfi-n is perfectly permissible, e.g.:

(199) [speaker asks addressee about his journey]
yaayaa garii (fi-n [# gari-n]?
‘how’s the town [that you’ve visited]?

However, in all cases where F cfi-n is used, it is necessarily linked to an antecedent,
hence a given referent (i.e. assumed to be in the consciousness of the addressee).
The absence of a following F cfi-n usually indicates that the item has not been
previously introduced, and is therefore new to the addressee, which explains the
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infelicitousness of (200), as there is no prior mention of kamfee ‘campaign’ in the
text:

(200) zubar da cikii dai wani abu nee da dookaa ta haramtaa a Naajeeriyaa,
kuma a haalin da akee ciki yanzu an waatsar da kamfen #di-n [= cfi-n
possessive] neeman dookaa ta amincee da zubar da cikii a kasar (AHR: 105)
‘abortion is something which is prohibited by law in Nigeria, and right now,
the campaign seeking to legalise abortion in the country has been abandoned’

Interestingly, in none of the examples that I cite are both the definite determiner and
F di-n compatible. I assume, therefore, that they are mutually exclusive with
respect to their- acceptable usages, e.g.:

(201) #suu uku-n cfi-n da suka zoo malaalaataa nee
‘those (very) three who came are useless’

We can now come up with a useful generalisation concerning the use of DIN. The
natural Hausa environment for using referential F di-n is: a) following the
independent pronouns (where the definite determiner is not acceptable); b)
following deitic time- and modal-adverbials; c) after proper names; and d) following
unassimilated (foreign) English words, as well as complex NPs.

Thus, contrary to conventional wisdom, I have demonstrated that the use of DEV
involves a more interesting picture than was previously presented.

In §3.3.1.1.,

DEV is realised as H di-n + posssessive pronoun, although there are cases where it
alternates with the linker -n/r. F cfi-n does not always have the same functional use
as the definite determiner -n/r, e.g.: vaavaa gari-n r#garii cfi-nl? ‘how’s the town?’,
although both forms are possible in many deictic referential contexts.
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3.4. Sum m ary
In this chapter, my aim has been to analyse the categorial function of adverbial H
nan. LH wannan. FH w&nnan +NP; NP-n/-r-nan within the participant-based
model of deictic interpretation. I have argued that these forms demonstrate that
Hausa lexically codes addressee-oriented entities, an important fact that have been
overlooked by most Hausaists. Equally significant is our finding that contrary to the
traditional view which looks at the pre-head LH wannan. FH wannan and post
head -nan as alternate synonymous forms, these deictics trigger different cognitive
inferences in the addressee. The cognitive hierarchy model of Gundel, Heideberg
and Zacharski (1993) has once again proved invaluable in this respect. We must
now begin to see the deictically-driven word-order variation between these
demonstrative forms, not as alternate ways of encoding the same information, but
as an important discourse strategy by which the speaker informs the addressee
about the set of assumptions s/he is projecting with the two forms, i.e. wannan /
wannan+NP (= spatially non-presupposed, anaphorically activated); NP-n-nan (=
spatially and anaphorically presupposed). My data has also partly corroborated
Galadanci’s (1969) intuition that LH wannan (= pi. wadannan) is largely a spatial
deictic, whereas FH wannan (= pi. wadannan) is employable in both the spatial
and anaphoric domain. Finally, I have provided new insights relating to the
distribution of the (referential, possessive) deictic particle DIN (= H di-n or
F di-n).
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Notes

1 As noted in chapter 2, a number of scholars have followed Buhler (1990[1934]),
in proposing that the speaker, or in his term ‘the origo\ is the pivot upon which all
forms of deictic interpretation are anchored. See also Rauh’s (1983b: 19ff)
concentric circles, where, following Schmid (1983 [1972]:61-78), she outlines
what she considers a formalistic systematisation of the nature of deixis and its
participant-based orientation.
Pragmatists like Sperber and Wilson (1986) and Wilson (lecture notes) have taken
the radical view that in order for the hearer to come to an appropriate interpretation
of speaker’s utterance, s/he has to go through a series of decoding procedures that
rely not only on the message structure being conveyed, but also on the hearer’s
own background knowledge. In her notes. Wilson argues that in arriving at the
correct interpretation of the speaker’s utterance, the hearer has to ask himself the
following questions: ‘(a) what did the speaker intend to say? (b) what did the
speaker intend to imply? and (c) what was the speaker’s intended attitude to what
was said and implied?’ (p. 3). In Hausa, this central role of the hearer (= addressee)
is lexically encoded in the (spatial) deictic domain with the H nan adverbial and LH
wannan / FH wannan demonstratives [= addressee-proximal]. Recall that the notion
of the origo has been conceived by Buhler and others (e.g. Rauh (1983a), Parette
(1980), etc.) as an objective region built up around the speaker, and to this extent, it
looks as if the speaker’s relation to this orientational centre is fixed. But it is clear
from Jakobson (1971:13 If) that it is precisely because of the ‘mobility’ of deictic
terms, such as ‘this’ and ‘that’ that the term ‘shifters’ (ascribed to Jespersen) is
applied to describe them. Benveniste (1971) has underscored this fact by arguing
that in fact it is not the deictic form that shifts, but its participants’ anchoring. In
this connection, he argues that the only relevant positions are those of the utterer of
I (= speaker) and the person addressed (= You [addressee]), ‘indicators’ as he calls
them, and are interpretable largely because they encode the respective spatiotemporal (discourse) orientation of the speaker and addressee. Like Sperber and
Wilson (1986), Benveniste evokes the concept of ‘intersubjective communication’
to point out the crucial role of the You part of the communication chain (p. 219).
According to Benveniste (1971:225) ‘consciousness of self is only possible if it is
experienced by contrast, I use I only when I am speaking to someone who will be
You in my address... I posits another person, the one who, being, as he is,
completely exterior to ‘me’, becomes my echo to whom I say You...’ (p. 224f).
Interestingly, however, Benveniste locates the oppositional pair, speakeraddressee, in the act of communication itself rather than outside of it, the latter
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position being the main reason why Lyons (1975) sees ‘deixis as the source of
reference’ (see his article of the same title in Keenan 1975). And notably, both
Benveniste and Jakobson seem to argue that the personal pronouns I and You are
much more basic than the designators speaker and addressee.
2 Presumably what Abraham had in mind is the generalisation that (taking the
speaker as the pivot) referents coded with H tone nan and can are indeed distant
from the speaker (relative to F n |n and F can). However, this needs to be qualified
with the proviso that H nan can in fact code referents which are not necessarily
distant from the speaker, but only much more connected to the addressee’s
position. Note also that given the Hausa children’s rhyme: n&n baa nan ba. can baa
can ba ‘here not there (near* you), over there not way over there’, F nan/can are
indeed more proximal to the speaker than H nan/can, and this may lead one to
assume that there is a (deictic) distal symmetry between the forms, with respect to
the speaker’s position at the time of utterance.
3 If this example is used by Newman (1990) to code visible referents, then it is a
contradiction in terms. Since H nan is intrinsically addressee-specific, locating a
referent object in the addressee’s objective space, use of the demonstrative LH
waccan is inappropriate. LH wannan is the appropriate demonstrative here. This is
because LH waccan is defined as remote-distal relative to the position of both
speaker and addressee (see chapter 4 for details). Notice too that the ‘pointing’
gesture would be a requirement for the spatial use of LH waccan in this context, but
a redundant one for H nan, as addressee and referent are in the same location.
4 In their detailed discussion of ‘definite reference and mutual knowledge’ Clark
and Marshall (1981:35) argue that a speaker relies heavily on the addressee’s
knowledge of certain kinds of information, which by virtue of their common
membership of a community can be taken to be mutually known. According to
Clark and Marshall the concept of community membership is based on the idea that
‘there are things everyone in a community knows and assumes that everyone else
in that community knows too’ (p. 35). Thus, for what they refer to as ‘the broad
community of educated Americans’, the following generic things are taken to be
known: ‘Cars drive on the right; senators have terms of six years and
representatives terms of two years’, but also these particular things: ‘George
Washington was the first president of the United States; there was a great
depression between World Wars I and IT (p. 35). Elsewhere they pointed out that
the definite reference of the sentence: ‘I wonder where the city hall is’, is justified
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by the fact that Americans ‘take it for granted that big American towns have city
halls.’ (p. 21). Supporting claims are to be found in Rommetveit (1968) who
argues that ‘... successful deixis... presupposes some commonality of sender and
receiver of the message with respect to cognitive organisation of the external world’
(p. 53f). See also Christopherson’s (1939) and Jespersen’s (1992[1924])
discussion of the uses of the definite article. The additional use of cataphoric H nan
in (26) derives from the community-based knowledge that in average Hausa towns,
there is one and only one mosque in which the Friday prayer is conducted, and
even where there may be more than one, it is the one patronised by the Emir/Chief
which can be used as a frame for securing knowledge on the basis of Clark and
Marshall’s community comembership assumption.
5 See Greenbaum (1969:50f) for examples of the use of English ‘then’ as an
additive conjunct (= Hausa sannan).
6 Citing examples from Spanish, Hottenroth (1982:148) has argued that ‘... the
motivation for choosing ... ahV [‘there’] instead of ... aqui [‘here’], may be a
purely emotional attitude towards the indicated object’ (p. 148). As Chafe
(1976:54) has noted, empathy is an important category in the ‘packaging
phenomenon’, as he puts it. He goes on to describe why language provides the
speaker with the possibility of indicating empathy in his speech:
Its cognitive basis appeal's to lie in the fact that people are able to
imagine themselves seeing the world through the eyes of others as
well as from their own point of view, and that this ability has an
effect on the use of language (Chafe 1976:54).
7 There are other interpretative constraints informing the choice of H nan instead
of F n&n in (33). Some informants are of the opinion that H nan in (33) is to be
understood as ‘... up to the point at which you are in your discussion prior to my
interpretation’, and may in fact be followed by an adversative ‘but’. F nan (chapter
2), however, implies not only the speaker’s knowledge of the event, but also his
support of the prior utterance. A typical follow-up statement would reinforce rather
than show disagreement with whatever sentiments may have been expressed by the
addressee of (33).
8 Even here, some speakers feel that H nan maintains its underlying (< spatial)
addressee-centred force, with examples like (59) enabling the addressee to sense
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and visualise the experience as though s/he were the affected party. In (59) H nan is
a powerful means of bringing home to the addressee the intensity of Lake Nyos
disaster. Notice that the presentative particle gaa ‘there’ is basically a spatial deictic
predicator, and its role in this [and subsequent symbolic] examples is to present a
vivid, believable account of events (see also Hanks 1989:116).
9 But see the description of Galadanci (1969:283), Howeidy (1953:31) above,
who have accurately defined the ‘nan-demonstratives’ as ‘near you’ — cf. Jaggar’s
(1985b: 145) ‘closer to the addressee ...’ description. Jaggar (1985b) and Jaggar &
Buba (1994) inadvertently overlooked these works, especially Howeidy’s Concise
Hausa Grammar which has explicitly mentioned this particular addressee-proximal
meaning of pre-head demonstrative LH wannan.
Note, however, that Mohmed’s study did not specifically address the wordorder variation of deictic forms, but it still shows that word order variation in
Hausa cannot be reduced to a simple picture of an alternative way of coding the
same referent with a shorter variant demonstrative, as I have discussed in chapter
2. In this connection, Hawkins (1983:89ff) has argued that his Heaviness
Serialisation and Mobility Principles (HSP and MP) have an ‘ultimately’
psycholinguistic explanation, which is that ‘... all things being equal, the earlier the
head appears within the NP, the better from the point of view of processing load.’
See also Clark (1973:37) for a discussion of the notion of markedness in
linguistics.
11 As with speaker-proximal HL wannan and F nan (Chapter 2), both pre-head
LH wannan. FH wannan and post-head demonstrative -nan forms are directly
relatable to the H nan (hearer-proximal) adverbial. Structurally, the post-head
construction is analysable as NP-determiner-nan. i.e. NP plus determiner (m./pl. =
zE , f. = -r) plus the cliticised H nan adverbial, and the pre-head LH wannan is
made up of wa- + determiner + adverbial nan. The tones on the post-head nan result
from a phonological rule by which the initial L tone of the H (< LH) nan spreads
leftwards and is absorbed into a preceding H tone syllable, leaving H nan, and LHLH buhu-n-nan ‘that sack’ —> LF-H buhu-n-nan. following L tone absorption
(see Newman 1992:69ff., and Newman 1995:766ff for details).
1^ It is worth noting that while it is almost impossible for the speaker to use
speaker-proximal spatial HL wannan ‘this’ without an accompanying gesture
pointing out the object for the hearer, it is acceptable for him/her to use post-head
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demonstrative -nan without physically specifying the spatial orientation of the
object of reference. The reason for this lies in the addressee-specificity of this term;
the gesture of pointing may be redundant in certain situations. One must focus on
the hearer to be able to make the correct inference about the deictic centre of
addressee-proximal vaaro-n-nan ‘that boy (near you) in (79), for example.
13 Notice that the ‘forceful reminding’ which Kirsner (1979:364) relates to
German deze this/these is here accomplished by the post-head demonstrative
-nan ‘that’, because the speaker believes that the referent is mutually known to the
addressee as well, but that the addressee needs reminding that that is the case. For
Hausa, the participant-based approach adopted here is superior to Kirsner’s
paradigm, since its expectation that deze ‘this/these’ *. ..will be more appropriate
when such forceful reminding is called for (p. 364)’ is not corroborated by the
Hausa facts; it is the addressee-based form that the speaker uses to facilitate a
successful hearer-inference in our data.
14 It is interesting to note that many informants have pointed out to me that H di-n
+ possessive pronoun is a major identifying feature of second language Hausa
speakers in northern Nigeria, even though most of these speakers are unable to
pronounce the implosive [cfj sound.
13 Note that a gesture of pointing is in fact required for the felicitous use of F di-n
in a spatial context, and may be used in a discourse context as well. Referential m
cannot normally be used with an accompanying (pointing) gesture.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Semantic-Pragmatic Features Of Speaker/Addressee- fRemote-) Distal
Deixis in Hausa

4. 0. Introduction
As in the previous chapters, I shall be examining a set of deictic adverbials and
demonstratives in order to properly outline their basic spatial role as deictic
indicators of participant-oriented relationship in a communicative context. My
aim here is to unravel complex layers of semantic and pragmatic meaning
encoded in the forms represented as WANCAN and CAN. Pre-head demonstrative
HL (m./f.) wancan/waccan (pi. HLF wacfancan, HLH wacfancan), LH (m./f.)
wancan/waccan. LLH (pi.) wacfancan, FH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLH (pi.)
wacfancan), post-head NP+-n/r-can/can. NP+-n/r-can ‘that, those’, adverbial F
can ‘there’ and H can ‘over there’ are all defined under Jaggar and Buba’s (1994)
original participant-based model as distal with respect to both the position of the
speaker and addressee. How these deictics differ in relation to the way they
encode the physical space of the interlocutors in addition to their anaphoric and
symbolic functions, is the concern of this chapter.

4.1. CAN-adverbial deictics
The choice of a CAiV-adverbial deictic shifts the centre of orientation of the
utterance away from both the speaker and addressee — situated either as a group
in the same vicinity, or equidistant from each other at the moment of utterance —
to an external object sited at varying degrees of distance from the interactants, and
its use often indicates an explicit or implicit contrast with a NAN deictic (either
speaker-proximal F n |n [chapter 2], or addressee-proximal H nan (chapter 3). F
can is a more speaker-proximal deictic relative to the more distal H can, but it is a
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speaker-distal deictic in relation to speaker-oriented F nan. Equally, distal H can
is partially analogous to addressee-oriented H nan, but only to the extent that both
are used by the speaker to individuate objects that s/he perceives to be located in a
space other than the one s/he occupies at the moment of utterance. It is this
apparent (partial) symmetry which has somehow influenced the majority of Hausa
scholars into accepting a largely unsubstantiated position that there is very little
else that can be said about the distal F can and H can.

4. 7.7. Previous descriptions o f CAN-adverbials
In the earliest books on Hausa grammar, e.g. Robinson (1941 [1897]:78), no
distinction is made between the two CAN-forms (F can , H can ), and were simply
glossed as ‘there’ (no tone supplied).

For Abraham (1962:132), the most important distinction between the two is one
that relates to the variation in tones and whether or not the object is in sight of the
speaker. Thus, F c£n is defined as ‘there’ and *visible’, while H can gets the
interpretation ‘there’, but ‘invisible’ e.g. : gaa shi can ‘he’s over there’; naa gan
shi can ‘I saw him th ere’ (in a previous reference location). So far as the
examples are concerned, they seem to fit in with the claims, but had Abraham
carried out a substitution test for F can, he would have come up with gaa shi can
‘he’s way over there’, which is also indexing an object in sight, but more remote
from the interlocutors’ position at the moment of utterance. He also wrongly
equated addressee-proximal H nan (also ‘there’ for English speakers) with H can,
presumably, because he believed both to code non-visible referents (with parallel
H tone). Of course, as we have shown in chapter three, the only way to sustain the
putative analogy is to link them inextricably to the speaker position as speakerdistal deictics. But even if we discount the addressee-proximal value of H nan, we
still have to contend with the fact that H can and H nan (chapter 3, § 3. 2.) code
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differing spatial dimensions, and are certainly in no way substitutable. Abraham
was also aware of the (temporal) anaphoric function of H can in such contexts as
tun can dda maa ‘even in those days’, can sai suka farkaa ‘then [much later] they
woke up’.

Bargery (1934:149) defines the CAA-adverbials in much the same way as
Abraham, wrongly proposing that F c^n and H can have roughly the same
meaning except that the former encodes a visible referent and the latter an
invisible one. Again, our earlier argument still holds, in that both F c |n and H can
may be used to individuate visible objects of reference.

According to Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973:51-52), there is a general tonemeaning correlation which holds across the adverbials (CAN /NAN). Thus, they
correctly identify H can to ‘indicate greater distance from the speaker’ than does F
can. And this suggests that they are thinking of the distance only in terms of
physical objects in sight, e.g. gaa Audu can ‘there’s Audu over there’, but gaa
Audu can ‘there’s Audu in the distance’.^

Cowan and Schuh (1976:70, 299) argue that only F c£n can possibly be used with
an accompanying gesture in the CAiV-adverbials, e.g. sunaa can ‘they’re there’,
and that ‘this will generally be the case when (nan or) can refers to a place visible
to the speaker’ (p. 70). As for H can, ‘it is a place referred to, but not being
physically indicated by some gesture’, e.g. tanaa can a gidaa ‘it’s there at home’
(p. 299). Thus, their own version of tone-meaning correspondence wrongly
excludes the possibility of using H can to pick out visible referents.

Newman and Newman (1979:18) and Newman (1990:276) maintained the visible/
non-visible distinction between F can and H can, although the latter recognises the
possibility of using H can ‘in pointing’ at something or somebody, e.g. inaa tiitin
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T)antaata? gaa ta can kusa da wancan gimi ‘where is T)antata Road?’ — ‘there it
is over there by that building’ (p. 276). They have also identified H can as the
only possible option in an anaphoric context, where it is used to refer to a distant
and/or previously mentioned referent, e.g. a can garin aka gan shi ‘it was in that
town that he was seen’ (Newman and Newman 1979:18).

For the most part, adverbial F can and H can have been defined in terms of a
[±visible] dichotomy. F can ‘over there’ is generally taken to be the visible
referent encoder, while H can ‘way over there’ is wrongly assumed to apply only
in a non-visible (anaphoric) context, as the following table of previous
descriptions shows:

Table 15: summary of previous descriptions of CAiV-adverbials

F can

Robinson

Abraham

Bargery

Kraft/KirkGreene

Cowan/
Schuh

can
(n o
to n e s )
=

E+visible,
-proximal],
e.g . yan&a
c |n ‘it is
over th ere
(=# nan)’

[+visible,
-proximal]
‘yonder,
over th ere
(fairly
distant but
visible)’ e.g.
yan aa can
‘it’s there’

[+visible]
‘there’, e.g.
gzia A udu
can ‘there’s
Audu over

[-fvisible,
-proximal],
‘there’, e.g.
su naa c3n
‘they’re

there’

there’

[-visible,
-proximal]
‘there’, e.g.
naa bi ta can
(=# nan ) ‘I
passed
through

[-visible,
-proximal]
‘yonder,
over th ere
(distant and
invisible)’
e.g . yan&a
can
‘h e ’ s

[+visible,
-proximal]
‘there’, e.g.
g&a A udu
can ‘there’s
Audu in the
distance’

(-visible],
e .g . tan&a
can & gidaa
‘it’s t h e r e
at hom e’

‘there’

H can

can
(n o
tones) =

‘there’

there’

there’

Newman
and
Newman
[+visible,
-proximal]
‘over there’
no examples

[divisible]

‘there’,
e.g. gaa ta
can kusa dzi
waccan
bishiyha
’there it is

over there
by that tree’

h can garin
ak& gan shi
‘it w as in
t h a t town
that he was
seen’
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I now present a descriptive model which is powerful enough to explain the
respective deictic roles of CAN-adverbials, an explanation which provides
additional insights into the all-important participant orientation of these deictic
forms, a task which has clearly been overlooked by previous writers. As in the
previous chapters, I describe these forms in terms of their spatial (§4.1.2.),
anaphoric (§4.1.3.) and symbolic (§4.1.4) functions:

Table 16: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of CA/V-adverbials

F cSn

H can

Anaphoric
Spatial
speaker/addresseedistal, e.g. g&a shi can k
inda ka bar shi ‘there it
is over t h e r e where Not applicable
you left it’

Symbolic
e.g. (indicating) zan
jee can nee in daawoo
‘I’m going over there
(not far aw ay), and
will be back’

speaker/addresseer e m o te /d is ta l,
e .g .
matsaa zuw&a can g&ba
tukuna 'move way over
there for now ’

in na yi n&n y& yi can
‘if I m ove here, he’ll
m ove th ere’
can d a i, m uugun
b&akinka y& bii ka
‘w ell, there may your
e v il m outh fo llo w
you’

(< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
anaphoric : ... it can na
saami wata yaariny&a
‘it’s there that I met a
girl’
cataphoric: can a garin
Bauchi na areewacin
Niiajeeriyita...
’w ay over there in the
northern Nigeria town
o f B a u ch i... ’

4.1.2. Spatial F can

and H can

F can indexes readily visible referents which are at a distance relative to the space
occupied by both the speaker and addressee, but not distal-remote enough to
require a coding with H can. Although I am using the cover-term ‘distal’ for F
can, it should be noted that c&n may actually also have a proximal coding in
relation to the position of objects referenced by H can. So, F can can index a
referent object that is in the relative vicinity of the interactants, but not
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sufficiently close to either speaker or addressee position to trigger the choice of F
nan or H nan respectively. Notice that F can is parallel to F nan ‘here (near me the
speaker)’ in indexing referents which are relatively close to the speaker. The
distinction between F can and H can in the spatial context is indicated by the
following contrastive (a/b) examples:

(1) [speaker points out an object to the addressee]:
a) gaa shi can, a inda ka bar shi
‘there it is there (over there), where you left it’

b) gaa shi can, a inda ka bar shi
‘there it is there (way over there), where you left it’

(2) [speaker insists on the validity of the direction he gave to addressee earlier
on]:
a) ta can fa na ga ya bi daazu
‘it’s over there that I saw him pass through just now’

b) ta can fa^ na ga ya bi daazu
‘it’s way over there that I saw him pass through just now’

(3) [speaker directs addressee to move further]
a) matsaa zuwaa can tukuna
‘move over there for now’

b) matsaa zuwaa can tukuna
‘move way over there for now’
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(4) [speaker responds to the question ‘where’s Audu?’]:
a) shii nee can a kishingicfe gindin bishiyaa
‘he’s the one over there lying by the tree

b) shii nee can a kishingicfe gindin bishiyaa
‘he’s the one way over there lying by the tree’

In addition to these distal can, can adverbials, Sokoto and Niger Hausa has the
more proximal L can ‘there’ which is tonally conditioned by a preceding high
tone, as in:

(5) [speaker shows his surprise at the unexpected sighting of some
acquaintances]:
su waa naa nika ganii can?
‘who’re those that I’m seeing there?’

(6) [speaker directs addressee to the referent]:
gaa ya can zamne
‘there he is seated there’

The L can pragmatic coding mirrors the use of L nan (chapter 2), which is the
more intimate speaker-proximal form than its F nan counterpart.

F can and H can are often used in contrastive contexts, e.g.:

(7) [speaker is re-routing the crowd]:
wadanda kee can* ku bi ta can
‘those way over there, follow there’
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(8) [speaker points out a location to the addressee who is close by]:
daga c |n zuwaa can ai yaa kai taakli goom^ shSa biyu
‘from over there to way over there should be up to twelve feet’

Examples (9)-(10) contrast iVAN-adverbials with both speaker/hearer-distal F c|n
and more remote H can:

(9) [speaker points to his own location]:
a) a nan ka tarar da nii baa can ba
‘it’s here that you met me not over there’

b) a nan ka tarar da nii baa can ba
‘it’s here that you met me not way over there’

(10) [speaker directs the addressee to a position other than the one the
addressee is located]:
a) baa nan ba, can
‘not there (where you are), over there’

b) baa nan ba, can
‘not there (where you are), way over there’

This is a clear indication that F can and H can have distinctive roles to play
within the deictic-adverbial paradigm. F can and H can in (7)-(10) will usually
combine with a physical gesture pointing out the referent place, but not addresseecentred H nan, since its very choice necessarily situates a referent object in the
vicinity of the addressee. Notice also that the speaker-distal semantics of CANadverbials prevent the so-called ventive-centripetal verbs combining with F can or
H can for the purpose of encoding a directional path towards the speaker. Thus:
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(11) a) #zoo can
# ‘come over there’

(12) a) # matsoo can
# ‘move over there (closer to me)’

(13) a) # ruugoo cdn
# ‘(come) running over there

b) #zoo can
# ‘come way over there’

b) # matsoo can
# ‘move way over there (closer to me)’

b) # ruugoo can
# ‘(come) running way over there’

(11)-(13) are anomalous because they encode a speaker-distal goal with motion
towards the speaker. There is no constraint, however, in using either F c&n or H
can with a verb where the movement is to a place other than the speaker’s
location, as in:

(14) [speaker suggests to addressee to place his shoes at the indicated location]:
ajiye taakalminka can
‘put your shoes over there’

(15) [speaker orders someone to disperse a crowd of children]:
waatse yaaran da kee waasaa a can
‘disperse the children playing over there’

(16) [speaker wants addressee to move further away]:
yi dai can gaba
‘go [way] over there’

(17) [speaker is allocating people to various places]:
kai yi can, kai kuma yi can gaba
‘you move over there, and you move way over there’
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H can can also come after the deictic spatial gaba ‘further’, as in vi dai gaba can
‘just move way further (from where you are now). But notice that F cUn cannot
co-occur with gaba in (17), because they both redundantly encode the same
approximate space with respect to the position of the speaker at the moment of the
utterance. H can can also be further (spatially) specified through reduplication,
e.g. vi can-can (# can-c&B da shii ‘move it way out there’, signalling a greater
distance than simple H can . (this usage of reduplicated H can also has a symbolic
(warding off) usage (§4.1.4.). Spatial H can baava ‘way at the back, behind’ is
also attested in contexts where the speaker wishes to encode a greater distance
from the encoding place than can be covered by F can baava , e.g. gaa su Audu
can/can baava ‘there’s Audu and company over there/way over there at the
back’. The combination of a CAiV-adverbial with another locative adverbial
signals a greater distance from the speaker and the hearer.

F can and H can are also distinguishable in terms of an interionexterior opposition
in relation to a bounded space/location. Where a speaker intends to make a
contrast between two referent objects, e.g. one inside the office (door), and the
other just outside it, but within the interlocutors’ visible field, the interior referent
will attract an F can coding and the exterior referent an H can one, regardless of
distance from interlocutors as in (18) and (19) respectively:

(18) gaa huularka c |n baakin koofaa
‘your cap is over there by [insidejthe door’

(19) gaa huularka can waje
‘your cap is out there’

In non-contrastive contexts, however, the speaker may use H can to point out
objects at the periphery of an enclosure (e.g. a room), e.g.:
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(20) gaa littaafinka can lunguu
‘there’s your book in a corner over there’

Similarly, both F c&n and H can can combine with deictic haka ‘thus’ (before or
following) to further specify a directional orientation. The modal haka ‘thus’ in
this context functions as a disambiguation device, directing the addressee to a
location other than the one in which s/he is presently located:

(21) [speaker A seeks direction to a location]:
a) A: don Allah inaa nee hanyar zuwaa kwaleejin SO AS?
‘please, where is the road to SOAS?’

[speaker B redirects A to the appropriate way]:
b) B: i) ai ta can haka zaa ka bi har ka kai kwaleejin SOAS =
ai ta haka can zaa ka bi har ka kai kwaleejin SOAS
‘you should follow [way] over there, up to SOAS’

ii) ai ta can haka zaa ka bi har ka kai kwaleejin SOAS =
ai ta haka can zaa ka bi har ka kai kwaleejin SOAS
‘you should follow over there, up to SOAS’

It is clear, then, that a spatial context can accommodate both F c |n (L can) and H
can in order to specify the distinctive location of a referent which is distal from
both participants’ position.

4.1. 3. Anaphoric H can (only )
In this function, only H can is attested. Its function in this context is to encode a
general, non-participant, distal remoteness of objects of reference in space (or
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time). In other words, it occupies those areas of deictic assignment where H nan
would be inappropriate, because the reference is to a more remote-distal place (or
time) outside the domain of anaphoric H nan. Consider the following examples:

(22) [Alhaji is about to set off in his search for the curative water, Ruwan Bagaja]:
naa yi niyyaa na taashi, sai wani garii wai shii T)andago. A can na saami
watayaarinyaa... (RBJ:14)
‘I set out till I reached a town called Dandago. It’s there that I met a girl’

(23) [Wowo becomes mad as a punishment for humiliating an elderly person,
and the narrator describes his condition at the time]:
baa shi da koo wajen kwaanaa sai kaasuwaa. Can uwarsa kan rika kai masa
dan abinci (MJC:27)
‘he’s not even got anywhere to sleep except at the market. It’s there that his
mother used to take some food to him’

(24) [Maisango has hatched a plan to ensure that Sani succeeds his father as
king, and now expects a reward]:
Maisangoo fa tun da ya ga yaa saami fuskar Saanii, sai ya makalee masa.
Kullum can nee wajen hiira (MJC:65)
‘and now that Sani appeal's friendly with Maisango, he’s clung to him. Every
day, he’s there [i.e. at Sani’s place] for a chat

(25) jama’aa dai a wahalce suke a Naajeeriyaa. Can maa sunaa neeman
gudummawarku
‘people are suffering in Nigeria. They need your assistance there as well’

(26) [a thief is killed by Alhaji’s host, so Alhaji devised a strategy to get rid
of the corpse without being caught]:
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... sai na saa ya dauki gaawan nan, muka tafi wajen garii muka ajiyee shi can
(RBJ:23)
‘... then I made him pick the corpse up, went outskirt of town, and placed it
there’

(27) ya ruugaa buzu-buzu wajen Sarkii. Ya faadi gabansa, ya kwaashi
miyaagun maganganuu ya cee Dolo kee can waje kee fadii (MJC: 1970: 84)
‘he ran to the king’s palace, bowed before him, and made some damaging
remarks, which he said it was Dolo who’s out there making them’

In examples (22)-(27) the writer could have decided to use H nan in place of
distal-remote H can. But in so doing, s/he is clearly trying to localise the
reference in such a way as to create the impression that the incidents happened
only recently. Choice of H nan will also subjectively involve the addressee to
examine the facts for themselves. Anaphoric H can, however, has the distinction
of being both a natural choice for referring to events located in a greater spatiotemporal (anaphoric) distance, as well as subjectively allowing the writer
(speaker) to achieve the necessary detachment from the story. H can is therefore
appropriate when the speaker’s intention is to create a more remote-distal non
participant oriented anaphoric reference, a usage which clearly flows from its
function as a remote-distal locative adverbial (§4.1.2.), where it is used to code
(visible) remote objects.

In the following extracts, H can is employed in a cataphoric role:

(28) [a radio broadcast from London]:
a yau kuma zaa mu sooma shirinmu da laabaarin rikicin da akee yii can
Naajeeriyaa (AHR:38)
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‘and today we will begin our programme with news of a problem way over
there in Nigeria

(29) [another broadcast from London]:
can a garin Bauchi na areewacin Naajeeriyaa ... (AHR: 124)
‘way over there in the northern Nigerian town of Bauchi...’

Note, however, that in the case of (28)-(29), H nan is possible, but only when the
intention is that the broadcast is exclusively aimed at Nigerian listeners, in which
case the broadcaster is evoking H nan’s natural coding as an addressee-specific
deictic to speak to them.

Adverbial H can also has remote-distal temporal uses, e.g.:

(30) ... can sai na ga yaa duubi saakon da gaawan nan take (RBJ: 17)
‘then, I saw him look at the corner where the corpse was’

(31) da na ji haka na koomaa cfaakii, na kaasa barcii.. .can ... sai wata
dabaaraa ta faacfoo mini (RBJ: 16)
‘when I heard this I went back to my room; I couldn’t sleep... then ... I
thought of a solution’

Another important cataphoric function performed by H can (but not F can or H
nan! is as a temporal deictic marker, again serving to anchor a remote, non
specific time-frame, e.g.:

(32) [Alhaji is under Sarkin Zagi’s bed as part of a plot to stop him from
humming all night, something that is irritating the king]:
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can zuwaa tsakad daree sai na ji yaa faara abin da Sarkin nan ya baa da
laabaarii da raana (RBJ:22)
‘much later on, towards midnight, I then heard him begin the thing that the
chief talked about in the afternoon’

(33) [Fasih is prevented from seeing his father, Waziri, who is asleep]:
Faasih ya koomaa zauree. Can zuwaa azahar Waziiri ya farkaa (MJC: 18)
‘Fasih went back to the entrance room. Much later on, towards afternoon,
Waziiri woke up’

(34) [Alhaji is up to his tricks against Zurke by delivering a wrapped object at
the latter’s house as though he is Zurke himself]:
na fitoo na miikee don in yi daariyaa. Can kusan asubaa, sai gaa maigidcin
yaa koomoo ... (RBJ:25)
‘I came out to stretch myself, and to have a good laugh. Much later on
towards dawn, the husband returned ...’

(35) [Fasih is overwhelmed by the music he is hearing]:
ya yi ta kwaaso kudii yanaa ta baayarwaa, yanaa ta sh§n waakaa da kidaa. Ya
mantaa da karaatuu sai can zuwaa magaribaa ... (MJC: 167)
‘he kept on giving money, as he enjoys the music. He forgot about studies
until much later towards dusk ... ’

(36) [Alhaji has accepted Zandoro’s challenge, and the end of the seven-day
grace coupled with the stories that he has heard about Zandoro’s ancestors is
making him uneasy]:
da na ji haka na koomaa cfaakii, na kaasa barcii don zullumii. Can an yi
kwaanaa biyar sai wata dabaaraa ta faadoo mini (RBJ: 16)
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‘when I heard this, I went back to the room, couldn’t sleep because of
anxiety. Five days later, I thought of a solution’

H nan is not a possible choice in (30)-(36), because it cannot be used as a remotedistal pro-temporal in such cataphoric contexts. Cf. also the following fragment
which nicely illustrates the different anaphoric discourse functions of H can and H
nan:

(37) Ruwan Bagajaa dai yanaa cikin kasar Irami nee, Rasar Irami kuwa Rasaa
cee ta aljannuu. Ruwan Bagajaa kuwa maa baa nan Rasar yake ba, yanaa can
bisa wani doogon duutsee da akee kiransa Duutsen Kaf. Baabu mahaluukin
da yakee iya zuwaa can sai aljannuu (RBJ: 35)
Ruwan Bagaja is found there in the land of Irami, and Irami is a land of the
jinns. But Ruwan Bagaja is not even there, it is way up there ontop of a
mountain called Mount Kaf. No other being could get up

to there, except the

jinns’

While anaphoric H nan could be used in this context to anchor a shorter spatiotemporal distance, a cataphoric frame can only be projected by H can.

H can is also anaphoric in (38):

(38) [speaker inquires from a friend who has just arrived from a long trip]:
a) A: vaavaa can?

‘how’s there?’

b) B: can naa can

‘there is there’

Now, although there is no explicit antecedent for H can in (38), it is still anaphoric
(via inference), since the speaker must know precisely where the addressee is
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coming from for it to be felicitous (I owe this observation to Mansur Abdulkadir,
who is among my principal sources of judgements on Hausa extracts).

A typical coding-time cataphoric usage of H can is (39)-(41), also a context where
all other deictic adverbials (i.e. F can. F nan and H nan) cannot occur in this
(temporal) frame:

(39) [speaker promises addressee]:
zfin kaawoo maka can an jumaa
‘ I’ll bring (it) to you later on’

(40) [speaker’s request for more time]:
ka daawoo can da jumaawaa
‘come back, much later on’

(41) [speaker reflects on the source of the problem]:
kai' ka zoo sai can da dare
‘don’t come until much later on at night’

where the time-frame implied begins from the moment of the (direct speech)
utterance.

In line with its basic remote-distal spatial semantics, H can^ also occurs with the
(spatial) adverbs gaba ‘in front’, baava ‘behind’ to express extreme temporal
distance (future or past) as in (42)-(45):

(42) [speaker informs the addressee of his intention to pay a visit]:
sai can gaba in naa saami sukuunii zan zoo in shaa Allaahu
‘I’ll come sometimes later, when I get the chance, God willing’
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(43) [a futuristic look at a developing country]:
anaa saa ran ceewaa can gaba. koowaa zai saami taasa mootaa
‘it’s expected that (later) in (the) future, everyone will own his own car’

(44) [broadcaster analyses a politician’s about-turn]:
can baava taa yi ikiraarin zamaa halartacciyar mataimakiyar shuugaban
kasaa, too ammaa sai gaa shi a yanzu ita cee ’yar kazagin gwamnati mai cii
‘previously, she’s claimed to be the lawful vice-president, but now she’s a
staunch supporter of the present regime’

(45) [commentator offers her offbeat forecast on a nation]:
can gaba zaa ka ga cii gaban da ba ka tab a ganii can baava ba
‘(later) in the future, you’ll see developments that you’ve never seen in the
past’

The use of can gaba with an accompanying preposition a adds greater definiteness
to its remote coding, e.g.:

(46) [writer talks about his writing priorities]:
koodayaushe abin da zan rubuutaa, too zai shaafi haalin da mutaanee sukee
ciki nee a lookacin; kamar ya zama taariihi-taariihi nee, a can gaba. na haalin
da akee ciki a wannan lookacii
‘whatever I write always mirrors the condition of the people at the time; it’s
like a kind of legacy for the distant future about the condition of the people
at this time’
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4.1. 4. Symbolic F can and H can
The general function of C A N -adverbials here remains largely linked to
symbolic/psychological distance, to evasive (mis-) communication, as well as to
deliberate imprecision in the information provided by the speaker. Thus, there is
a recognisable metaphorical extension of the distal (spatial) meaning of CANadverbials to the symbolic domain, though F can and H can differ in function. For
instance, F c |n is used in a context where the speaker wishes to be non-specific
and/or to avoid answering directly wh-inquiries of the form: inaa zuwaa? ‘where
to?’, inaa ya tafi? ‘where did he go?’, etc., as in (47)-(48) respectively:

(47) [speaker uses F can (with some sort of pointing gesture) to produce a
phatic response]: 4
zan jee can nee in daawoo
‘I’m going over there (not far away), and will be back ’

(48) [speaker wishes to conceal the whereabouts of a friend who’s being asked
for]:
yaa jee c |n (baa da jaayaawaa ba)
‘he went over there, (not far away)’

At this point, the addressee must now realise that the speaker of both (47)-(48)
does not expect any further query regarding the intended location — further
probing may be interpreted as intrusive, and therefore, offensive.

F can is also the preferred choice of some (Hausa-English bilingual) speakers in
such metaphorical projections, as in:
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(49) [speaker is concerned about the constant shift in the addressee’s
argument]:
naa yi n&n kaa cee baa nan ba, naa yi din kaa cee baa can ba. Too yaayaa kee
nan?
‘I moved here, you said not there; I moved (over) there, you said not way
over there. Well, what then?’

Interestingly, both H nan and H can are anaphoric in (49), i.e. referring back to the
symbolically proximate location indicated by the frame F nan ... can.

The maximal (spatial) remote-distal interpretation of H can is also available for
the speaker when s/he wishes to create a symbolic (adversative) distancing of an
addressee’s statement from him/her, because the socio-religious boundaries are
believed to have been overstepped, e.g.:

(50) [A responds to B’s blasphemous statement]:
can dai, muugun baakinka ya bii ka!
‘well there, may your evil mouth follow you!’

H can may also be used as a marker of departure between two people involvedin
a heated argument, or as a stern rebuff of a child’s misdemeanour, as in(51)-(52)
respectively, which is also a distancing strategy:

(51) [A shrugs off B’s insulting remarks]:
ii, naa ji dai, ammaa a yi can da muugun halii
‘yes, I get you, but there (away) with bad manners’
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(52) [A (a child) is trying to convince his parents that his mistake is not
deliberate, but ended up even aggravating them, and so is dismissed, thus]:
tafi can^ ka baa mu wurii!

‘off you go there, out of our way’

The symbolic (metaphorical) interpretation of H can in the above contexts is
justified by the fact that there is no inference to a location (spatial or temporal) to
which it can refer to. In fact, it is this non-specific, warding-off force of H can
which validates the hand gesture accompanying it in these symbolic-metaphorical
utterances.

Clearly, then, CAiV-adverbials, far from being symmetrical to NAN-adverbials,
function to dissect the physical space in such a way as to cover all of those
domains that are neither speaker-proximal, nor addressee-proximal. Moreover,
even in the anaphoric context, we noticed that H can plays an important and
distinctive role in maintaining its intrinsic spatial orientation as a distal-remote
deictic marker. Both F c£n and H can can encode spatial referents, but only the
latter is anaphorically deployable. In the symbolic function, both F can and H can
occur, with H can coding greater degrees of metaphorical distance.

4. 2 . WANCAN (+NP%NP-CAN demonstratives
Distal WANCAN, NP-CAN are the demonstrative counterparts of the CANadverbials, in that the former also encode a physical space other than the one
occupied by the speaker and the addressee. In other words, (remote) distal
WANCAN (+NP), NP-CAN' are assigned the same participant coding as adverbial
CAN. But as we shall see below, even in the deictic category represented by these
forms, there are interesting variations as to how the various demonstratives are to
be interpreted.
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4. 2 . 1. Previous descriptions o f WANCAN (+NP), NP-CAN
According to Robinson (1925:12-13) pre-head demonstrative WANCAN simply
means ‘that (over there)’ (no tones marked). Robinson also documented the
alternative post-head NP -CAN demonstrative usage, e.g. wachan (waccan) hanva:
hanvar chan (canl ‘that way’ (p. 12), implying (wrongly) that the two options
were synonymous. (As in other cases, we must assume that the distal
interpretation of demonstrative WANCAN is solely anchored on the speaker.)

Howeidy (1953:30-32) notes HL (m./f.) wancan/waccan. LHL (pi.) ?wacfancan as
‘that, those (one(s))’, observing that the post-head CAN strategy (i.e. littaafin
CAN ‘that book’ [tones supplied]) 4... is more popular and is preferable’ —
hence his decision not even to provide examples for pre-head demonstrative
WANCAN. Since the post-head CAN is the (normative) preferable strategy for
Hausa speakers, Howeidy advised that ‘the student should, therefore, adhere to it
as much as possible’ (p. 32). Later, I show the pragmatic reasons for the
‘popularity’ of the post-head demonstrative NP-CAN strategy. Neither LH (m./f.)
wancan/waccan. LLH (pi.) wacfancan, nor FH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLH (pi.)
wadancan were documented by Howeidy.

Bargery (1934:149, 1078) correctly describes the spatial distinction between the
pre-head demonstrative HL wancan and LH w ancan in terms of increasing
(visible) distance from the position of the participants at the moment of utterance.
Thus, pre-head HL (m./f.) wancan/waccan. LLF (pi.) ?wacfancan in w ancan
dookii ‘that horse’, waccan goocQyaa ‘that mare’, are defined as ‘that one; that
one yonder’. As for the pre-head LH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLH (pi.)
?wacfancan, Bargery assigned the same meaning ‘but at a greater distance than
implied by HL wancan’ (no examples provided (p. 1078).

Elsewhere, he

documented post-head -can/can and -can, with identical meaning ‘that’, e.g.
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dooki-n-cdn ‘that horse’, garf-n-can ‘that town’ (tones and glosses supplied) (p.
149). However, no examples of FH (m./f.) wancan/waccan and LLH (pi.)
wadancan were found.

For Abraham (1962:919), however, the distinguishing feature between pre-head
HL wancan and LH wancan relates to the [±visible] dichotomy. He claimed that
HL (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLF (pi.) wadanc&n mean ‘in the near or far distance,
but visible’, e.g.: wancan dookin (= dooki-n-can) ‘that horse’, with LH (m./f.)
wancan/waccan. LLH (pi.) wadancan used to individuate (non-visible) object(s)
‘... referred to ... the one in question’, e.g. a cikin waccan sheekaraa ‘during the
year in question’. He also documented FH (m./f.) w&ncan/w&ccan. HLH (pi.)
wadancan as equivalent to LH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. LLH (pi.) wadancan (p.
919f). Elsewhere, Abraham (1959:54f) provides only the post-head demonstrative
-can, and wrongly equates it with post-head demonstrative -nan, e.g. a cikin
sheekara-r- can (= # a cikin sheekara-r-nan) ‘in that year past’. Abraham has thus
consistently taken the position that all (most) deictic forms can be defined in
terms of a binary [± visible] contrast. But as I argued in (chapters 2 and 3), there
is nothing intrinsically non-visible about the use of a deictic form such as LH
wancan ‘that’, since Hausa speakers do use it in a spatial context, where the
referent is visible. However, there is no doubt that an object encoded by LH
wancan is further away from the interlocutors’ position than those that are indexed
by HL wancan at the moment of utterance.

Galadanci (1969:283) provides an interesting tabulation in which he specifies not
only the tonal features of WANCAN, but also its varying semantic interpretation.
Thus, while waccan riigaa (= riiga-r-can) ‘that gown’ is described as ‘that
(gown) not near you or me, deictic’, w&ccan riigaa (= riiga-r-can") is shown to be
both ‘deictic’ (i.e. spatial) or anaphoric. But according to Galadanci, LH (m./f.)
wancan/waccan is only felicitous in a (contrastive) spatial context, with the
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meaning ‘that not the near one [sic]’.

As I shall show below, although LH

wancan/waccan is used much more frequently as a spatial deictic, it does have
anaphoric usages.

Kraft and Kirk-Greene’s (1973:51-52) table of ‘demonstrative specifiers’
identifies HL (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLF (pi.) wadancan as ‘that, those’. They
also documented the post-head -c&n/can variants, pointing out that these are ‘the
most typical ways in which these specifiers occur [with the] ... meaning .., nonemphatic’ (p. 51), e.g. mutumi-n-can ‘that man’, abinci-n-can ‘that food’.
However, they were wrong to claim that ‘the tones on nan and can may be high,
falling or low, with or without [my italics] slight differences in meaning’. In fact,
it is tones which help us to designate the participant orientation of these deictics.
Curiously, post-head -can is said to be ‘employed to indicate previous reference’,
e.g. kuieera-r-can ‘that chair (previously referred to)’, thereby showing that tones
are crucial in marking out how the various deictic forms are to be interpreted.
Distal pre-head LH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. LLH (pi.) wadancan are documented
in the vocabulary section, but wrongly given a non-spatial {anaphoric only)
definition as ‘the one in question’ (p. 368). Kraft and Kirk-Greene did not
document the variant remote-distal FH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLH wadancan
demonstratives.

Cowan and Schuh (1976:57, 114, 165, 298) return to Abraham’s division between
visible and non-visible referents. Thus, HL (m./f.) wancan/wancan. HLF (pi.)
wadancan are said to be ‘largely restricted to great physical distance from the
speaker’, e.g. waccan baa taagaa ba cee ‘that is not a window’ For them, an
object can only attract a LH wancan/waccan (and LH wannan [chapter 3])
demonstrative if it is used to refer to ‘something mentioned or understood in a
conversation or narrative’ (p. 298), e.g. wannan ita cee makarantaa waccan
makarkataa cee ‘this (school where we are now located) is the real school, that
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(school that you have just mentioned [italics mine]) is a place of deviation’ (p.
298). (Note, however, the appropriate form for the italicised gloss the appropriate
form should have been LH wannan ‘that ([= anaphoric] which you have just
mentioned)’. If the reference is to some remote (temporal) event, then speakerdistal FH w&ccan would be felicitous). The spatial usages of speaker/addresseeremote-distal LH wancan/waccan etc. are neglected. The post-head demonstrative
-CAN variants are also distinguished along the visible/non-visible dichotomy, e.g.
dabboobi-n-can ‘those animals (over there)’, duutse-n-can ‘that rock (over
there)’, and ‘these tone patterns apply to physical beings or objects that can be
seen by the speaker’ (p. 165); a cikin sheekara-r-can I# - -nan) an vi ruwaa da
vawaa ‘in that year, it rained a lot’, meaning ‘this/that one in question’ (p. 298).
Cowan and Schuh (p. 336) also claim incorrectly that an explicit demonstrative
determiner can postmodify its head noun, e.g. #ki vanka kubeewaa waccan ‘cut up
that okra’. This is only possible with a few specialised time-words (and only with
LH waccan), e.g. baara waccan the year before last’, daamanaa waccan ‘the wetseason before last’ (see §4.2.3.2.). No examples or description of FH (m/f/)
wancan/waccan. HLH (pi.) wadancan were found.

Newman and Newman (1979:131) continued the tradition of distinguishing HL
wancan from its remote-distal LH wancan variant on the basis of the factor of
visibility (HL wancan ‘that [distant but visible]; LH wancan ‘that [not visible]’).
Additionally, they implied that only the latter can be used anaphorically, i.e. ‘the
one referred to’. Yet Hausa speakers consistently use HL wancan to code ( nonvisible) anaphoric reference in normal discourse, as I shall show in the following
section. See also their post-head NP+ -n/r-can/can description: daakuna-n-can
‘those rooms over there [distant but visible]’, and NP+ -n/r-can ‘that, those [not
visible]’ (no examples) (p. 18).
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In her most recent dictionary, Newman (1990:275) erroneously equated HL
(m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLF (pi.) wadancan with post-head -can/can (= ‘there’),
and LH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. LLH (pi.) wadancan with post-head -can (= ‘way
over there’), e.g. wancan dabiinoo = dabiino-n-can ‘that date-palm-tree’, waccan
tsaamivaa = tsaamiva-r-can ‘that tamarind tree’, wadancan giginvuu = glginyu-ncan ‘those deleb-palms’; wancan ginii = gini-n-can ‘that building’, waccan
makarantaa = makaranta-r-can ‘that school’, wadancan rumbunaa nee ‘those are
granaries’.
Table 17: summary of previous descriptions of W ANCAN f+NP) NP-CA/V
demonstratives
Bargery
[+visible]
wancan dookii

Abraham
[-{-visible],
e .g .
wanchn
dookii

Galadanci
[+visible],
waccan riigaa

NP- n/r-can/can = hanva-r-chan littaafi-n-can
(can) ‘that w ay’ ‘that book’ (no
tones)
(no tones)

= dooki-n-cSn
‘that horse’

= dookl-n-can
‘that horse’

=

LH
whncan
(+NP)

[+visible],
whncan

HL
wanchn
(+NP)

Robinson
wachan
f waccan)
hanyha

Howeidy
wancan ‘that’

‘that

one

[-visible]
waccan
sh£ekarha

riiga-r-can

‘that gown (not
near you or
m e)’
[+visible]
whccan riigaa
‘that gown’

yonder’

NP-n/r-can

FH wancan
(+NP)
Not recorded

[-visible]
[±visible]
= shfeekara-r
ghrt-n-can ‘that -can # -nan
rliea-r-can
town’
‘that year in ‘that gow n’
the past’
[-visible]
[ivisible]
waccan
wSccan riigaa =
Not recorded
(=waccan)
rliga-r-can
shfeekarha
‘that gow n’
‘that year in
question’
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Table 17: (continued)

HL
(+NP)

wancan

Kraft and
C ow an
and
Kirk- Greene
Schuh
[-(-visible]
[-(-visible]
waccan goonaa waccan goonaa

N ew m an
Newman
[-(-visible]
(distant)
wanc&n

and

‘that’

Newman
[+visible]
(distant)
wancan
dabiinoo

(no examples)
NP-n/r-can/can

LH
wancan
(+NP)

NP-n/r-can

FH wancan
(+NP)

=

goona-r-CEin =

eoona-r-can

tfaakuna-n-can
‘those room s
over there’
f-visible]
[-visible]
[-visible],
whncan ‘th a t,
w&ncan
‘th e wstccan
one in question’ makarkataa cee that one1
‘that is a place (no examples)
o f deviation’

= d&biinb-n-can
‘that date-palm
tree’
[-(-visible],
wancan ginii

‘that farm*

‘that farm’

kuieera-r-can
‘that chair’

a
c i k i n NP-n/r-can
sheekara-r-can / ‘that
(not
# nan ‘in th at visible, the one
referred to)’
year’

=

Not recorded

Not recorded

N ot recorded

Not recorded

g in i- n - c a n

‘that building
(way
there)’

over

It seems to me, therefore, that we must move our analysis from simplistic, e.g.
[zhvisible] interpretations of WANCAN (+NP) and NP-CAN, to a wider discussion
of the way in which the factors interact with the participants’ spatial position or
discourse context to code differing deictic meanings. In the rest of this section, I
provide new insights into distal W AN C AN (+NP) and NP-CAN, and the
distinctions between the pre- and post-head demonstrative strategies as
summarised in the following table:
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Table 18:summaiv of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-addressee
(remote-) distal WANCAN (+NP). NP-CATV demonstratives

(Demonstrative)
(pre-head)
HL wancan (+NP)

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
LH wancan .
FH wancan (+ NP)

Spatial
Anaphoric
speaker/ addressee-distal [contrastive]
[-identifiable ]
too danganee da waccan
[-familiar]
maganaa kuma... ‘as for
[+gesture], e.g. kujeerar that (other) issu e ...’
tanaa baavan wancan
daakii ‘the chair is
behind that hut’
Tnon-presupposedl
speaker/addresseeremote-distal
[-identifiable ]
[-familiar]
[+ g e stu r e ],
e. g.
k
wancan wurin muka
tarar da shii ‘it’s at that
place over there that we
met him’
[non-presupposed]

Symbolic
anita facfaa tsakaanin
w a n n a n zu ri’aa da
waccan tzuri’&a) ‘there’s
c o n flic t betw een this
clan and that (clan)’

(< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
[contrastive]
h. w&ncan
/w&ncan lookacii vaa Ri
ya amsa laifin ‘at that
(other) time, he pleaded
not guilty’
N ot applicable

[contrastive], e.g. b&a
wSccan m o otaa ba.
waccan ta gaba ‘not
that
car (y o u ’re
a p p r o a ch in g ), t h a t
(other one) way in front’
[long distance]
Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP+-n/r-can/c&n

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP+ -n/r-can

speaker/addresseeremote-distal
[+identifiable ]
[+familiar]
[-gesture], e.g. any&a
koo bai yi wa vaaro-ncan Tvaara-n-canl nauvii
ba? ‘is it not too heavy
for th a t boy/ t h o s e
boys?’
[presupposedl
speaker/addresseeremote-distal
[+idetitifiable]
[+familiar ]
[-gesture],
e.e. mut&ane-n-can nee
da kee guduu na ganii
jiya ‘it’s those people
running that I saw
yesterday’

Not applicable

(speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
[■^identifiable]
[+fam iliar], e.g. ya saa
kuma
a
kashe
iyaayenmu maataa don
mafarki-n-can da na N ot applicable
gayaa muku ‘he ordered
our mothers to be killed
because of that dream I
told you about’
[non-contrastive]

[presupposedl

N ot applicable

[presupposedl
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4. 2.2. Spatial WANCAN

(+NP), NP-CAN demonstratives.

At the most basic spatial level, pre-head HL (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLF (pi.)
wacfanc&n and LH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. LLH (pi.) wacfancan are equally
accessible to the participants in a context signifying a reference to objects that are
distal from both interlocutors. This also applies to their post-head NP-n/r-can/can
and NP-n/r-can variants. Basically, pre-head demonstrative HL wancan is used by
the speaker to point out a distal physical object (relatively more visible) to the
speaker and addressee. Pre-head LH wancan designates remote-distal (less
visible) referents, as I shall show below.

4. 2. 2.1. Spatial HL wancan etc. (+NP), NP-n/r-can/can = speaker/addresseedistal
Both pre-head wancan/waccan/wadancan (wadancanHNP and NP-n-can/can are
used to anchor referents that are spatially distal for speaker and addressee (the L
tone -can clitic is the output of the same tonal absorption rule which produces L
-nan, see chapter 2). But like the pre-head WANNAN (non-presupposed)
discussed in chapters 2 and 3, it is the pre-head strategy that is usually employed
with an accompanying gesture, e.g.:

(53) [father to his child]:
daukoo waccan buutaa
‘bring that kettle’

(54) [speaker gives additional directional information to addressee]:
kujeerar tanaa baayan wancan cfaakii
‘the chair is behind that hut’
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(55) [A points to a book that is away from him and B]:
a) A: baa wancan littaafii nee kakee neemaa ba?
‘is that not the book you’re looking for’

(56) [A asks B]:
su waa nee nee wadancan mutaanee?
‘who’re those people over there?’

Notice the tonal symmetry between the demonstratives HL wancan and adverbial
F can, a correlation that has been observed between speaker-proximal HL
wannan and F nan and between addressee-based LH wannan and H nan (see
chapters 2 and 3 for details). See also LH wancan and H can in § 4.3.2.2.

Like its pre-head HL wannan (chapter 2) counterpart, HL wancan has two
semantically

equivalent plural

(HLF, HHL) forms, as the extracts below

exemplified:

(57) [speaker alerts the addressee, as s/he points to the referents]:
inaa jii wadancan/wacfancan maataa daga gidanku suka fitoo
‘I think those women are from your home’

(58) [speaker sends addressee]:
jee-ka kagayaaw a wadancan/wacfancan daalibai ceewaa baa lacca vau
‘go and tell those students that there’s no lecture today’

Although HLF wacfancan is the preferred choice for many speakers, I myself
prefer the HHL wacfancan variant.
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Turning now to the distinction between pre- and post-head distal demonstratives, I
will show that the analytical framework employed to distinguish between
WANNAN + NP and NP -NAN in the previous chapters is the one required here as
well. Recall that in my analysis of these forms, I adopted Gundel, Heideberg and
Zacharski’s (1993) cognitive model to argue that there is a crucial pragmatic
distinction between the Hausa pre- and post-head demonstratives. Previous
descriptions wrongly assumed that pre-head HL w ancan. for example, is
pragmatically equivalent to post-head NP-n-can/can. This is wrong, since as table
18 shows, the post-head variant is not even attested in an anaphoric context,
where only pre-head HL wancan is appropriate. But in those (spatial) contexts
where both forms are acceptable, the post-head demonstrative -can/can is the
deictic form used by the speaker spatially to index referents that s/he believed to
be known by the addressee prior to the moment of speaking [- +identifiable,
+familiar]. And this is why a pointing gesture is not normally required, since
before employing this strategy the speaker must hold the belief that the intended
referent is locatable either because of (a) its uniqueness, or (b) the fact that
addressee’s attention is assumed to be directed at the intended spatial location.
Use of pre-head HL (m./f.) wancan/waccan. HLF (pi.) wacfancan, on the other
hand, indicates that the referent so identified is new to the addressee [=
-identifiable, -familiar], e.g.:

(59) [speaker points out a referent to the addressee]:
baa wancan yaaroo wannan sadakaa
‘give this aim to that boy (over there)’

(60) [speaker instructs addressee]:
baa vaaro-n-can wannan sadakaa
‘give this aim to that boy (over there)’
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(61) [speaker reminds addressee]:
gaa wancan yaaioo da muka gama maganarsa daazu-daazun nan
‘there is that (over there) boy we’ve finished talking about a while ago’

(62) [speaker reminds addressee]:
gaa vaaro-n-can da muka gama maganarsa daazu-daazun nan
‘there is that boy we’ve finished talking about a while ago’

(63) [speaker points out the girls for the addressee]:
duubi wadancan ’yan maataa sunaa zaanee a kan bangon makwabcinmu!
‘look at those girls scribbling on the wall of our neighbour’s home!’

(64) [speaker reminds addressee]:
gaa fa ’yan maata-n-can sunaa zaanee a kan bangon gidanka
‘there are those girls (still) scribbling on the wall of your home!’

Pre-head demonstratives HL wancan. HLF wadancan in (59), (61) and (63) are
used by the speaker to point out the intended referents on which s/he believes the
addressee’s attention is not focused. Thus, vaaroo ‘boy’, ’van maataa ‘girls’ in
(59) and (63) are assumed to be new to the addressee, and the accompanying
gesture towards the referents is an additional directional aid to help the addressee
to pick them out from some (possibly) competing referents. As for (60), (62) and
(64), the speaker’s choice of the post-head -can/can strategy is informed by,
among other things, addressee’s focus on the referents prior to the moment of
utterance and/ or the fact that the referents are the only ones of their types —
hence the redundancy of a pointing gesture. Both of these factors indicate that the
referent is old i.e. [+ uniquely identifiable, +familiar], in the sense of Chafe
(1976). Notice also that the use of post-head demonstrative strategy in a spatial
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context often carries with it the implication that the addressee is aware of the
existence of the reference object before speaker’s utterance (see relevant details in
chapters 2 and 3). Similarly, in (65)-(66) below, the responses of speaker Bala
demonstrate how the two demonstrative strategies influence speaker’s response:

(65) [Audu points out a man in the distant to his boss Bala]:
gaa wancan maalamii yanaa s6n ganinka
‘(here’s) that man (who) wants to see you’

[Bala responds]:
wane maalamii, a k&n mee?
‘which man, what about?’

(66) [Audu reminds Bala]:
vaarinva-r-can kai fa takee s6n ganii
‘that girl (really) wants to see you, you know’

[Bala responds]:
ii, t6o, ai naa san da ita
‘yes, well, I’m aware of her’

Apart from the fact that the referent maalamii ‘man’ in (65) is new to Bala, his
response also serves to indicate to Audu is that he is too busy to even to look at
the man being pointed out, and that he is not interested in the reason for the visit.
In (66) however, Audu’s choice of the post-head -can/can clearly indicates that he
knows that Bala is aware of the girl. What he questions is whether Bala knows
that she is waiting for him, which he does. Post-head -can/can would not prompt
the kind of response we saw in (65), since Audu must hold the belief that the girl
is identifiable to Bala, which is why Bala needs not look towards the girl’s
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direction, nor is Audu required to further specify the girl with a pointing gesture.
See also the following dialogue, highlighting how the two variants are to be
differently interpreted in a spatial context:

(67) a) A: baa wancan yaarooi ceefanSn ya kai cikin gidaa
‘give that boy the shopping to take inside the house’

b) B: anyaa koo bai yi wa vaaro-n-cani nauyii ba?
‘is it not too heavy for that youth?’

(68) a) A: inaa mutuwar s6n sauravi-n-cani
‘I’m dying for that boy’

b) B: Laadi, baa kee cee na ganii kinaa tsaara wancan saurayiij ba?
‘Ladi, was it not you that I saw chatting up that (other) boy?’

In (67b), the uniquely identifiable, familiar statuses of the referent is signalled by
the choice of post-head demonstrative -can, since the background for its givenness
has already been established in (67a) by virtue of the choice of pre-demonstrative
HL wancan — in the terminology of Gundel, Heideberg and Zacharski, a
speaker’s use of a deictic form under this status presupposes that ‘the addressee is
able to uniquely identify the intended referent...’ (p. 278). The co-indexing of the
two variants correctly shows that both forms are referring to the same boy in (67a)
and (67b). But in (68), there is an additional referent brought into the dialogue by
the speaker of (68b). Notice that the post-head demonstrative -can strategy in
(68a) requires some mutual knowledge of the referent prior to the statement, and
this is a requirement for the use of post-head strategy. So, the choice of pre-head
demonstrative HL wancan in (68b) is attributable to the fact that a new, non
presupposed referent has been introduced into the discussion. Hence the differing
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indexing of the two NPs. And in (69) below, HL wancan is used to point out a
new object to the addressee. Interestingly, even the speaker’s accompanying
gesture may sometimes fail to identify a referent, as the addressee’s response
indicates:

(69) [A point to a piece of clothing in a corner]:
a) A: Kai, waccan maataa akwai kyau garee ta!
‘ boy, that woman is beautiful!’

b) B: wace maataa?
‘which woman?’

A post-head demonstrative -can/can strategy, e.g. kHi! maata-r-can akwai kvau
garee ta !. however, would have generated an affirmative response that will clearly
show that the addressee acknowledges the speaker’s presupposition that the
referent has actually been seen by speaker B, hence known to him.

And as with (the speaker-nan/nan and addressee-based -nan) post-head strategies,
non-count (mass) nouns normally attract post-head -can/can irrespective of the
identifiability of the referent, e.g.:

(70) gaa shrnkaafa-r-can/waake-n-can/roogo-n-can ki kai mareedaa
‘there’s that rice/beans/cassava for you to take to the grinding mill’

(71) kai ruwa-n-can/fura-r-can/abinci-n-can wurin baakon da kee zauree
‘take that water/porridge/food to the guest that is in the front room’
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Only the explicit pre-head HL wancan (pi. HLF watfancan, HHL watfancan) can
function as a spatial pronominal. As such its referent can be [± identifiable, ±
familiar] depending on the context, e.g.:

(72) [speaker A is satisfied with the labourer he has just hired]:
a) A: yauwaa, too kaa ga cfan aikii kam
‘well, now here you’ve got a (suitable) labourer’
b) B: [speaker B responds]:
wancan fa?

‘and what about that one?’

(73) [A sees the wife of a neighbour moving about while her husband
is away on a trip, and directs B’s attention to her]:
waccan baa Raabi ba cee maatar makwabciinaa?
‘is that not Rabi, my neighbour’s wife?’

(74) [speaker A to B]:
su waa nee nee wadancan/wadancan, kamar Binta da LaamJi
‘who’re those over there, looks like Binta and Lami’

(75) [speaker A to B ]:
mee wadancan/wadancan sukee neemaa cikin juujii?
‘what’re those looking for in the tip?’

where speaker B in (72) points to different (or new) referents to theaddressee.
Notice the possibility of using two plural pronominals in(74) and (75), with no
apparent meaning difference. For many speakers, however, it is HLF watfancan
which is their default plural pronominal form, although I myself use the HHL
watfancan variant more frequently.
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4. 2. 2. 2. Spatial L H wancan etc. (+NP), FH wancan (+NP), NP-n/r-can =
speaker/addressee-remote-distal
The remote-distal features of these forms are exploited in the spatial context to
index referents that are significantly far away from the location of the speaker and
addressee.

And contrary to [±visible] distinction made by most Hausaists

between these remote-distal forms and the distal deictics discussed in § 4.2.2.1. it
is distance which distinguishes them at this level. Thus, all the indexed referents
in (76)-(82) are visible to speaker and addressee, but way further from their
utterance-time location:

(76) [speaker instructs addressee]:
jee-ka wajen waccan bishiyaa ka jiraa mu
‘go to that tree and wait for us’
or
(77) [same context as above]:
jee-ka wajen bishiva-r-can ka jiraa mu
‘go to that U*ee and wait for us’

(78) A: inaa ka ajiyee mootar taaka?
‘where did you park your car?’

B: a) gaa ta can gaban wancan ginii a daama da kai
‘there it is there in front of that building to the right of you’
or
B: b) gaa ta can gaban gini-n-can
‘there it is there in front of that building ’
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(79) [additional instructions to the addressee]:
a) ka kuma biyoo da waccan taabarmaa
‘and bring that mat with you as well’
or
b) ka kuma biyoo da taabarma-r-can
‘and bring that mat with you as well’

(As with the H -nan post-head clitic, a final H tone changes to falling before H
-can, i.e. taabarmaa —> taabarma-r-can.1

(80) [same context as above]:
a) too ammaa sai kaa jee baayan wancan cfaakii na gaba idan kanaa sdn
zamaa kan mai kyau
‘but you’ll have to go to that hut further away if you want to sit on a good
one’

b) too ammaa sai kaa jee baayan cfaaki-n-can idan kanaa son zamaa kan mai
kyau
‘but you’ll have to go to that hut if you want to sit on a good one’

(81) [A points to a book that is away from him and B]:
a) A baa wancan littaafii nee kakee neemaa ba?
‘is that not the book you’re looking for?’
[ and B replies]:
b) (i) aa’aa, wancan kundin nee da kee baayanka na neemaa
‘no, it’s that volume behind you that I looked for’

b) (ii) aa’aa, kundi-n-can nee na neemaa
‘no, it’s that volume that I looked for’
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(82) [A inquires from B]:
a) A: su waa nee nee wadancan mutaanee?
‘who’re those people over there?’

[B replies]:
b) B: ban san su ba, ammaa naa san wadancan
‘I don’t know them, but I know those (ones) further away’

Whilst the LH wancan etc. demonstratives may be said to denote less visible
referent objects, their basic function is to pick out more remote objects, leaving
distal HL wancan etc. to encode less remote (more visible) referents.

In chapters 2 and 3, and in § 4.2.2.1. above, I have argued that the word-order
choice between pre- and post-head demonstratives in Hausa pragmatically
indicates the extent to which the speaker believes that the indexed referent is
identifiable to the addressee. Choice of the pre-head variant normally encodes
speaker’s belief that the addressee is not aware of the existence of the referent
prior to his/her utterance [= -identifiable, -familiar], A post-head deictic, on the
other hand, indicates that the referent is mutually known to both interlocutors
prior to the moment of utterance. Consider the following utterances:

(83) [speaker warns addressee]:
a) gaa moota-r-can zaa ta shigee
‘there’s that (way over there) car about to disappear’

b) [speaker points out a referent to the addressee]:
duubi waccan mootaa zaa ta shigee
‘look at that car about to disappear’
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(84) [speaker asks]:
a) waa kee da riiga-r-can da iskaa kee jaa?
‘who owns that gown that is being dragged by the wind?’

b) [speaker alerts the addressee(s)]:
waa kee da waccan riigaa da iskaa kee jaa?
‘who owns that gown that is being dragged by the wind?’

(85) [speaker wonders]:
a) yaayaa kika barii wadancan samaarii suka sulaalee mana?
‘how come you let those guys slip away from us?’

b) yaayaa kika barii samaari-n-can suka sulaalee mana?
‘how come you let those guys slip away from us?’

(86) [B watches as A is dealing with a group of boys attempting to tamper
with his car, and as A arrived at B’s place, the following dialogue ensued]:
a) A: [shaking his head] k&i! yaaran yau sai hakurii
‘oh, one need patience in dealing with boys nowadays’

b) B: wai vaara-n-can da kee guduu da na ga kaa tsaawataa?
‘you mean those boys running away that I saw you tell off?’

The ‘car’, ‘gown’, ‘guys’ and ‘boys’ identified by post-head -can in (83)-(86) are
believed to be sufficiently unambiguous to the addressee as to require no pointing
gesture, otherwise pre-head LH (m./f.) wancan/waccan. LLH wacfancan will be
used to point out the referent object, possibly from competing objects in the
vicinity (as in (83b)-(86b).

Additional information or gestures will also
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accompany pre-head LH wancan etc. usages in (83)-(86) which helps to further
restrict the range of referents for the addressee.

Only the complex pre-head forms are available for autonomous pronominal
reference, whether the referent is [± identifiable], e.g.:

(87) [speaker points out the referent to addressee]:
shin wancan alkalamii da kee karshen teebur baa naawa ba nee?
‘is that (way over there) pen at the far end of the table not mine?’

(88) [speaker responds]:
aa’aa, wancan naawa nee

‘no, that (one) is mine’

(89) [speaker is asked to make his choice]:
wancan na fi soo

‘I prefer that (one)’

(90) [mother warns her child]:
kar in saake ganinka taare da wadancan
‘don’t let me ever see you together with those (ones)’

(91) [speaker reminds addressee]:
wancan fa shii nee mutumin da ya zoo jiya
‘that (one) is indeed the guy who came yesterday’

(92) [speaker points to a man walking]:
a) A: wancan baa Balaa ba nee kiiwa?
‘is that (one, over there) not Bala?’
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b) B: aa’aa, wancan nee Balaa, wancan ai Saabo nee
‘no, that (one, way over there) is Bala, that (one, over there) is actually
Sabo’

(93) [speaker points to the direction of the referent]:
waa cee cee waccan da kee RooRarin tsallaka tiitii idoo-rufe?
‘who’s that (far away) trying to cross the road blindly?

(94) [speaker threatens addressee, as he points to a group of policemen]:
daa wadancan zaa su biyoo ta nan, daa naa kai Raararka a garee su!
‘were those to come this way, I’d have reported you to them!’

Where the speaker wishes to make a contrast between an addressee-located object
and another one which is close by, but not close enough to attract addresseecentred LH wannan (chapter 3), then the natural choice is (remote-distal) LH
wancan. as in (95)-(96):

(95) a wancan wurin muka tarar da shii, baa a wannan ba
‘it’s at that place over there that we met him, not at that one (where you’re
presently located)’

(96) baa wannan ba, waccan mootar da kee gabanta na cee ka wankee
‘not that one (in your present location), it’s that car in front of it that I asked
you to wash’

Notice that in (95)-(96), the distance between the speaker and the object of
reference attracting LH wancan/waccan needs not be necessarily remote-distal
from him. The motivation for the choice is to do with the speaker’s perception of
the referent’s location in relation to the addressee’s, as well as the need to employ
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a contrastive strategy to maximise the possibility of the addressee identifying the
intended reference object..

Remote-distal demonstratives, LH wancan etc. and FH wancan etc., share many
of the characteristic distinction between addressee-based LH wannan and FH
w&nnan (chapter 3). Informants judgements on the use of LH wancan is that, like
LH w annan. it is the normative spatial remote-distal deictic, as the above
examples illustrates. However, like FH w&nnan etc., the deployment of FH
wancan etc. in this sphere is largely restricted to a contrastive environment, where
the speaker wishes to further individuate the intended remote referent in the face
of other competing remote-distal referents, and in this role FH w&ncan identifies
the closer one, e.g. :

(97) [speaker points to a plate as she instructs a child]:
a) daukoo min wancan faranti in yaa gamaa da shii
‘get that (further away) plate for me if he’s finished with it’

[child goes towards the wrong plate, and is redirected]:
b) baa fa wancan ba, wancan na hagu da shii
‘not that (one), but that (one) to the left of it’

In all the examples of the use of spatial LH wancan above, it is employed by the
speaker to direct the addressee’s attention to a remote-distal referent, but FH
wancan may only be used in a contrastive environment like (97b).

The similarity of LH wancan and FH Wctncan to LH wannan and FH wannan
(chapter 3) also extends to the plural forms of these speaker/addressee-distal
deictics. LLH wadancan is the (default spatial) plural form of LH wancan. while
HLH wadancan functions as the plural form of FH w&ncan used spatially to
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contrast remote-distal referents (cf. the addressee-based LLH wadannan, HLH
wadannan (chapter 3):

(98) [speaker inquires]
wadancan kujeerun halaa ba zaa a yi amfaanii da suu ba?
‘aren’t those (way over there) chairs going to be used?’

(99) [A redirects B]:
baa fa wadancan kujeerun ba, wadancan dai na geefensu
‘look, not those (way over there) chairs, but those (ones) next to them’

(100) [speaker requests addressee]:
don Allah, kiraa wadancan mutaanee maasu tallar leemoo
‘please, call those (way over there) people who are hawking oranges’

(101) wadancan gidaajee da kakee hangaa a daama da muu suu nee na
Dantaata, baa wadancan ba
‘those (way over there) houses that you can see to our right are the ones
belonging to TJantaata, not those (ones) way over there’

Interestingly, all the above forms share only one plural post-head remote-distal
-can variant, very much like its addressee-based post-head -nan/nan/nan, e.g.:

(102) [speaker observed]:
kaa ga mutaane-n-can sunaa duukan almaajirii!
‘just look at those people hitting a beggar!’
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4. 2. 3. Anaphoric WANCAN (+NP), NP-CAN demonstratives

4. 2. 3.1. Anaphoric HL wancan etc. (+NP) (only)
Among the speaker/addressee-distal deictics, only pre-head HL wancan etc. (not
NP-n/r-can/can) has been attested in an anaphoric context. Curiously, even the
pre-head plural HLF wadancan, HHL wadancan forms are only marginally
acceptable.

But the fact that both pre-heads and post-head -can/c&n are

employable as spatial deictics is strong evidence that this function is the primary
means of deictic reference. It seems that the uniquely identifiable role which
normally should be played by post-head -can/can here has been incorporated into
the anaphoric function of addressee-based post-head -nan (see chapter 3). As for
pre-head HL wancan etc., its anaphoric role is largely contrastive, whereby a
new or non-presupposed referent is brought into the main on-line narrative.
However, the tokens of pre-head HL wancan found in Imam’s Magana Jari Ce —
just five tokens of which only two are true anaphoric references^—are too few to
justify any generalisation beyond its contrastive use. Below, I document some of
the contexts in which HL wancan has been attested in Hausa. In (103)-(104), HL
wancan is used by the speaker to bring into the narrative a contrastive referent
(object, event) of some kind:

(103) [Waziri insists on teaching Fasih a different style of reading the Quran]:
naasu karaatuu dabam nee, nii irii dabam nakee s6o in kooyaa
maka., .wancan karaatuu da ka ji sunaa yii... (MJC:3)
‘their own reading style is different from the one I want to teach you...that
(other) reading that you heard them... ’
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(104) [Waziri’s advice to Sarki]:
Waziiri ya c6e, ‘Baa abin da ya fi, sai ka cSe auree dai yaa yi, ammaa ba ka
ykda ba da wancan sadaakii da suka yankaa’ (MJC: 189)
‘Waziri said, ‘the best thing to do is to say that the marriage is lawful, but
you don’t agree with that (other) dowry that they fixed’ ’

Contrastive HL wancan etc. may also be used as an anticipatory strategy, and in
(105) below it is intended to preempt the addressee’s subsequent request for
assistance:

(105) too, danganee da waccan maganaa kuma, inaa jin sai dai ka yi hakurii
har nan gab a
‘as for that (other) issue, I think you’ll have to be patient until sometime in
the future’

In (105), HL waccan serves to shift the conversation to a different issue which has
been introduced by the speaker. Since the referent of HL waccan is not the focus
of (105), FH w&ccan is not acceptable in this context. Nor is FH wannan allowed,
as it is only possible if the speaker is responding to a statement that has just been
made by the addressee (see chapter 3).

4. 2. 3. 2. Anaphoric FH wancan etc. (+NP), NP-n/r-can
Like adverbial H can, pre-head FH wancan etc. and post-head -n/r-can are both
possible in an anaphoric role. However, neither form has the frequency of
speaker-based HL wannan etc., NP-n/r-nan/nan or addressee-based LH wannan
etc., FH wannan etc., NP-n/r-nan, In fact, the anaphoric tokens found in the two
main Hausa sources (Imam, 1966, 1970 [1939]) are just five, an additional
indication that the speaker/hearer-distal demonstratives discussed in this chapter
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perform a far less prominent deictic role in Hausa. In spite of this limitation, it is
still possible to distinguish between pre-head FH wancan etc. and post-head -can
on the basis of the factor of presuppositionality (i.e. ± identifiable, ± familiar),
albeit in a less direct way. The deictic anaphoric role of post-head demonstrative
-n/r-can seems to be to reintroduce remote-distal, non-contrastive but still
identifiable referents. In this case, the purpose is to bring back a pre-mentioned
textual referent into the main on-line narrative, but is assumed to be sufficiently
removed as to require a remote-distal -can post-head anaphor. Consider these
extracts:

(106) [At the end of a story, Waziri is not happy with Fasih’s progress, so he
resorts to a new admonitory method he has learnt]:
Waziiri ya fusaata da wannan maganaa ta Faasih. Ya taashi ya mangaree shi,
yadda ya ga mutaane-n-can naa yi wa ’yaa’yaayensu (MJC:7)
‘Waziri got angry about Fasih’s statement. He got up and poke him on the
head, like he saw those people doing to their children’

(107) [narrator meets his lost brother]:
Sakimu sai na ji ashee dai wan nan naawa nee Sakiimu, agoolan ubanmu,
wanda ya kashee shi, ya saa kuma a kashe iyaayemmu maataa don mafarkt-m
can da na gayaa muku yaa yi na dan dabiinoo (RBJ:36)
‘then I heai'd that it was in fact that brother of mine, Sakimu, our father’s
adopted son, who killed him, and also ordered our mothers to be killed
because of that dream that I told about concerning a seed of date’

The choice of post-head enclitic demonstrative -can

in (106) and (107) is

informed by the need to code remote anaphoric reference. The dream referred to
by the narrator in (107) has been mentioned at the very beginning of the text, and
therefore needs an escalated remote demonstrative for the reader/addressee to
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associate the narrator’s brother, the dream, and the present scenario. Similarly, the
people coded by post-head -can in (106) have been mentioned some seven pages
earlier, which makes it the only appropriate form in this context as well. Note that
both pre-head demonstrative LH wancan mafarkii ‘that dream’, HLH wadancan
mutaanee ‘those people’ can occur in these contexts, but only where there is a
contrast with another similar referent (‘dream’, ‘people’) which has just been
mentioned. Since there is only one dream, one set of people to which the narrator
refers to, he uses post-head demonstrative -can. Notice, however, that if the
referents are believed to be both unique and recent, then the appropriate deictic
will be the post-head demonstrative -nan (chapter 3), which is the most frequently
encountered form in an anaphoric role.

The main anaphoric function of pre-head FH wancan etc. (also LH wancan etc.)
is to index (?non-presupposed) referents, which are then contrasted to the present
on-line ones, e.g.:

(108) [a report on an official’s denial of corruption]:
a wancan/wancan lookacii yaa ki ya amsa laifin yin zamba
‘at that (other) time, he denied the charge of fraud’

(109) [speaker tries to convince addressee]:
bambancin shii nee ceewaa a wancan / wancan karon, ban fahimci yadda
lamuraa kee tafiyaa ba
‘the difference is that on that (other) occasion, I didn’t understand how
things are going’
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The contrast between LH wancan etc. and FH w&ncan etc. in the spatial context
is neutralised in the anaphoric domain, and the two variants are semantically
equivalent in this contrastive anaphoric role.

The contexts in which pronominal FH wancan etc. (also LH wancan etc.) is used
is an extension of its basic spatial meaning. Whenever FH wancan etc. variant is
used in an anaphoric sense, the reference must be to some remote (long distance)
anaphoric context, which usually may have a direct bearing on the interpretation
of the present narrative context, e.g.:
(110) [narrator has had his leg bound to another person’s whom he had
falsely implicated on a pervious occasion]:
na duubee shi tun daga Rasa har bisa, sai na ga yaa yi kamaa da Maalam
Zurkee dam Muhamman, wancan / wancan da na saa aka yi wa aturee a
Saaburi... (RBJ:12)
‘I looked at him top to bottom, and seem to look like Malam Zurke cfan
Muhamman, that one that I set people to drive away at Saburi ... ’
Clearly, the narrator realises that he needs to use FH wancan (LH wancan) if he is
to enable the addressee to make the right inference, since this particular incident
has been narrated a long while ago.

Additional clues may be added to make addressee’s recollection even more
immediate. An instance of this strategy is when the narrator parenthesises the
remote reference within the on-line referential focus in order to maximise rapid
association of two or more removed scenarios. Consider (111):

(111) [Alhaji had asked the king to gather the elders of the town, so that he could
ask them about Ruwan Bagajaa and one of them turned out to be an older
brother who has been mentioned in a previous gathering]:
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na tambayee shi garinsu, ya cee a Nasaraawaa aka haifee shi, (waatau wan
wancan/wancan da kanensa ya baa ni laabaarlnsa) (RBJ:34)
‘I asked him about his hometown, and he said he was born at Nasarawa, (that
is, [he is] the older brother of that [one] whose younger brother told me
about him)’

With certain specialised time-words, LH (f.) waccan occurs post-positionally to
express a temporal contrast (the only environment where this NP+ explicit
demonstrative order is permissible):

(112) [Interviewer is interested in finding out whether the farmer’s part-time
work affects his general output]:
shin koo kaa bar wani wurii ya kwaacee maka a aikin daamanaa waccan ...?
£I wonder whether you allowed a particular place to distract you during the
work of (that) harvest season before last ... (ML)’

(113) baara waccan an tafka ruwaa mai tsananin gaske, ammaa bana kam
sai dai a cee an goode Allah
‘there was a heavy downpour (that) year before last, but the only thing to
be said about the present year is thanks to God (ML)’

4. 2. 4. Symbolic HL wancan etc. (+NP) (only )
Only pronominal HL wancan etc. is available to the speaker for use as a symbolic
distal demonstrative (cf, symbolic F can in § 4.1.4.). In this context, it provides a
means of contrasting an earlier referent from the same set (usually codified with
speaker-proximal {symbolic) HL wannan):
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(114) [narrator is describing the various language groups in South Africa]:
akwai sauran yaarurrukan asalin jama’&r kas&r, ammaa sun karkasu daga
wannan yankii zuwaa wancan
‘there are other indigenous language groups, but they differ from this region
to that region’

(115) [narrator describes the clan conflict in Somalia]
ammaa anaa saamun aman wutar bindigoogii a facfan da akee yii tsakaanin
wannan zuri’aa da waccan
‘but there’s been gunfire in the fight between this clan and that (one)’

(116) [writer describes Alhaji’s movement between the three houses he built
especially for meeting up with women other than his three wives. Sometimes,
there may be prostitutes in all these houses waiting for Alhaji]:
In ya jee wancan gidaa ya gaanaa da wadda kee can, ammaa bai sallamaa ba,
yanaa iya zuwaa cfaya gid&n ya sallami waccan ya daawoo. Duk kuwa da
c6ewaa maatansa uku (Katsina, 1982:11)
‘if he gets to that house, and meets up with the one who is there, but does
not let her go, he may go to the other house and let go of that one and
returns. He has three wives though’

(117) [narrator describes a confusing scenario]:
daga nan sai lamarin ya ruudee, wannan ya cee wannan nee, wancan ya c6e
wannan nee
‘from then on, the issue turned to confusion, this (one) will say it’s this
(one), that (one) will say it’s this (one)’

However, this strategy of using HL wancan etc. to signal contrasting symbolic
referents is equivalent to English, where ‘this’ and ‘that’ are used in the same
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context. There are no examples of symbolic HL wancan in the main texts that I
use (i.e. Imam 1966, 1970 [1939]), and extracts (114)-(117) are in fact either from
translated materials that are originally in English, or bilingual Hausa-English
speech, both of which points to the possible influence of English in the use of
symbolic HL wancan in Hausa. The natural choice outside this context seems to
be the symbolic HL wannan form, in which case the speaker’s position (i.e.
wannan ... wannan) is the only relevant orientational point. Note also that in this
context too the post-head demonstrative -n/r-can/can is not attested in a symbolic
role.

This is consistent with our findings in chapters 2 and 3 that neither the

post-head -n/r-nan/nan speaker-based demonstratives nor the addressee-based
-nan demonstratives are acceptable in symbolic roles.

4. 3. Summary
In this chapter, I examined the speaker-addressee (remote) distal deictics
represented here as CAN (§4.1.) and WANCAN (+NP), NP-CATV (§4.2.) within
the participant-based model originally presented in Jaggar and Buba (1994). In
§4.1., I provided a detailed description of the uses of the adverbials F can (distal)
and H can (remote-distal) in spatial, anaphoric and symbolic contexts, and noted
that F can has no anaphoric role (see Table 18). In §4.2., I discussed the range of
uses of the speaker-addressee distal HL wancan etc. and remote-distal
LH wancan (also FH wancan) etc demonstratives. In their spatial roles, the
remote-distal forms (§4.2.2.2) differ from their distal demonstrative counterparts
(§ 4.2.2.1.) by coding more remote (but visible) referents. I pointed out that
contrary to the pre- = post-head demonstrative strategy claim by Hausaists, use of
pre-head WANCAN (+NP) strategy indicates the speaker’s belief that the referent
is non-presupposed [-identifiable, -familiar ] to the addressee. The post-head NPCAN strategy, on the other hand, indexes a presupposed [■{•identifiable, +familiar]
referent, i.e. physical objects which the speaker believes are contextually
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identifiable to the addressee. This important semantic-pragmatic distinction has
never been described before, and it repeats identical correlation between {spatial)
pre-head WANNAN (+NP) coding non-presupposed [-identifiable, -familiar]
referents, and NP-NAN with presupposed [+idenitifiable, +familiar] referents. In
the anaphoric domain, both pre-head HL wancan etc. and FH wancan etc. are
essentially contrastive anaphors, operating over long (text) distances. As for the
post-head NP-CAN strategies, we noted that there are no attested tokens of
enclitic post-head -n/r-can/can in an anaphoric context (see also F can which
does not occur as a pro-locative anaphor). However, remote-distal post-head
-n/r-can does have an anaphoric role, where it maintains its basic spatial
[+identifiable, +familiar, presupposed] features. Similarly, post-head NP-CA/V
has no symbolic application, a context where pre-head LH wancan etc., FH
wancan etc. are also not attested. Thus, only pre-head HL wancan has any
symbolic role, although it is more commonly used by bilingual Hausa-English
speakers to complement the normative {symbolic ) role of speaker-proximal HL
wannan etc. (see chapter 2). Indeed, the marginality of speaker/addressee(remote) distal WANCAN (+NP), NP-CAN is indicated by the small number of
tokens in the corpus, which in turn suggests their minimal semantic-pragmatic
function in both spoken and written Hausa. Compare this situation with speakerand addressee-based WANNAN (+NP), NP-lVAiV all of which have a high textfrequency (see chapters 2 and 3).

Table 19 summarises the main findings in this chapter:
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Table 19: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-addressee
(remote-1 distal deictics

Adverbial
F can

Adverbial
H can

Spatial
speaker/addressee
distal,
e.g. gaa shi can a inda
ka bar shi ‘there it is
over there where you
left it’

speaker/addresseeremote-distal,
e.g. mhtsaa zuw&a can
gaba tiikima ‘m ove
w ay over there for
now ’

Anaphoric

Not applicable

(< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
anaphoric: ... a can na
s&ami wata yaarinyka
‘it’s there that I met a
girl’

Symbolic
e.g. (indicating) zan jee
can nee In daawoo ‘I’m
going over there (not
far away), and w ill be
back’

in na yi nan ya yi can
‘if I m ove here, h e’ll
m ove there’
can
d a i,
m u u gh n
b&akinka ya b ii ka
‘w ell, there may your
evil mouth follow you’

[cataphoric] can
h.
gkrin
B auchi
na
areewacin Naajeeriyaa

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
HL wancan + NP

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
LH w&ncan +NP/
FH wancan +NP

speaker/addresseedistal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
[+gesture],
e .g . kujeerar tanha
baavan wanc&n daakii
‘the chair is behind
that hut’

[non-presupposed]
speaker/addresseeremote-distal
[-identifiable
[-familiar]
[+gesture],
e.g. a w a n c a n wurin
muka tarar da shii ‘it’s
at that place over there
that we met him’

’way over there in the
northern Nigeria town
o f B a u ch i. . . ’
[contrastive]
to o
d a n g a n ee
dk
wacchn
m aganh a
kuma ... ‘as for that
(other) issue . . . ’

(< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
[contrastive]
h
wancan/w&ncan
look&cii yaa ki y& amsh
Mifin ‘at that (other)
tim e, he pleaded not
guilty’

[=contrastive]
baa waccan mootaa ba.
w&ccan t& g&ba ‘not
th a t
car (y o u ’re
ap p roach in g), th a t
(other one) way in
front’
[long distance]
[non-presupposed
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an&a facfha tsakaanin
w a n n h n zhri’ka da
waccan
( z h r i ’ ha^
‘th e r e ’ s
c o n flic t
between this clan and
that (clan)’

Not applicable

Table 19 (continued)

NP-n/r-can/can

N P -n/r-can

Spatial
speaker/addresseedistal
[•{identifiable]
[-{familiar]
[-gesture], e.g. anyaa
k6o bid yi w& yaaro-ik
can [v S a r a -n -c & n ]
nauyii ba? ‘is it not too
heavy for t h a t boy
[those boys] ?’

[presupposedl
speaker/addresseeremote-distal
+ identifiable],
[•{•familiar]
[-g e stu r e ],
e .g .
m utaane-n-can nee da
kee guduu na ganii jiya
‘i t ’s t h o s e p eop le
running that I saw
yesterday’

Anaphoric

Symbolic

Not applicable

N ot applicable

(< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
[■{■identifiable]
[■ {fa m ilia r] ya sSa
kum a
h.
k a sh b
iy&ayenmh maataa don
mafarki-n-can da na
gayaa
m ukii
‘h e
ordered our mothers to
be killed because o f
th a t dream I told you
about’

N ot applicable

[non-contrastive]
[presupposedl

[presupposedl

A participant approach of the kind undertaken in Jaggar and Buba (1994 [also
adopted in this dissertation]) recognises the importance of seeing all deictic forms
not just in terms of a simplistic [±visible, zhdistal] distinction, but more
importantly with respect to the position of the speaker as well as that of the
addressee.
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Notes

1 It is certainly not correct to suggest as Kraft & Kirk-Greene do that ‘only highand falling tone forms occur in this usage’ (p. 52). As I have shown in chapter 2, a
phonologically conditioned L-tone nan occurs after a preceding H tone in Sokoto
(as well as Niger and Katsina) Hausa., and is also attested in the CAN-based
distal adverbials (see examples (5)-(6)). Newman (1995) has shown that this Ltone form is only attested following a H-tone syllable, otherwise it is invariably F
can for all dialects, e.g. gaa Audu can (# can) ‘there’s Audu there’. This is also
true of F dl-n. which is realised as L di-n following a high tone in Sokoto Hausa,
e.g. shii di-n nakee s6o, ‘he’s the (very) one I like’.
2 See Galadanci (1969: 265-272) on the additional pragmatic information coded
in a speaker’s use of such focus-modal particles as fa, maa. kam. kuwa. dai. etc.
Note that the modal fa is tonally different from interrogative L fa. Thus, I can say
can fa? ‘and what about there?’ to anchor a request for more information, (some
speakers state that both interlocutors must be familiar with the location
anaphorically coded by H can). Note also that F can fa? ‘and what about (over)
there?’ is also felicitous, but only in a spatial context.
3 But see nan gaba (chapter 2, § 2.1.2) which codes a relatively closer time to the
moment of utterance than H can gaba. Notice, however, that neither H nan
(chapter 3) nor F can (this chapter) is possible in (39)-(42), because while the
former cannot be used in this temporal (cataphoric) context f#nan gaba). the latter
is constrained by the very fact that it encodes an equivalent distance to the one
encoded by bare gaba ‘in front’ or baava ‘behind’, making the temporal phrases
#can gaba , #can baava necessarily tautological.
4 Malinowski (1969 [1923] :315-6) used the term phatic communion to describe
‘purposeless expressions of preference or aversion, accounts of happenings,
comments on what is perfectly obvious... a type of speech in which ties of union
are created by a mere exchange of words’. Such exchange, according to
Malinowski, has ‘...a social function, and that is their principal aim, but they are
neither the result of intellectual reflection, nor do they necessarily arouse
reflection in the listener’ (p. 315). But, of course, one must add that this whole
process of phatic communion can also be consciously conceived and executed by
the speaker with a specific purpose in mind, which in this case is to deter the
addressee from unnecessary intrusion. But see the full supplement in Ogden &
Richards (1969)[1923]:296-336). Yokoyama also touched on other purposive
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function of this phatic, metainformational (her term) kind of mutual knowledge
establishment. She argues that it ‘contributes essentially to ... discourse situation’.
In defining precisely what this discourse situation might be, she quotes Jakobson
(1976) as pointing out that phatic conversation (e.g. ‘Hello, do you hear me?’)
serves ‘to establish, to prolong, or discontinue communication, to check whether
the channel works, to attract... or to confirm attention’ (see Yokoyama, 1986:14).
5 Compare this H can usage with another adversative (distancing) strategy of the
adverbial phrase can haka : vi can haka da shii kar ka shaafaa mini shii ‘move way
over there with it, so as not to rub it on me’, where it can even be argued that this
is a metaphorical usage, since the speaker is not indicating a specific ‘away’
location by can haka.
6 The remaining three tokens are all in quoted direct speech, and at the moment
of utterance, their context of use is spatial rather than anaphoric, e.g.:
da Waziiri ya luura da shii, sai ya cee wa mutaanee, ‘waanee nee wancan?’
(MJC:219)
when Waziri noticed him, he asked the people, ‘who is that?’
da Hassan ya hangoo ta tafe, sai ya c6e wa Rakiyaa, ‘lallee waccan uwargidaa
cee ta aikoo ta (MJC:59)
‘when Hassan saw her coming from afar, he said to Rakiya, ‘no doubt, that
(woman) has been sent by Madam’ ’
da hangoo shi sai ... ya cSe wa ’yan’uwansa, ‘shin wancan ... Bahaushee
nee, koo kuwa?’ (MJC:43)
‘when he saw him coming... he said to his mates ‘is that a Hausaman or
not?’ ’
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CHAPTER FIV E

Summary of Findings and Conclusions

The aim of this thesis has been to account for a range of (related) deictic phenomena
in Hausa within a systematic paradigm of referential interpretation. The explanatory
model used was originally formulated by Jaggar and Buba (1994) to explain the
distribution of the (basically locative) adverbials NAN and CAN, and I have
extended the analysis to encompass the demonstratives WANNAN (+NP), NPNAN, and WANCAN (+NP), NP-CATV. I have also addressed the function and
interpretation of some important spatio-temporal and modal deictic particles, e.g.
haka ‘thus, this, so’, nan gaba ‘in future’, and referential DIN. My main thrust has
been to further validate the claim that only a person-centric approach of the kind
adopted in this work can account for the context-sensitive uses which these deictic
forms fulfil in Hausa. (That this model has cross-linguistic relevance, moreover, is
indicated by analogous facts in other languages, e.g. Fillmore 1975, 1982; Rauh
1983a.) We have also seen that Hausa, like many other languages, uses the same
deictic forms to encode (basic) spatial, anaphoric and symbolic reference (see
below), the spatial function being the primary mode of deictic inferencing, the other
two functions being derivative (see Lyons 1979, 1982, 1991; Traugott 1978).

One of the major discoveries is that, contrary to the traditional view amongst
Hausaists (native and non-native speakers), the word-order variation between the
pre- and post-head demonstratives, e.g. (determinative) wannan vaaroo vs. vaaron-nan ‘this boy’, is not an arbitrary feature of the system. Using Gundel,
Heideberg and Zacharski’s (1989, 1993) model of a hierarchy of cognitive statuses,
I have shown that there are important cognitive constraints on the selection of the
two variants in naturally-occurring discourse—pre-head position = [-identifiable],
post-head = [+identifiable]—co-variables which must be accounted for in
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explaining the ‘packaging’ knowledge of native Hausa-speakers. Using language
(which is what native speakers do), as opposed to describing it (as the linguists do)
is about two or more people interacting within a maximally relevant, face-to-face
context, and it is this situational context which informs the various strategies
employed by the rational speaker in his/her interaction with the addressee (Clark and
Marshall 1982).

In Chapter 2 I analysed adverbial F nan ‘here’, the pre-head demonstratives HL
wannan etc. (+ NP), NP+-r/-n-nan/-nan ‘this, these’, and the pro-form haka
‘thus, this, so’ as speaker-based deictics which serve to identify a referent (or
action) in a spatial context as proximal to the speaker (a maximally speaker-proximal
L tone nan variant was also documented for Sokoto, Katsina and Niger Hausa). I
pointed out that, in more general terms, the notion of proximity must be expanded
to include the ‘perceptual’ region that the speaker sees himself/herself belonging to.
In addition to their spatial functions, these deictics also have derivative anaphoric
and symbolic usages, both of which entail basically speaker-oriented reference
(even in their most abstract, symbolic usages, F nan and HL wannan etc. are clearly
weighted towards the metaphorical position of the speaker). Equally interesting is
the discovery that F nan has an important temporal (< spatial) function, serving to
encode either the place at which the speaker makes his/her utterance (= ‘here’) or
the time at which the utterance is made (= ‘now’).

Chapter 3 underscores the degree to which the addressee position is lexicalised in
Hausa. Like Japanese, Spanish, and many other languages, Hausa exploits the
adverbial H nan ‘there [near you the hearer]’, the pre-head demonstratives LH
wannan etc. (+NP) and FH wannan etc. (+NP), and post-head NP+-r/-n-nan
‘that, those [near you the hearer]’, to encode addressee-based referent objects.
With the exception of Howeidy (1953), Galadanci (1969) and Jaggar (1983,
1985b), this critical semantic feature had been overlooked, an omission largely
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attributable to the primitive two-term (e.g. ‘here/there’) deictic systems present in
languages such as English, French and German. As with the speaker-based
demonstratives (Chapter 2), I also showed how the explicit pre-head (wannan etc.)
demonstrative determiners differ pragmatically from their post-head NP+-r/-n-nan
counterparts in exactly the same way—pre-head option = [-identifiable], post-head
= [+ identifiable]. It was also shown that the pre-head demonstratives LH wannan
etc. (+NP) and FH wannan etc. (+NP), and post-head NP+-r/n-nan had no attested
uses in the (derivative) symbolic domain. The possessive and referential functions
of the deictic particle DIN were also explicated in greater detail than before. I also
made passing reference (as in Chapter 2) to the tendency of (bilingual) Hausa
speakers to utilise the pre-head demonstrative strategy more frequently in speech
than in writing, where the post-head demonstratives predominate (an interesting
skewing which is worth further investigation).

In Chapter 4 , 1 described the range of CAN /WANCAN deictics, the attested forms
of which show that Standard (Kano) Hausa presents the following overall formmeaning system: a four-way cut in both the NAN/CAN adverbials and post-head
- n / r - N A N / C A N demonstratives, and a six-way cut in the pre-head
WANNAN/WANCAN demonstratives, thus invalidating Fillmore’s (1975) claim
there are no languages with more than three terms in their basic deictic system. (If
one includes the dialectal L nan/can adverbials, Hausa also has a six-term (personcentric) deictic adverbial system.) Adverbial H can and demonstrative LH wancan
etc. were shown to index referent objects more remote from the location of speaker
and addressee than F can and HL wancan etc. This fact has never been mentioned
before Jaggar and Buba (1994), and it was often erroneously assumed that H can
could not be used to code visible referents (H can can also be used for the
extremities of bounded enclosures and for exterior locations). Again, as with the
speaker-based (Chapter 2) and hearer-based (Chapter 3) demonstrative determiners,
pre-head explicit WANCAN +NP is used to index [-identifiable] referents, and the
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post-head NP-CAN variant references [+ identifiable] entities. In terms of
distribution, there were no attested examples of anaphoric F can in the language,
and the post-head NP-CAN demonstrative determiners were also shown to be
defective in the (non-spatial) anaphoric and symbolic spheres.

The importance of a study of this kind to the description of natural language is as
follows: linguistically significant generalisations about language need to be
informed by detailed, cross-linguistic studies, and even then one must be careful not
to overgeneralise on the basis of concrete levels of analysis. Any theory of language
must confront and account for the specific design-features of individual languages,
and research on languages universals requires linguists who are willing to
investigate less well-researched and/or unknown languages, with a view to
confirming the relevant thesis they set out to demonstrate. It is hoped that this thesis
contributes towards the building of a bridge between our knowledge of the structure
of language and the functions which that structure fulfils.
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Appendix
Table 1: summary of previous descriptions of F nan-adverbial

F nan

Robinson

Abraham

Bargery

(=nan)

[-t-visible,
+proximal]
‘h e r e ’, e.g.
kada ka zoo
nan
‘don’t com e

[+visible,
+proximal]
‘h e r e ’, e.g.
itjiyee shi nan
‘p la c e
it

‘here 5
(n o
to n e s
provided)

here’

Kraft & Kirk
Greene
[+proximal]

‘h e r e ’, e.g.
g&a Audii n^n
‘here’s Audu

here’
(nearby)

Cowan &
Schuh
[+visible,
+proximal]

Newman &
Newman
[+visible,
+proximal]

‘here,

‘here’

(there)’, e.g.
yan&a nan ‘he
is here’

(nearby), e.g.
inaa zaune a
n a n ‘I liv e

here’

here’

Table 2: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-proximal F nan
adverbial

F nan

Spatial
Anaphoric
speaker-proximal, e.g. (< speaker-proximal)
[+gesture], e.g. g&a shi [anaphoric],e.g. w&atoo
nan kusa da nii ‘here it dai muu n d n ... ‘in
is here close to me.
short, for us here (in
this p re-m en tio n ed
area)...’
[c a ta p h o r ic ],
e .g .
shaawarar dk z£n baa k&
h nan ita cb e... ‘my
advice to you here is
>
[temporal], e.g. n an
gaba kacfan zaa ki ji
saakamakon gaanaawar
‘so o n , you’ll hear the
result o f the interview’
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S ym b o lic
( « speaker-proximal)
[±gesture], e.g. ...in na
yi nan ya yi nan ‘...if I
m ove here, he moves

[t]here’

Table 3: summary o f previous descriptions of
demonstratives

HL wannan
(+NP)

Bargery

Abraham

speakerproximal
ta fi
da
wannan
dookii
(= dookin-nan) ‘take
t h is horse
away’

speakerproximal
wannan
‘th is (near
u s ) ’, e .g .
wannan
dookli=
dooki-n-nan
‘th is
horse’

HL wannan. NP-n/r-nan/nan

Bagari
Cowan&
Schuh
[^visible]
[divisible],
e.g. wannan wannan
littaafli nee yaaron
‘ t h i s is a ‘t h i s boy
(near us)’
book’;
wannan
gaskiyaa
nee ‘th is/
th at
is
true’

Galadanci

Mohmed

Jaggar

speakerproximal
wannan
riigaa ‘th is
gown (near
me)’

[-t-visible]
wannan
('wanc&n') etc

[ivisib le],
speakerproximal,
e.g. wanniln
yaaroo
‘th is b oy’;
wann&n
gaskiyaa
nee ‘th is/
that
is
true’

Table 4: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-proximal HL
wannan. NP-n/r-nan/nan demonstratives
Spatial
speaker-proximal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
[+gestural], e.g.
wannitn maalkmii
ka cee ...) ‘here’s
teach er (# th a t
said...’)

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
HL wannan + NP

Demonstrative
(post-head)

Anaphoric
(< speaker-proximal)
[-identifiable]
[-fam iliar], e.g. y&ay&a
gaa zan v i dk w a n n h
f#da maalamii? ‘what am I
th is going to do with t h is
you teacher’

S ym bolic
( « speaker-proximal)
[±gesture], e.g. faacfaa
wajen w annkn bookaa.
g&ng&raa wajen wannan
maal&mii..
‘he would go to this
sorcerer, and shift to
th is
[that] Isla m ic
teacher...’

speaker-proximal
(< sp eak er-p roxim al)
[+familiar]
[-{-identifiable]
[■^-identifiable]
[+fam iliar]t e.g. y&ay&a
[-g e stu re ], e .g . gaa zan yi da maalkmi-n-n&n
maalami-n-nan (da ka cee ‘what am I going to do
...) ’here’s ‘this teacher with this teacher?’
(thatyou said ...’)

NP-n/r-nan/n&n

N ot applicable

Table 5: Gundel. Heideberg and Zacharski’s (1993:275) The Givenness Hierarchy
in focus >

activated >

familiar >

{«>}

[th a t}
[this }
{this N}

[that N}

uniquely
identifiable >
{the N ]
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referential >
{indefinite this
N]

type id en tifi
able
{a N ]

Table 6: Frequency count of speaker-proximal (anaphoric. non-spatial)
demonstratives in Imam’s Magana Jari Ce 3

Demonstrative form

Demonstrative form

Post-head NP+-n/r-nan/-nan

Pre-head HL wannan +NP

204

91

Table 7: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-proximal deictics

Adverbial
F nan

Spatial
Anaphoric
(< speaker-proximal)
speaker-proximal
[^gesture], e.g. gha shi [anaphoric], e.g.waatoo
nan kusa da nii ‘here it dai muu n& n... ‘in
is here close to m e’.
short, for us h e r e (in
this p re-m en tio n ed
area)...’

S ym b o lic
( « speaker-proximal)
[± g e stu r e ],
e .g .
(indicating) ...in na yi
nSn yh yi nan ‘...i f I
m ove h ere, he moves
[t]h ere’

[c a ta p h o r ic ],
e .g .
shaawarar dit zan baa kh
a n in . ita c e e ... ‘my
advice to you h e r e is

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
wann&n + NP

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP-n/r-nan/nan

speaker-proximal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
f+ gesture], e.g. gaa
wannan takardaa f# da
ka c e e ...) ‘here’s th is
paper (# that you
said...)’
speaker-proximal
[+identifiable]
[+familiar]
[-gestu re], e.g. gha
takarda-r-nan Ida ka
c e e ...) ‘h ere’s t h i s
paper (that you said...) ’

[temporal], e.g. n £n
ehba khcfan zaa ki ji
saakamakon gaanhawar
‘so o n , you ’ll hear the
result o f the interview’
(< speaker-proximal)
[-identifiable]
[-fa m ilia r], e.g. amsa
w annan thmbayaa ta
k a s h ‘answer t h i s
question below’

(< speaker-proximal),
[+idenlifiable],
[+familiar], e.g. baa da
amshr thmbavh-r-nSn ta
sam a ‘answ er t h i s
question (above)’
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( « speaker-proximal)
[± g estu re ], e.g . ya
w uce w annan zauree.
...v a wucb w a n n a n
zauree ‘he would pass
t h i s ro o m ,,.a n d he
would pass this room’

Not applicable

Table 8: summary of previous descriptions of H nan-adverbial

H nan

Robinson

Abraham

Bargery

nan
fno
tones)
‘h ere,
th e r e ’

[ivisible]
[+distal]
(= # can /
#can)
‘th e re’,
e.g. yaa bi
ta nan =
# c a n ‘he
passed
through
th e r e ’

[ivisible]
‘th e r e ’, e.g.
bar shi nan
‘le a v e
it
where it is’

also d a s&
n a n sai ...
‘the
n ex t
thing that
happened
was ...’

kaa
sa n
wurii kazaa,
too a n a n
gidansa yake
‘you know
such-andsuch a place;
w ell th a t is
w h ere h is
home is ’

Kraft/Kirk
Greene
[+distal]
# ‘h ere’,
e .g .
g&a
Audu n a n
‘here’s Audu
# h ere’
(nearby)

Cowan/
Schuh
[-visible],
no examples

Newman/
Newman
[iv isib le,
[-proximal]
‘there,
(distant or
previously
mentioned’)
e .g . tanaa
nan kusa da
waccan
bishiyba
‘sh e’s over
t h e r e by
that tree’, jii
nakee yanaa
nan
har
y&nzu
‘I
think he is
still t h e r e
(w here w e
were talking
about
before)’

Table 9: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of addressee-based H nanadverbial

H nan

Spatial
Anaphoric
addressee-proximal,
(speaker-distal
e.g. gaa shi nan kusa < addressee-proximal)
da kai ‘there it is there e.g. waatoo dai kuu
nan ... ‘in short, for
close to you’
you there (in that prementioned area). . . ’
[cataphoric], e.g. kuma
a nan mukee s&ukaa
gidan A lhaji Rooro
‘and it ’s t h e r e at
A lhaji R oro’s house
that we used to stay’
[temporall. e.g. nan da
nan sai ya yarda ‘he
agreed there and then ’
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S ym b o lic
(speaker-distal
« addressee-proximal)
e.g. ganii nan barli
nan ‘as it’s seen there,
so sh a ll it be left
th e r e ’

Table 10: summary of previous descriptions of LH wannan. FH wannan. NP-n/r
-nan demonstratives

LH w a n n a n
(+NP)

Bargeiy

Abraham

w&nnan
[+ d istal], e.g.
tafi da wannan
d o o k ii
‘take
th at horse’

[-visible]
e.g. w & n n a n
sh a a fo o
=
shaafo-n-nan
‘the hawk in
question’
wannan =
wancan shaafoo
‘that hawk’

Jaggar
LH wannan t+NPi

C ow an
and
Schuh
[-visible]
e.g. w a n n a n
baraawoo ‘th a t
thief
yaayaa saabon
ingarma-n-nan
‘h o w ’s t h a t
new stallion?’

Mohmed

[ iv is ib le ], ‘closer [-visible]
to the addressee’, wannan =
e.g. whnnan vaaroo wancan nee va gudu
= vaaro-n-nan ‘that ‘th a t was the one
boy’
who ran away’
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Howeidy

Galadanci

[iv isib le],
addresseeproximal
e.g. whnnan
‘th a t’

[ivisib le],
addresseeproxim al e.g.
[visible]
w&nnan dookii
‘that horse’

post-head -nan
(no examples)

Kraft and
Kirk-Greene
[-visible]
riiea-r-nan # ‘th is
gown’
w&nnan
(no examples)

[ivisible]
wannan dookii
= dooki-n-nan
‘that horse’

Bagari
[-visible]
wannan = w ancan
vaaroo ‘that bov’
mutaane-n-nan
‘those people’

Table 11: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of addressee-proximal LH
wannan. FH wannan . NP-n/r-nan (also speaker-distall demonstratives

Spatial
Anaphoric
S ym b o lic
addressee-proximal
(speaker-distal
[-identifiable]
< addressee-proximal)
[-familiar]
e.g. ... w a n n a n ’var
LH wannan. FH w&nnan [+gesture]
faataa katfai sulee thliiatin
e.g. baa ni w a n n a n suka sayee th ‘... th a t
+NP
takardaa ‘give me th a t sm all skin alone w as
paper’
bought for 30 shillings
by them’
N ot applicable
[in focus]
[short distance anaphor]
Demonstrative
(pre-head)

In a contrastive context,
FH wannan encodes the
closest addressee-based
referent, e.s. baa wannan
ba. w a n n an ‘not t h a t
(one), that (closer one)’

In a contrastive context,
ra c tiv a te d 1 LH whnnan
encodes the more remote
speaker-distal anaphoric
reference, e.g. ai doole
nee & sookfe w a n n a n
zaabee ‘it was inevitable
that th a t election was
cancelled’.
addressee-proximal
(speaker-distal
[■{■identifiable]
< addressee- proximal)
l+familiar]
[+identifiable]
[+familiar]
[-gesture]
Not applicable
baa ni biir6-n-nan ‘give btia ni bir6-n-nan ‘give
me that pen’
me that pen’

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP-n/r-nan

Table 12:Gundel. Heideberg and Zacharski’s (1993:2751 The Givenness Hierarchy
in focus >

activated >

familiar >

{it}

{ th a t}
{ this }
{this N}

{that N}

uniquely
identifiable >
{the N)

referential >
{indefinite this
N}

type id en tifi
able
{a N}

Table 13: Frequency count of speaker-distal (< addressee-proximal! anaphoric
demonstratives in Imam’s Magana Jari Ce 3

Demonstrative form

Demonstrative from

Post-head NP+-n/r-nan

Pre-head FH wannan ("LH wannan) +NP

369

29
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Table 14: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of addressee-based deictics

Adverbial
H nan

Spatial
addressee-proximal, e.g.
g&a shi nan kusa da kai
‘there it is th e re close
to you’

Am phoric
speaker-distal
(< addressee-proximal)
e.g. w aatoo dai kuu
n a n ... ‘in short, for
you there (in that pre
mentioned area)...’

S ym bolic
speaker-distal
( « addressee-proximal)
e.g. ganii nan barli nan
‘as it’s seen th e re , so
shall it be left th e re’

[cataphoric], e.g. kuma
k nan mukbe s&ukaa
gidan A lhaji R ooro
‘and i t ’s t h e r e
p recisely at A lh aji
Roro’s house that we
used to stay’

Demonstrative
(pie-head)
LH wknnan.
FH wannan +NP

addressee-proximal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
[+gesture]
baa ni wannan tak&rdaa
‘give me that paper’

rtemporall, e.g. nan dk
nan sai ya y&rda ‘he
agreed there and then ’
(speaker-distal
< addressee-proximal)
e.g. ... w an n an ’var
faataa kacfai su le e
tb.lbatin suk& s&yee til
‘... t h a t sm all skin
alone was bought for
30 shillings by them’
[in focus]
[short distance anaphor]

In
a
c o n tr a s tiv e
context. FH w S n n an
en cod es the c lo se st
addressee-based referent,
e.g. baa w a n n a n ba
w a n n a n ‘not t h a t
(on e), t h a t (closer
one)’ [= in focus]

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
NP+ -n/r-nan

addressee-proximal
[^identifiable],
[+familiar]
[-gesture]
baa ni biiro-n-nan ‘give
m e th at pen’

In
a
c o n tr a s tiv e
context, [activated] LH
w&nnan encodes the
more remote speakerd is t a l
a n a p h o r ic
reference, e.g. ai doole
nee a sookb w a n n a n
z k a 6 ee
‘it
w as
in evitab le that t h a t
election was cancelled’
(speaker-distal
< addressee-proximal)
Iidentifiable]
[familiar]
baa ni biiro-n-nan ‘give
me that pen’
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(speaker-distal
« addressee-proximal)
wannan fonlvl
...in na cee wannan va
cee b&a w&nnan ba. In
kuma na cSe wannhn \k
cee baa wSnnan ba ‘if I
say this (one) he’ll say
not th a t (one); and if I
say t h is (one), h e’ll
again say not t h a t
(one)’

N ot applicable

Table 15: summary of previous descriptions of CATV-adverbials

F can

Hcan

Robinson

Abraham

Bargery

Kraft/KirkGreene

Cowan/
Schuh

cSn
fn o
to n es)
=
‘th e re’

[+visible,
-proximal],
e.g. v a n a a
c&n ‘it is
over t h e r e
(=# nan)’

[+visible,
-proximal]
‘yonder,
over t h e r e
(fairly
distant but
visible)’ e.g.
vanaa can
‘it’s th e re’

[-t-visible]
‘th e re’,
e.g.
g&a
Audu c a n
‘there’s
Audu over
there’

[+visible,
-proximal],
‘th e r e ’,
e.g. s u n k
can ‘they’re
th e r e ’

[-visible,proximal]
th ere’,
e.g. naa bi
ta can
(= #nan) ‘I
passed
through
th e r e ’

[-visible,
-proximal]
‘yonder,
over t h e r e
(distant and
invisible)’
e .g . yanaa
can
‘h e ’s
th e r e ’

[-t-visible,
-proximal]
‘th e re’,
e.g.
gaa Audit
can ‘there’s
Audu in the
distance’

(-visible],
e .g . tan&a
can a gidaa
‘it’s t h e r e
at hom e’

can
(n o
tones) =
‘th e re’

Newman
and
Newman
[+visible,
-proximal]
‘over there’
no examples

[±visible]
‘th ere’,
e.g. gka ta
can kusa dk
w&ccan
bishiyha
’there it is
o v er th ere
by that tree’

k can ghrin
akit gan shi
‘it was in
t h a t town
that he was
seen’
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Table 16: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of CAAT-adverbials

F can

H can

Anaphoric
Spatial
speaker/addressee-distal,
e.g. gaa shi can &inda
ka bar shi ‘there it is
over th e re where you Not applicable
left it’

S ym bolic
e.g. (indicating) zan
jee can nee In daawoo
‘I’m going over there
(not far away), and
w ill be back’

speaker/addresseer e m o te -d is ta l,
e .g .
matsaa zuwaa can gaba
tiikuna ‘move way over
there for now’

in na yi nan ya yi c£n
‘if I m ove h ere, h e’ll
m ove th e r e ’
c a n d ai, m uugun
baakinka ya bii ka
‘w ell, there may your
e v il m outh fo llo w
you’

(speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
anaphoric, e . g . ... &can
na
sa a m i
w a ta
yaarinyaa ‘it’s t h e r e
that I met a girl’
cataphoric: can a garin
Bauchi na areewacin
Naajeeriyaa...
‘w ay over th ere in
the northern N igeria
town o f Bauchi... ’

Table 17: summary of previous descriptions of W ANCAN f+NPl NP-CAN
demonstratives
HL w a n c a n
(+NP)

NP-n/r-can/can

Robinson
Howeidy
wachan
wancan ‘that’
fwaccan) hanvaa

Bargery
[+visible]
wancan dookii

= dooki-n-can
= hanva-r-chan littaafi-n-can
(can)‘that w ay’ ‘that book’ (no ‘that horse’
tones)
(no tones)

Abraham
[+■visible],
e.g . w a n c a n
dookii

Galadanci
[+visible],
waccan fiigaa

= dooki-n-c&n
‘that horse’

= r iig a -r -c a n
‘t h a t
go w n
(not near you or
me)’
[+visible]
w a cca n riigaa
‘that g o w n ’

LH w a n c a n
(+NP)

[+'visible],
wiincan
‘t h a t
one
yonder’

NP-n/r-can

[-visible]
- sheekar^i-r-can
gari-n-can ‘that #-nan
town’
‘t h a t year in
the past’
[-visible]
waccan
Not recorded
f=waccaif)
sheekaraa
‘t h a t year in
question’

FH wancan
(+NP)

Not recorded
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[-visible]
waccan
sheekaraa

[ivisib le]
riiga-r-can
‘that gow n’
[ivisible]
waccan riigaa =
riiga-r-can ‘that
gown’

Table 17 (continued)

HL w a n c a n
(+NP)

NP-n/r-can/can

LH w a n c a n
(+NP)

NP-n/r-can

FH wancan
(+NP)

Kraft &
Kirk- Greene
[-t-visible]
waccan goonaa

Cowan
& N ew m an
&
Schuh
Newman
[+visible]
[+visible]
waccan goonaa
(distant)
wancan
‘th a t’
(no examples)

Newman

= aoona-r-c&n
‘that farm’

=eoona-r-can
‘that farm’

kujeera-r-can
‘that chair’

a
c i k i n N P -c a n ‘t h a t = g in i- n - c a n
sheekara-r-can / (not visible, the ‘th a t building
# -nan ‘in th a t one referred to)’ ( w a y
over
there)’
year’

Not recorded

Not recorded

[+visible]
fdistanf) wancan
dkbiinbo

= d&biino-n-can
cfaakuna-n-can
‘t h o s e room s ‘that date-palm
tree’
over there’
[-visible]
[-visible]
[-visible],
[+'visible],
w itncan ‘th a t, wancan ginii
w&ncan ‘the one waccan
makarkataa cee th at one‘
in question’
‘th at is a place (no examples)
of deviation’

Not recorded
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Not recorded

Table 18: summary o f the semantic-pragmatic features o f speaker-addressee
(remote") distal WANCAN f+NP). NP-CAN demonstratives.

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
HL wancan (+NP)

Demonstrative
(pie-head)
LH wancan.
FH wancan t+NPl

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP+-n/-r-cati/can

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP+-n/r-can

Spatial
speaker/addressee-distal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
[+gesture], e.g. kujeerar
tanaa baavan w a n ca n
c fa a k ii ‘the chair is
behind that hut’

Anaphoric
(< speaker/addresseedistal)
[contrastive]
too daneanee da waccan
maganaa kum a... ‘as for
that (other) issu e..

fnon-presupposed]
speaker/addressee-remote (< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
-distal
[contrastive]
[-identifiable]
h wSncan/wancan
[-familiar]
O g e s tu r e ] ,
e .g .
a lookacii yaa Ri ya amsa
w a n c a n w un n muka ISiftn ‘at th a t (other)
tarar da shii ‘it’s at that time, he pleaded not
place over there that we guilty’
met him ’
[long distance]
[contrastive], e.g. b&a
w S e e an m ootaa ba.
w a c c a n ta gaba ‘not
that
car (y o u ’re
a p p r o a ch in g ), t h a t
(other one) way in front’
[non-presupposed]
speaker/addressee-distal
[+identifiable]
[+familiar]
[-gesture]
anyaa koo bai yi wa
yaaro-n -can IvSara-ncanl nauyii ba? ‘is it not
too heavy for th at boy/
th ose boys?’
[presupposed]
speaker/addressee-remote
-distal
[^identifiable]
[+familiar]
[-gesture]
m utaane-n -can nee da
kee guduu na ganii jiya
‘it ’s t h o s e
p e o p le
running that I saw
yesterday’

[presupposed]

Not applicable

(< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
[^identifiable]
[+fam iliar], e.g. ya s§a
kuma
k
kashb
iyaayenmu maataa don
m a fa r k i-n -c a n dh na
gayaa mukii ‘he ordered
our mothers to be killed
because o f that dream I
told you about’
[non-contrastive]
[presupposed]
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S ym b o lic
anha facfSa tsakaanin
w a n n h n ziiri’aa da
waccan (zuri’aal ‘there’s
co n flict betw een t h is
clan and that (clan)’

N ot applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Table 19: summary of the semantic-pragmatic features of speaker-addressee
(remote-") distal deictics

Adverbial
F can

Adverbial
H can

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
HL wancan (+NP)

Demonstrative
(pre-head)
LH w&ncan +NP
FH wancan +NP

Spatial
speaker/addressee-distal,
e.g. gaa shi can a inda
ka bar shi ‘there it is
over th e r e where you
left it’

speaker/addressee
r e m o te -d is ta l,
e. g.
matsaa zuwaa can ghba
tukuna ‘move way over
there for now ’

speaker/addressee-distal
[-identifiable]
[-familiar]
[+gesture], e.g. kujeerar
tanaa baavan w anchn
cfaak ii ‘the chair is
behind that hut’

rnon-presupposedl
speaker/addresseeremote-distal
[-identifiable]
[ - f a m i l i a r ] , e.g. a
w an can w unn muka
tarar da shii ‘it ’s at
th a t place over there
that we met him ’
[non-presupposed]

[contrastive]
baa waccan mootaa ba.
w a c c a n ta g&ba ‘not
that
car (y o u ’re
ap p roach in g), t h a t
(other one) way in
front’

Anaphoric

Not applicable

(<speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
anaphoric : ... h can na
saami wata yaarinyha
‘it’s there that I met a
girl’
cataphoric: can a gitrin
Bauchi na areewacin
N&ajeeriy&a...
’w ay over there in
the northern N igeria
town o f Bauchi . . . ’
too danganfee dh wacchn
maganha kuma ... ‘as
for th a t (other) issue

S ym b o lic
e.g. (indicating) z&n jee
can nee in daawoo ‘I’m
going over th e r e (not
far away), and w ill be
back’

in na yi nan yh yi can
‘if I m ove h e r e , he’ll
m ove th e re’
can
d a i. m uugun
bhakinkk yh bii kh
‘w ell, th e re may your
evil mouth follow you’

anha fadha tsakaanin
w a n n h n zftri’ita dh
wacc&n (zuri’ha) ‘there’s
con flict between th is
clan and that (clan)’

[contrastive]

(< speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
[contrastive]
a wancan / whncan
lookacii yaa ki yh amsa
laifin ‘at th a t (other)
time, he pleaded not
guilty’

[long distance]
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Not applicable

Table 19 (continued)

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP+ -n/r-can/can

Demonstrative
(post-head)
NP+ -n/r-can

Spatial
Anaphoric
speaker/addressee-distal
[+identifiable]
N ot applicable
[+familiar]
[-gesture], e.g. anyha
k6o bhi yi wa yaaro-m
can Tvaara-n-can] nauvii
ba? ‘is it not too heavy
for t h a t boy [ t h o s e
boys] V
[presupposed]
speaker/addresseeremote-distal,
{^identifiable]
[+familiar]
[-gesture],
e.g.
mut&ane-n-can nee da
kee guduu na ganii jiya
‘it’s t h o s e p e o p le
running that I saw
yesterday’

[presupposed]

(speaker/addresseeremote-distal)
[■^identifiable]
[+fam iliar], e.g. ya saa
kum a
a
kashe
iyaayenmu maataa don
m a fa rk i-n -ca n dh na
gayaa mukii ‘he ordered
our m others to be
killed because o f th a t
dream I told you about’
[non-contrastive]
[presupposedl
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S ym b o lic
Not applicable

Not applicable
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